
to avoid potentially inequitable situations.

The comments supporting protection of private development
centered around two primary concerns. First, was the concern
that a determination by the Government that data was needed for
competition could be used as a basis for overriding a contractor's
property rights in data pertaining to privately developed items.
similarly, there was concern that the Government's right to negot
iate implied that a contractor could be required to negotiate
away its rights. Secondly, a number of the commenis ~ere related
to the relationship of sub-tier subcontractors in dealing with
prime and higher tier subs and the Government.

In response to these concerns, the final rule clarified that
the Governmnent's needs do not override a contractor's rights and
that a contractor cannot be required to negotiate away its rights.
Further, the final rule clarified that all rights available to
prime contractors is also available to subcontractors and that the
responsibility for justifying restrictive markings resides with
the contractor asserting the the restriction.

The primary concern expressed by those supporting release of
data for competition was that data subject to Government Purpose
License Rights (GPLR) would not be available in a timely manner.
To overcome this concern, they recommended that GPLR data be made
available in advance of a solicitation and through data brokers.
Also, they were 'concerned that large contractors would include
unreasonable terms in nondisclosure agreements thereby making the
data unavailable or unuseable to potential competitors. For
this reason, they recommended that a standard nondisclosure agree
ment be provided by the Government.

The Council agreed that to be effective in enhancing compe
tition, GPLR data should be made available in advance of a given ,
solicitation and should be available through data brokers. The
rule permits the release of GPLR data in advance of Solicitation
and through data brokers. Also, the Council agreed that a
a nondisclosure agreement should be provided by the Government
to protect the interests of all parties. A case has been estab
lished to allow public comment regarding such an agreement to be
included in the Regulation and in the standard data rights clause.

The commenters predominately representing prime contrac-
tors supported protecting the rights of developers. Although it
has been observed that their concern is perhaps not so grave, since
~heir competitive advantage normally derives from factors such as
their ability to accomplish a complex development project, fi
nanced predominantly with Government funding, rather than through
retaining proprietary rights in items developed at private expense.



The universities were interested in assuring that the rights
accorded commercial entities are also available to universities
and other non-profit organizations. As a result of this concern,
the final rule includes reference to nonprofit organizations.

The concerns expressed by Government offices, which included
two from members of Congress, paralleled those from industry.
First, concern was expressed regarding the potential impact of
GPLR on the ability of the Government to ensure ensure timely
access of the data to potential offerors and the resulting need
for effective policy and procedures dealing with nondisclosure
agreements. Also, addressed was the need for greater flexiblity
in applying the 50 percent rule and the need for guidlines on
commercializtion requirements. A case has been estblished to
address the commercialization issue.

Several other issues were identified in the comments, which
were addressed in the final rule. First, the definition of
"Developed" was revised to correct the inconsistency in verb
tenses. To be "developed", the item must exist and be workable,
but actual operation of the item may take place in the future.
The definition of "Private Expense" was revised to delete "or
sponsored by", which was confusing and unnecessary. However,
many commenters requested that all indirect costs be included as
private expense. This was not done, since to do so would lead
to numerous disagreements over the allocation, reporting and
classification of costs as either direct or indirect. This would
be counterprOductive, since one of the primary objectives of the
new policy is to identify Government needs and contractor rights
as early in the development process as possible and to satis-
the Government needs through mutually acceptable methods.

In Validation, procedures leading to the Contractin~Officer
Final Decision and conditions under which the Agency override in
unusual and compelling circumstances were clarified and the pro
vision that a contractor's failure to respond to a challenge
would be agreement for the Government to strike or ignore the
restrictive legends was eliminated. The clear and convincing
evidence standard was not reinstated, although several commenters
in industry and Government strongly recommended it. In deciding
not to specify a definite standard, the Council recognized that
the level of evidence needed to justify a restrictive marking
would vary depending on the circumstances and that to specify a
high standard of proof to be required in all circumstances would
be inappropriate. In the past, when the Government's right to
review a contractor's records was uncertain and had to be estab
lished by the contract, a requirement for a high standard was
needed. However, since the Government's right to access to such
records is now established in the statute, this requirement is
no longer needed and should not be so imposed.



In summary, the final rule is responsive to the major issues
raised in the public comments. The focus of our efforts will now
shift to ensuring effective implementation of the new policy.
Many of the key impacts lie outside of the area directly con
trolled by the Contracting Officer. This is of particular concern
in the identification of needs process, where there are strong
forces driving for competition of identical items as opposed to
competition based interchangeable items using form, fit or func
tion data. The full impacts of the new policy will continue to
be felt for many months to come.

Also, an effort is underway to develop new DFARS coverage
for software to be pUblished in the Federal Register as a pro
posed rule later this Summer. Finally, we will begin meeting
with representatives of the civilian agencies to establish
common FAR coverage during the coming year.

f
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BACKGROUND PAPER

ON

MAJOR REVISIONS 10 RIGHTS TECHNICAL DATA

SUBJECT

Major revisions to DFARS Tech Data coverage were published in the-Federal
Register on 16 APR 87 to implement P.L. 99-500. These changes will impact
the acquisition strategies of many Air Force Programs. A summary of the
most significant changes is provided below.

DISCUSSION

The Government may no longer require contractors to relinquish their
rights in tech data as a condition for award of a contract, however
Government may evaluate impact of limited rights on life cycle cost.

Clearly states that the Government will only obtain rights to satisfy its
minimum needs in the least cbtrusive manner on the contractor's rights.
Much greater flexibility is provided to the Contracting Officer to obtain
only the minimum rights.

Emphasizes early identification of Government's minimum needs and of
contractor's proprietary rights so that appropriate program alternatives
may be considered.

In identifying its minimum data rights needs, the Government must first
decide if item or repair/overhaul of the item will be procured competi
tively and if so, if it will be a commercial item or procured by FOrm, Fit
or Function Data (i.e. by Performance Specs) or by Detailed Manufacturing
or Process Data.

- Although "Predetermination of Rights" is deleted, the PCO may now enter
into advance agreements concerning rights. Further, when a contractor
justifies its assertion that data should be subject to limited rights,
the PCO may purchase additional rights; negotiate a licensing agree
ment (such as direct licensing or expiration of limited rights); or adopt
a suitable alternative (i.e. modify the spec so as not to require use of
the privately developed item. However, use of a privately developed item
may not prohibited).

other significant changes include:

A definition of "Developed at Private Expense" Expense" that is less
stringent on the contractor than the "reduced to practice" standard
previously used;

A new category of rights, "Government Purpose License Rights"

J
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which specifically includes competitive reprocurement.
normally be used when the item is developed in part at
and in part at Private Expense.

Changes to Validation procedures to:

These rights will
Government expense

Delete the requirement for "Clear & Convincing Evidence". However,
but the contractor still may be required to provide "SUfficient
Evidence to Justify" the restrictive rights;

Require the Government to conduct a thorough review of all restric
tive rights legends; and

Limit the Government's right to challenge a restrictive marking to
three years after delivery of the data or final payment under the
contract, whichever is later.

RECCMMENDATICN

None - for information only.

Rick Summerour/AQCS/76400/24 APR 87
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Major Issues in Comments on DoD Regulations

1. Definition of "developed".

2. Definition of "private expense".

3. Non-disclosure agreements.

4. Mixed funding- 50% cost share.

5. Waiver of rights.

6. Government purpose rights:

7. Validation- standard of proof.

8. Direct licensing.

9. Data rights in source selection.

10. Time limits in legend.

11. Prenotification.

12. Limited rights.

13. Unlimited rights.

14. SBIR

15. Subcontractor flowdown

-w,
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DoD. While definitive information is
unavailable as to the number of small
business manufacturers of machine
tools, it is believed there are few, if any.
\Vith regard to contractors who
purchase machine tools for use in a
Government-owned facility or property
under control of the DoD, the rule would
impact only those small business
contractors who rely on foreign
suppliers. Again, definitive information
is una vailable: however. it is believed
this number is minimal. For the above
reasons, an initial regulatory flexibility
analysis has not been prepared.
Comments from small businesses and
other interested parties are invited.
Comments concerning the affected FAR
Subpart will also be considered in
accordance with Section 610 of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act. Such
comments must he submitted senarately
and cite FAR Case 87-610 in
correspondence.

C. Paperwork Reduction Act
Information

The rule does not contain information
collection requirements which require
the approval of OMS under 44 U.S.C.
3501 et seq.

D. Determination to Issue an Interim
Rule

A determina tion has been made under
the authority of the Secretary of Defense
to Issue this coverage as an interim
regula non, This action is necessary in
order to impiement Section 9118 of the
Department of Defense Acquisition
Improvement Act of 1987 (Pub. L. 99
500).

List of Subjects in 48 CFR Parts 225. 245,
and 252

Government procurement.
Charles W. Lloyd,
Executive Secretary. Defense Acquisition.
Regulatory Council,

Adoption of Amendments

Therefore. the DoD FAR Supplement
contained in 48 eFR Parts 225, 245, and
252 is amended as set forth belov...·:

1. The authority for 48 CFR Parts 225,
245, and 252 continues to read as
follows:

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301. 10 U.S.C. 2202. DoD
Directive 50GO.35, and DoD FAR Supplement
201.301.

PART 225-FOREIGN ACQUISITION

225.7000 [AmendedJ

2. Section 225.7000 is amended by
removing in the penultimate sentence
after the parenthetical phrase "(see
2:2.5.7005)," the word "and", and adding
.::.t the end of the same sentence the

words "and the restriction on
acquisition of machine tools for
Government-owned facilities not
manufactured in the United States or
Canada (see 225.7008},'·

3. Section 225.7001 is amended by
adding between the definition "Hand or
Measuring Tools" and the definition
"Possessions" the definition "Machine
tools" to read as follows:

225.7001 Definitions.
• •

"Machine tools" means those tools
listed in Federal Supply Classes of
metalworking machinery in categories
numbered 3408,341{)-3419, 3426,3433.
3441-3443, 3446, 3448, 3449. 3460. and
3461.

• •
4. Section 225.7008 is added to read as

follows:

225.7008 Restriction on AcquIsition of
MachIne Tools.

(a) Pub. L. 99-591 provides that no FY
87 funds appropriated for the
Department of Defense may be used to
procure the classes of machine tools set
forth in 225.7001 for use in any
Covernment-owned facility or property
under control of the Department of
Defense which machine tools were not
manufactured in the United States or
Canada.

(b) Wben adequate domestic supplies
of the classifications of machine tools
set forth in 225.7001 are not available to
meet the needs of the Department of
Defense on a timely basis, the
procurement restrictions may be waived
by the Head of the Component
responsible for the procurement on a
case-by-case basis. Requests for
waivers will contain a full explanation
of the facts supporting the waiver and
will be submitted in accordance with
Departmental procedures.

(c) A machine tool shall be considered
to have been manufactured in the
United States or Canada if the cost of its
components manufactured in the United
States or Canada exceeds 50 percent of
the cost of all its components. The cost
of components shall include
transportation costs to the place of
incorporation into the end product and
duty (whether or not a duty-free entry
certificate may be issued).

(d) This restriction does not apply to
contracts executed on or before 18
October 1986.

(e) For purchases made by contractors
on behalf of 000, see 215.106(8-70).

PART 245-GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

4. Subpart 245.1, consisting of section
245.106, is added to read as follows:

Subpart 245.1-General

§ 245.106 Government Property Clauses.
(8-70) The clause at 252.240-7000,

Acquisition of Foreign Machine Tools.
shall be included in all solicitations and
contracts that obligate FY 67 funds and
that contain FAR clause 52.245-2,
Government Property (Fixed·Price
Contracts), or FAR clause 52.245-5.
Government Property [Cost
Reimbursement, Time-and-Material, or
Labor-Hour Contracts). (See also
225.7008.)

PART 252-S0LICITATION
PROVISIONS AND CONTRACT
CLAUSES

5. Section 252.245-7000 is added to
read as follows:

252.245-7000 ACQuisition of foreign
machine tools.

As prescribed in 245.106(8-70), insert
the following clause:

Acquisition of Foreign Machine Tools
(Apr 1937)

(a) Machine tools listed in paragraph (b) of
this clause acquired by the Contractor, title to
which will vest with the Government. shall
be manufactured in the United States or
Canada.

(b) The requirement for acquisition of
machine tools manufactured in the United
States or Canada applies to those listed in
Federal Supply Classes of metalworking
machinery numbered 3408, 3410-3419, 3426.
3433. 3441-3443,3+46,3448,3449,3460and
3461.

(c) A machine tool shall be considered to
have been manufactured in the United States
or Canada if the cost of its components
manufactured in the United States or Canada
exceeds fifty percent (50%) of the cost of all
its components. The cost of components shall
include transportation costs to the place of
Incorporationinto the end product and duty
(whether or not a duty-free entry certificate
may be issued).

(d) Acquisition of machine tools as
described in paragraph [b} above,
manufactured in a country other than the
United States or Canada. if required to meet
the delivery schedule or other requirements
of this contract, shall be approved in advance
by the Government.

(End of cla use)

[FR Doc. 87--8561 Filed 4-15-8,; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3810-01-101

48 CFR Parts 227 and 252

Oepartmen.t of Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement;
Patents, Data, and Copyrights

AGENCY: Department of Defense lDOD).
ACTION: Final rule.
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SUMMARY: The DAR Council has
approved the attached revision to
Subpart 227.4 and Part 252 of the
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement to implement section 953 of
the Defense Acquisition Improvement
Act of 1986 [Pub. L. 99-500).

EFFECTivE DATE: May 18, 1967. (This is
effective as a final regulation for all
solicitations and resultant contracts,
issued on or after May 16, 1987).

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

A. Background

Section 953, Pub. L. 99-500
necessitated that the Department of
Defense substantially revise DFARS
Subpart 227.4. A proposed rule was
published in the Federal Register on
January 16, 1987 [52 FR 2082). The
present action implements the statutory
requirement to publish a proposed final
regulation 30 days prior to the effective
date of this coverage.

P-ublic comments received in response
to the notice of the proposed rule were
reviewed and evaluated, and as a result
of those comments certain changes were
made to the proposed rule. In general,
the coverage has been revised to more
clearly reflect DoD policy that the
Government will only acquire data
rights essential to meet its minimum
needs. Specifically, changes were made
in the following areas:

• The definitions of "developed" and
of "private expense" were further
clarified,

• Guidance was added to allow
contracting officers flexibility to take
only Government Purpose License
Rights (GPLRj when the funding
contribution of large business
contractors did not exceed 50 percent,

• The procedures for validation of
tecnrncai data nave oeen crannec.

• Other less significant changes were
also made for purposes of clarification.

Several commentors recommended
that the coverage be further revised to
address non-disclosure agreements and
commercialization in greater depth. The
DAR Council generally agreed with
those observations. however, because
such additional coverage has not been
subjected to the public comment
precess. the DAR Council decided to
establish two new cases to fully
examine the issues raised. The two
cases established for this purpose are
entitled, "Non-Disclosure Agreements",
DAR Case 87-37, and
"Commercialization of Data", DAR Case
87-38. Proposed coverage will be
published in forthcoming Notices of
Proposed Rulemeking.

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act

A final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
has been prepared and is available upon
request by contacting Mr. Owen Green,
OASD(A&L)DASD(P)/DARS, DAR
Council, c/o Room 3C841, The Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20301.

C. Paperwork Reduction Act

The Paperwork Reduction Act [Pup. L.
9&-511) does not apply because the
proposed changes do not impose any
additional reporting or recordkeeping
requirements or collection of
information from offerora. contractors,
or members of the public which require
the approval of OMB under 44 U.S.C.
3501, et seq.

List of Subjects in 48 CFR Parts 227 and
252

Government procurement.
Charles W. Lloyd,
Executive Secretary, Defense Acquisition
Regulatory Council.

Therefore, 48 CFR Parts 227 and 252
are amended as follows:

1. The authority citation for 48 CFR
Parts 227 and 252 continues to read as
follows:

Authority:5 U.S.C. 301. 10 U.S.C. 2202. DoD
Directive5000.35 and DoD FAR Supplement
201.301.

PART 227-PATENTS, DATA, AND
COPYRIGHTS

2. Subpart 227.4 is revised to read as
follows,

SUbpart 227.4-Technlcal Data, Other Data,
Computer Software, and Copyrights

Sec.
227.470 Scope.
227.471 Definitions.
227.472 Acquisition policy for technical data

and rights in technical data,
::::".-::-:: :::zk;:.ui .:.,~:.;t~.b ...rid d:.fs:7c.:!

delivery.
227.472-2 Establishing minimum

requirements.
227.472-3 Early identification.
227.47~ Statutory prohibitions.
227.472-5 Standard rights in technical data.
227.472-6 Obtaining greater rights in

technical data.
227.472-7 Waiving unlimited rights in

technical date.
227.472-8 Subcontracts.
227.473 General procedures.
227.473-1 Early identification of

Government rights.
227.473-2 Obtaining greeter rights in

technical data.
227.473-3 Certifications.
227.473-4 Marking and identification

requirements.
227.473-5 Validation of restrictive markings

on technical data.
227.473-6 Remedies for noncomplying

technical data .

Sec.
227.4'73-7 Non-disclosure agreements.
227.474 Additional methods of obtaining

greater rights.
227.474-1 Direct licenses.
227.474-2 Expiration of restrictive rights

legends.
227.475 Other procedures.
227.475-1 Data requirements.
227.475-2 Deferred ordering and deferred

delivery. .
227.475-3 Technical data-withholding of

payment.
227.475-4 Warranties of technical data.
227.475-5 Deliveryof technical data to

foreign governments.
227,475-6 Contracts with foreign sources to

be performedoutside the United Stales.
227,475-7 Technical data reflecting

engineering changes,
227.475-8 Publication for sale.
227.476 Contracts for acquisition of special

works.
227.477 Contracts for acquisition of existing

works.
227.478 Architect-engineerand construction

contracts.
227.478-1 General.
227.478-2 Acquisition and use of plans.

specifications. and drawings.
227.47~3 Contracts for construction

supplies and research and development
work.

227,476-4 Mixed contracts.
227.478-5 Approval of restricted designs.
227.479 Contracts awarded under Small

Business Innovation Research Program
ISBlR Program).

227.480 Copyrights.
227.481 Acquisitionof rights in computer

software.
227.481-1 Policy.
227.481-2 Procedures. .
227.482 Solicitation provisions and contract

clauses.

SUbpart 227.4-Technical Data, Other
Data, Computer Software, and
Copyrights

227.470 Scope.

[a] Sections 227.470 through 227.482
set forth the Department of Defense
policies. procedures. and implementing
instructions relating to requirements for
the acquisition of technical data and
computer software as well as rights in
technical data, other data, computer
software, and copyrights. These section:
ensure that the DoD shall obtain only
such minimum technical data and data
rights as are essential to meet
Government needs (see 227.472-2],

(b) Specific information concerning
requirements for the acquisition of
computer software is found in DoD
Directive 5000.19-L. Volume II.
"Acquisition Management Systems and
Data Requirements Control List".

[c] These sections do not encompass
rights in computer software acquired
under GSA authorized ADP Schedule
Pricelist contracts. Such rights are

._-:';;"1!!~-,~'iE}.tt~':~....;;.4!i'i..~~.'..!! ...'F.!&,~)'i':';-'. ,~ '{"'''it'I'~J2'lm;..~:'' ~~~"'Al::;;:., "/'Z,"::R'it':i
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governed by the terms of the GSA
contracts.

221.471 Definitions.

"Commercial computer software", as
used in this subpart, means computer
software which is used regularly for
other than Government purposes and is
sold licensed. or leased in significant
quantities to the general public at
established market or catalog prices.

"Computer", as used in this subpart,
means a data processing device capable
of accepting data. performing prescribed
operations on the data, and supplying
the results of these operations; for
example, a device that operates on
discrete data by performing arithmetic
and logic processes on the data. or a
device that operates on analog data by
performing physical processes on the
data.

"Cc ....~:.;.~.:.:: =..:.~3. bcsc", ae used in this
subpart, means a collection of data in a
form capable of being processed and
operated on by a computer.

"Computer program", as used in this
subpart. means a series of instructions
or statements in a form acceptable to a
computer, designed to cause the
computer to execute an operation or
operations. Computer programs include
operating systems, assemblers,
compilers, interpreters. data
management systems. utility programs.
sort-merge programs. and ADPE
maintenance/diagnostic programs, as
well as applications programs such as
payroll. inventory control. and
engineering analysis programs.
Computer programs may be either
machine-dependent or machine
independent, and may be general
purpose in nature or be designed to
satisfy the requirements of a particular
user.

"Computer software". as used in this
subpart. means computer programs and
computer data bases.

"Computer software documentation",
as used in this subpart, means technical
data. including computer listings and
printouts. in human-readable form
which [a) documents the design or
details of computer software. (b)
explains the capabilities of the software,
or (c) provides operating instructions for
using the software to obtain desired
results from a computer.

"Data". as used in this subpart, means
recorded information, regardless of form
or method of the recording.

"Detailed manufacturing or process
data", as used in this subpart, means
technical data necessary to enable
manufacture of end-items. components
and modifications. or to enable the
performance of processes.

"Developed", as used in this subpart.
means that the item. component, or
process exists and is workable. Thus,
the item or component must have been
constructed or the process practiced.
Workability is generally established
when the item, component or process
has been analyzed or tested sufficiently
to demonstrate to reasonable people
skilled in the applicable art that there is
a high probability that it will operate as
intended. Whether. how much, and what
type of analysis or testing is required to
establish workability depends on the
nature of the item, component. or
process. and the state of the art. To be
considered "developed", the item.
component, or process need not be at
the stage where it could be offered for
sale or sold on the commercial market.
nor must the item, component or 'process
be actually reduced to practice within
the meaning of Title 35 of the United
States Code.

"Form. fit. or function data", as used
in this subpart. means technical data
pertaining to items. components, or
processes for the purpose of identifying
sources, size. configuration. mating and
attachment characteristics, functional
characteristics and performance
requirements (e.g.• specification control
drawings. catalog sheets. envelope
drawings, qualification requirements,
etc.).

"Government purposes license rights",
as used in this subpart, means rights to
use. duplicate, or disclose technical data
[or in the SBlR Program only computer
software}, in whole or in part and in any
manner, for Government purposes only,
and to have or permit others to do so for
Government purposes only. Government
license rights include purposes of
competitive procurement but do not
grant to the Government the right to
have or permit others to use technical
da ta (or the SBIR Program only
computer software) for commercial
purposes.

"Limited rights", as used in this
subpart. means rights to use. duplicate,
or disclose technical data, in whole or in
part. by or for the Government. with the
express limitation that such technical
data shall not. without the written
permission of the party asserting limited
rights, be: released or disclosed in whole
or in part outside the Government; used
in whole or in part by the Government

- for manufacture. or in the case of
computer software documentation. for
preparing the same or similar computer
software; or used by a party other than
the Government, except when:

(a} Release, disclosure. or use is
necessary for emergency repair or
overhaul: provided that such release,
disclosure. or use thereof outside the

Government shall be made subject to a
prohibition against further use, release,
or disclosure. and that the party
asserting limited rights be notified by
the contracting officer of such release,
disclosure. or use; or

(b) Release or disclosure of to a
foreign government, that is in the
interest of the United States and is
required for evaluational or
informational purpose under the
conditions of [a] above. except that such
release or disclosure may not include
detailed manufacturing or process data.

"Private expense", as use d in this
subpart, means that the cost of
development has not been paid in whole
or in part by the Government and that
such development was not required as
an element of performance under a .
Government contract or subcontract;
provided. however, independent
research and development and bid and
proposal costs are deemed to be at
private expense.

"Restricted rights". as used in this
subpart, means rights that apply only to
computer software. and include. as a
minimum. the right to--

(a) Use computer software with the
computer for which or with which it was
acquired, including use at any
Government installation to which the
computer may be transferred by the
Government;

(b) Use computer software with a
backup computer if the computer for
which or with which it was acquired is
inoperative;

(c) Copy computer programs for
safekeeping (archives) or backup
purposes; and

[d) Modify computer software. or
combine it w-ithother software. subject
to the provision that those portions of
the derivative software incorpora ting
restricted rights software are subject to
the same restricted rights.
In addition. restricted rights include any
other specific rights not inconsistent
with the minimum rights in [a)-Cd) above
that are listed or described in a contract
or described in a license or agreement
made a part of a contract.

"Technical data". as used in this
subpart, means recorded information.
regardless of the form or method of the
recording of a scientific or technical
nature (including computer software
documentation). Such term does not
include computer software or data'
incidental to contract administration,
such as financial and/or management
information.

"Unlimited rights", as used in this
subpart. means rights to use. duplicate,
release, or disclose. technical data or
computer software in whole or in part.
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in any manner and for any purpose
whatsoever, and to have or permit
others to do so.

"Unpublished", as used in this
subpart, means that technical data or
computer software has not been
released to the public nor been
furnished to others without restriction

. en further use or disclosure. For the
purpose of this definition, delivery of
other than unlimited rights technical
data or computer software to or for the
Government under a contract does not,
in itself. constitute release to the public.

227.472 Acquisition poltcy for technical
data and rights in technical data.

227.472-1 GeneraL

The acquisition of technical da ta and
the rights to use such data requires a
balancing of competitive interests,

(a) The Government's interests. The
Government has extensive needs for
many kinds of technical data and the
rights to use such data, Its needs may
well exceed those of private commercial
customers. For defense purposes.
millions of separate equipment and
supply items, ranging from standard to
unique types, must be acquired,
operated, and maintained, often at
points remote from the source of supply.
Functions requiring varied kinds of
technical data include training of
personnel. overhaul and repair.
cataloging, standardization, inspection
and quality control, packaging, and
logistics operations, Technical data
resulting from research and
development and production contracts
must be obtained, organized and
disseminated to many different users,
Finally, the Government must make
technical data widely available in the
form of contract specifications in the
i:"j~cit;,: IJf i.ucrt:dbiugcumpeuuun,

"lowering costs, and providing for
mobilization by developing and locating
alternate sources of supply and
manufacture.

(b) The contractor's interest.
Commercial and non-profit
organizations have property rights and a
valid economic interest in technical data
pertaining to items, components. or
processes which they have developed.
Such technical data is often closely held
in the commercial sector because its
disclosure to competitors could
jeopardize the competitive advantage it
was developed to provide. Public
disclosure of such technical data can
cause serious economic hardship to the
originating company and would not be
in the interest of the United States in
encouraging innovatinn as well as
encouraging contractors to develop at

private expense items, components, or
processes for use by the Government.

(c) The balancing of interests. (1)
There is no necessary correlation
between the Government's need for
technical data and a contractor's
economic interest therein, However. in
balancing the Government's
requirements for technical data against
a contractor's interest in protecting its
technical data. there may be a
considerable identity of interest. This is
particularly true in the Case of
innovative contractors who can best be
encouraged to develop at private
expense items of military usefulness
where their rights in such items are
scrupulously protected,

(2) It is equally important that the
Government foster successful
contractual relationships and encourage
a ready flow of data essential to
Government needs by confining its
acquisitions of technical data to cases of
actual need. Certainly the Government
must not be barred from bargaining and
contracting to obtain the technical data
that it needs, even though that technical
data may not be disclosed in
commercial practice. Moreover, when
the Government pays for research and
development work which produces new
knowledge. products. or processes, it
has an obligation to foster technological
progress through wide dissemination of
the new and useful information derived
from such work and where practicable
to provide competitive opportunities for
supplying the new products and utilizing
the new processses.

(3) At the same time, acquiring,
maintaining, storing, retrieving,
protecting and distributing technical
data in the vast quantities generated by
modern technology is costly and
burdensome for the Government. For
fHr reason :11:::.>::, i~ is necessary tu
control closely the extent and nature of
technical data acquisition, Such control
is also necessary to ensure Government
respect for its contractors' economic
interest in technical data relating to
their privately developed items.

227.472-2 Establishing minimum
Government needs.

It is the policy of the Department of
Defense to obtain only such minimum
technical data and data rights as are
essential to meet Government needs.
Consideration shall be given to such
factors as: whether or not the item.
component. or process will be
competitively acquired; whether repair
and overhaul work will be contracted
out or serviced in-house; whether the
repair or replacement parts will be
commercial items, or acquired by form,
fit or function data, performance

specifications, or by detailed
engineering drawings. Once the
Government's technical data needs are
properly established, the appropriate
technical data rights to meet those
needs can be identified. Whether the
Government already has or will need to
acquire the necessary rights in the
technical data or will need to consider
alternate procurement procedures, will
depend on either the category of the
data or whether the items, component,
or process was developed exclusively
with Government funds, exclusively at
private expense, or in part with
Government funds and in part at private
expense (see 227.472-5). In deciding how
to acquire such data and data rights, or
how to otherwise achieve the
Government's purposes. it is the policy
of the Department of Defense to use
procedures that are theleast intrusive
on the contractor's economic interests
as is practicable. (See Subpart 217.72 for
additional guidance.}

227.472-3 Early identification.

In order to determine what minimum
technical data and data rights to obtain
in each acquisition, it is necessary for
the Government to identify its various
uses of and needs for technical data as
early as is practicable in the acquisition
of any item, component, or process.
Such identification should be made
before contract award or, for major
weapons systems. prior to entering Full
Scale Development. It is also important
that contrsctors be required to provide
early identification of any technical data
that they intend to deliver with any
restrictions on its use.

227.472-4 Statutory prohibitions.

In accordance with 10 U.S.C,
/'.~~m[~)(?H1J). 9' cC'~t"!::I,:"tn7' ':'~

subcontractor (or a prospective
contractor or subcontractor) may not be
required. as a condition of being
responsive to a solicitation or as 8

condition for the award of a contract. to
sell or otherwise relinquish to the
United States any rights in technical
data beyond those to which the
Government is entitled under 10 U,S.c,
2320(a)(2) (C) and {DJ. It is permissible,
however, to consider in the evaluation
of offers such factors as the impact on
life cycle costs of limitations on the
Government's ability to use or disclose
the technical data. Further, nothing
prohibits the Government from mutually
agreeing with the contractor or a
subcontractor to provide the
Government with greater rights than it
would normally be entitled to, for a fair
and reasonable price. This price may be
expressed in terms of a lump sum fee,
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royalty fees, or other consideration
depending upon the terms and
conditions negotiated (e.g. a licensing
agreement.]

9227.472-5 Standard rights in technical
data.

The three categories of standard rights
in Technical Data are Limited Rights.
Government Purpose License Rights and
Unlimited Rights. The standard rights to
which the Government is entitled are
determined as follows:

(a) If the Government has funded or
will fund the entire development of the
item. component. or process. then the
Government is entitled to and will
normally obtain unlimited rights in the
technical data.

(b) If the Government has funded or
will fund a part of the development of
the item, component. or process, then
thn ~mrn .....rnnnt 'is e'lHt!!;'c. to unlimited
rights in the technical data. However,
the Government should not acquire
more data rights than it needs.
Therefore, unless the contracting officer
determines. during the identification of
needs process. that unlimited rights are
required, the Government will obtain
Government Purpose License Rights if
the contractor has or will contribute
more than 50 percent of the development
cost of the item. component, or process.
or if the contractor is a small business
firm or nonprofit organization that
agrees to commercialize the technology.
(Note: The requirement to
commercialize the technology, as
delineated in this paragraph and in
227.472-7. exists because in agreeing to
less than unlimited rights, the
Government establishes a proprietary
interest for the contractor and assumes
an administrative burden to safeguard
this interest. Further. by encouraging
commercialization. the Government
intends to promote wider application of
such technolcgies.) The Government will
normally obtain unlimited rights in all
other cases. However. if the contractor
is a large business whose share of
development cost has not exceeded or
will not exceed 50 percent. the
contracting officer should give
consideration to obtaining less than
unlimited rights as provided in 227.472
7,

(c) If the item, component. or process
is developed by a contractor or
subcontractor exclusively at private
expense, the Government is entitled to
limited rights. Such data must be
unpublished and identified as limited
rights data. However, if the Government
determines that it needs rights in
technical data greater than limited
rights, the contracting officer may
negotiate. pursuant to 227.472--6, with a

contractor or subcontractor to acquire
additional rights necessary to meet the
Government's needs. provided that the
additional tights are necessary to
enhance competition by developing
alternative sources of supply and
manufacture. As an alternative. the
contracting officer may consider
alternate proposals from the contractor
or subcontractor to enhance
competition.

(d) Notwithstanding (a), (b). and (c)
above. the Government is entitled to
unlimited rights in the technical data in
the following categories:

(1) Technical data prepared or
required to be delivered under any
Government contract or subcontract and
constituting corrections or changes to
Government-furnished data:

(2) Form, fit or function data
pertaining to end-items. components. or
processes. prepared or required to be
delivered under any Government
contract or subcontract;

(3) Manuals or instructional materials
(other than detailed manufacturing or
process data) prepared or required to be
delivered under a Government contract
or subcontract necessary for
installation, operation. maintenance. or
training purposes; and

(4) Technical data which is otherwise
publicly available or has heen released

.or disclosed by the contractor or
subcontractor without restriction on
further release or disclosure.

227.472-6 Policy for obtaining greater
rights in technical data.

If the Government determines that it
needs rights in technical data greater
than limited rights, the contracting
officer may negotiate with a contractor
or subcontractor to acquire the
additional rights necessary to meet the
Government's needs. provided that the
additional rights are necessary to
develop alternative sources of supply
and manufacture (see 227.473-2). As an
alternative to acquiring additional
rights. the contracting officer may
consider other proposals from the
contractor or subcontractor as to how to
achieve the same objectives [e.g. see
227,474),

227.472-1 Waiving unlimited rights in
technical data.

In those cases under 227.472-5 where
the Government would normally obtain
unlimited rights, the Government may
agree to waive these unlimited rights.
provided that. in accordance with 10
U,S,C, 2320(aJ(2J(G)(ii), the United
States receives. as a minimum, a
royalty-free license to use. release. or
disclose the data for purposes of the
United States. including purposes of

competitive procurement [i.e.•
Government Purpose License Rights}. In
considering whether to waive unlimited
rights, the contracting officer-should
consider substantial contributions by
the contractor to the development of the
item, component or process even though
such contributions do not exceed 50
percent. Also. the contracting officer
should consider, where appropriate.
such factors as unique contractor
qualifications or expertise contributing
to the configuration management or
development of the item, component or
process. However. such lesser rights
may only be obtained under this
paragraph after a determination by the
contracting officer that the Government
does not need unlimited rights and if the
contractor agrees to commercialize the
technology,

227.472-6 ~uDContracts.

It is the policy of the Department of
Defense that prime contractors and
higher-tier subcontractors shall not use
their power to award subcontracts as
economic leverage to acquire rights in
the technical data of their
subcontractors for themselves.
Accordingly. a subcontractor. who
would have the right pursuant to
227.472-5 to furnish technical data with
limited rights. may furnish such limited
rights data directly to the Government
rather than through the prime
contractor.

227.473 General procedures.

227.473-1 Early Identification of
Government rights.

(a) Prenotification of limitations on
Government rights. In order for the
Government to make informed
judgments concerning the competitive
reprocurernent potential of items.
components. processed. or computer
software developed at private expense
that an offeror intends to deliver under a
resultant contract. offerors shall identify
to the maximum practicable extent in
their responses to solicitations such
privately developed items. components.
processes. or computer software and the
technical data which they:

(1) Intend to deiiver with limited or
restricted rights:

(2) Intend to deliver with Government
Purpose License Rights; or

(3) Have not yet determined if such
rights should apply.
If delivery oftechnical data under a
resultant contract is expected. the
provision at 252.227-7035.
Prenotification of Rights in Technical
Data. shall be included in the
solicitation. If an offeror asserts other
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than unlimited rights to any technical
data in its proposal responding to this
requirement. Government failure to
object to or reject any such assertion
shall not be construed 10 constitute
agreement to any such data rights
assertion. Offerors will furnish. at the
written request of the contracting
officer, evidence supporting any such
assertion. The contracting officer may
enter into an agreement with the
contractor that the Government is
entitled to Government Purpose License
Rights 0' limited rights (See paragraph
b[l}{i) and b(2)[ii) of the clause at
2.52.227-7013). The contracting officer
should not request supporting evidence
unless the Government intends to enter
into an agreement.

(b) Notification oflimitations on
Government rigbts.Beceuse continuing
information is needed under a contract
about a contractor's intention to use in
the performance of the contract any
items. components, processes, or
computer software for which technical
data or computer software would he
subject to other than unlimited rights,
the contractor will be required to advise
the contracting officer of this fact
promptly prior to committing to L.1e use
of the privately developed item,
component. or process. If possible, the
schedule should indicate the specific
areas to which limited or restricted
rights are of concern, and the notice
requirements should only address those
areas.

(1) Under the clause at 252.227-7013,
the contractor is not required to advise
the contracting officer as to items,
components, processes, or computer
software for which notice was
previously given in the same contract
pursuant to the prenotification
procedure, or with respect to standard
commercial items that are manufactured
by more than one source of Supply. Also,
the contractor need not obtain
contracting officer approval to use any
item, component, process, or computer
software in the performance of the
contract. If Government control on the
contractor's use of privately developed
items. components, processes, or
computer software is desired, special
provisions must be included in the
contr'acl.

(2J Subsequent to contractor
notification, if the contracting officer
agrees that certain technical data would
be subject to other than unlimited rights,
the cor.tr acting officer may then decide
to negotia te for a licensing arrangement,
the purchase of additional rights, or to
adopt another suitable alternative. Such
alternatives may include modifying the
specifications so as not to require [but

see 227.472-4) use of the privately
developed items. components,
processes, or computer software.

227.473-2 Procedures for obtaining
greater rights in technical data.

(a) In accordance with 227.472-6, the
Government may obtain greater rights or
options for such rights in any technical
data pertaining to items, components, 01'

processes developed exclusively at
private expense for which the
Government would otherwise only be
entitled to limited rights. These greater
rights may be obtained by negotiation of
a lump sum feeroyalty. or other
consideration, and where appropriate,
should also include access to such
technical assistance as may be
necessary to qualify additional sources.
These negotiations may be conducted
either by the Government. or upon
Government request by the prime
contractor or higher-tier subcontractor.
However, refusal to negotiate by a
contractor or subcontractor shall not
constitute the basis for disqualification
for award of a contract or subcontract
(See 227.472-4). Such greater rights shall
be stated in the contract schedule as a
separate item with a specific price and
shan not be obtained under this
paragraph unless it is determined after a
finding upon a documented record
that-

(1) There is a need or requirement for
disclosure of such technical data outside
the Government for purposes such as for
reprocurement or evaluation of the item,
component, or process to which the
technical data pertains; and

[2) If the specific rights obtained are
for reprocurement, then the anticipated
net savings in competitive
reprocurements from additional sources
will likely exceed the acquisition cost of
~~·.c ll;;l..l.ullloal ~di.a. all~ lig~ll!l therein.

(b) In contracts for major systems or
major subsystems, it may be in the best
interest of the Government to acquire
repair parts of components directly from
a subcontractor, rather than obtaining
greater rights in technical data. In such
cases. the clause at 252.227-7017, Rights
in Technical Data-Major System and
Subsystem Contracts, may be used.
Also, the Oovemment's right to
purchase such items directly from
subcontractors shell be without the
payment of any fee or royalty by the
Government or subcontractor for the use
of the prime contractor's technical data.

227.473-3 ceruuceucns.
(a) The provision at 252.227-7()28,

Requirement for Technical Data
Certification, shall be included in a
solicitation that may result in a
negotiated contract when information is

needed to establish whether an offeror
has delivered or is obliga ted to deliver
to the Government under any contract
or subcontract the same or substantially
the same technical date included in the
offer [see 215.406and FAR 15.406-O(a)).
This solicitation provision requires the
offeror to submit with the offer a
certification as to whether the same or
substantially the same technical data
that is included in the offer has been
delivered or is obligated to be delivered
to the Government under any contract
or subcontract. If so, the offeror will be
required to Identify one' such contract or
subcontract under which such technical
data was delivered or will be delivered,
and the place of such delivery.

(b) If technical data is required to be
delivered under a contract, the clause at
252.227-7036, Certification of Technical
Data Conformity, shall be included in
solicitations and any resultant contract.
The clause requires the contractor to
certify in writing that, to the best of its
knowledge and belief, technical data
delivered under the contract is complete,
accurate, and complies with all
requirements of the contract. The clause
states that technical data deliverable
under the contract may be reviewed by
the Government both before and after
Oovernment acceptance. The clause
also contains some illustrative examples
of such reviews.

227.473-4 Marking and identification
requirements.

(a) Technical data delivered to the
Government pursuant to any contract
requirement shall be marked in
accordance with 252.227-7029 with the
number of the prime contract, and the
name of the contractor and any
subcontractor who generated the
technical data. Ear:h piece of tp.r.hnir.Rl
data submitted with other than
unlimited rights shall also be marked
with-

(1) The authorized restrictive legend:
and

(2) An indication (for example, by
circling underscoring, or a note) of that
portion of the piece of technical data to
which the legend is applicable. The
Government shall include such
identifying markings on all
reproductions thereof.

(b) The contractor has the
responsibility to assure that no
restrictive markings are placed on
technical data except in accordance
with the: "Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software" clause at 252..227
7013. Copyright notices as specified in
Title 17 United States Code. Sections
401 and 402, are not considered
"restrictive markings". When the clause
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at 252.227-7013. "Rights in Technical'
Data and Computer Software", is
required. the clause at 252.227-7018.
"Restrictive Markings on Technical
Data", shall also be included in the
contract. The contractor's procedures
required by this clause shall be
reviewed by the Contract
Administration Office. In addition to the
rights afforded to the Government by
the clause at 252.227-7018, "Restrictive
Markings on Technical Data", the
following actions are available to ensure
proper marking of technical data:

(1) Failure to establish. maintain and
follow such marking procedures may be
deemed to render technical data
nonconforming and subject to FAR
Section 46.102 and to withholding of
payments under the "Technical Data
Withholding of Payments" clause.

(2) When a pre-award survey is
requested by the purchasing office, the
review shall include 85 an item of
special inquiry an examination of the
prospective contractor's procedures for
complying with the "Restrictive
Markings on Technical Data" clause.

(3) The contractor's procedures for
complying with the "Restrictive
Markings on Technical Data" clause
shall be reviewed when holding post
award conferences pursuant to FAR Part
42.

[c] Unmarked or improperly marked
technical data. Pursuant to the
Validation Procedures of 227.473-5 and
the clause at 252.227-7037, "Validation
of Restrictive markings on Technical
Data", the Government has the right to
require the contractor or subcontractor
to furnish sufficient evidence to justify
the proprietyof any restrictive markings
used by the contract or subcontract.
Technical data received without a
restrictive legend shall be deemed to
have been furnished with unlimited
rights. However, within six months after
delivery of such data. the contractor
may request permission to place
restrictive markings on such data at its
own expense and the Government may
so permit if the contractor-

(1) Demonstrates that the omission of
the restrictive marking was inadvertent;

(Z) Justifies that the use of the
markings is authorized: and

(3) Relieves the Government of any
liability with respect to the use or
disclosure of such technical data.

(d) If technical data is received with
restrictive markings which the
Government believes are not justified.
the Government will nevertheless honor
the restrictive legend until the issue is
resolved in accordance with the
Validation procedures.

[e] If technical data which the
contractor is authorized by the contract

i,
i

,"--------

to furnish with restrictive markings is
received with non-conforming markings.
the technical data shall be used
according to the proper restriction. and
the contractor shall be required by
written notice to correct any such
markings to conform with those
specified in the contract. If the
contractor fails to correct the markings
within 60 days after notice, Government
personnel may correct the markings at
the contractor's expense, notify the
contractor in writing. and will thereafter
use the technical data accordingly.

227.473-5 Validation of restrictive
markings on technical data.

(a) Policy and Procedures.-(l)
General. 10 U.s.C. 2321 sets forth rights
and procedures pertaining to the
validation of restrictive markings
asserted by contractors and
subcontractors on the use, duplication,
Ul J~:>\.o~u;,i.Uc; 'u,y Ihe Gu~,;,ri"~'heu~ and
others of technical data delivered under
contracts or subcontracts for supplies or
services. 10 U.S.C. 2320 provides
authority for the Department of Defense
to establish remedies when data
delivered or made available under a
contract is found to not satisfy the
requirements of the contract [e.g.,
contains unjustified or non-conforming
restrictive legends). The Government
may review the validity of any
restriction on technical data. delivered
or to be delivered under a contract,
asserted by the contractor or
subcontractor. Such review should be
accomplished. if possible, before
acceptance of the technical data, During
the period within three years of final
payment an a contract or within three
years of delivery of the technical data to
the Government, whichever is later. the
contracting officer may review and
make a written determination to
challenge the restriction. The
Government may, however, challenge a
restriction on the release, disclosure or
use of technical data at any time if such
technical data (i) is publicly available;
(ii) has been furnished to the United
States without restriction; or (iii) has
been otherwise made available without
restriction. Whenever the contracting
officer finds it appropriate to question
the validity of restrictive markings on
data provided by contractors or
subcontractors. the contracting officer
'shall follow the procedures set forth
below. Only the contracting officer's
final decision resolving a formal
challenge by sustaining the validity of a
restrictive marking constitutes
"validation" as addressed in 10 U.S.C.
2321. A decision by the Government, or
a determination by the contracting
officer. to not challenge the restrictive

marking or asserted restriction shall not
constitute "validation".

(2) Precholletige request for
information. (0 Prior to making a written
determination to challenge, and to
assure that the formal challenge process
is not unduly or prematurely invoked.
the contracting officer should request
the contractor or subcontractor to
furnish information explaining the basis
for any restriction asserted by the
contractor or subcontractor on the right
of the United States or others to use
technical data developed. delivered. or
to be delivered. under a contract. In this
regard. if the information provided is
incomplete, the contracting officer may
request the contractor or subcontractor
to furnish additional information in the
records of, or otherwise in the
possession of or available to. the
contractor or subcontractor to justify the
valtdttv of the restrictive marking [e.s.. a
statement of facts accompanied by
supporting documentation). Such
requests from the contracting officer
should be in writing and should state a
reasonable time for submission of the
required data.

{ii} The contracting officer should also
request information and advice from the
cognizant Government activity having
interest in, or control of, the data
regarding the validity of the markings. If
the contracting officer receives advice
that the validity of restrictive markings
on technical data is questionable. the
contracting officer shall request that the
individual or office raising the question
provide written rationale for the
assertion.

(Hi) If the contracting officer. after
reviewing the information provided
pursuant to paragraphs (a)(2) (i) and [ii)
above, or any other available
information. determines that reasonable
grounds exist to question the current
validity of a restrictive marking. and
that continued adherence to the marking
would make impracticable subsequent
competitive acquisition of the item,
component. or process to which the
technical data relates, the contracting
officer shall proceed in accordance with
paragraph (a)(3) of this section, If, when
requesting information under paragraph
(a)(2)(i) above. the contractor or
subcontractor fails to respond to the
contracting officer's written request
within a reasonable period, the
contracting officer shall proceed in
accordance with paragraph (a)(3) of this
section.

(3) Chcllenge, (i) If the contracting
officer determines that a challenge to
the restrictive marking is warranted, the
contracting officer shall promptly send 3.

written challenge notice to the
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contractor or subcontractor. The
rontructing officer's determination to
cha'Ienpe shall be in writing and shall
be made within the three-year period
cited in paragraph {a}(l) above. The
challenge to the restrictive legend shall
be issued by the contracting officer in a
,·..ritten notice, to the contractor
esscrt.ng the marking, that ohc ll:

(A) State the specific grounds for
challenging the asserted restrictions:

(B) Require a response within oJ days
j:l~ti:ying and providing spproprtate
evidence as to the current velldttv of the
asserted restriction; .

[C) State that a DoD contracting
officer's final decision, issued pursuant
to paragraph (f) of the clause at Z52.Z27
7037. sustaining the validity of a
res trictive marking identical to the
asserted restriction, within the three
year peri ad preceding the challenge,
shall serve as justification for L1.e
asserted restriction if the validated
restriction was asserted by the same
contractor or subcontractor (or any
licensee of such contractor or
subcontractor) to which such notice is
being provided;

(D) State that a response will be
considered a claim within the meaning
of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 and
must be certified in the form prescribed
in FAR 33.207, regardless of dollar
amount: and

(E) State that failure to respond to the
challenge notice may result in the
issuance of a final determination
pursuant to paragraph (e) of the clause
8\ 252.227-7037.

(in The contracting officer shall
extend the time for response as
appropriate if the contractor or
subcontractor submits a written request
shovv ing the need for additional time to
prepare a response.

:;;~~ Jl,_:;~' ~\':-:~~::: :-::::;;~:;.s:: ;:~::... ~},.:.

contr-actor or subcontractor shall be
considered a claim within the meaning
cf the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 (41
U.S.C.601 et seq.]. and must be certified
in the form prescribed by FAR 33.207,
regardless of dollar amount.

[iv] If a contractor or subcontractor
has received challenges to the same
restrictive markings from more than one
contracting officer, the contractor or
subcontractor Is to notify each
contr acting officer ('If the existence of
more than one challenge. This notice
shall also Indicate which unanswered
challenge was received first in time by
the Contractor or subcontractor, The
contracting officer who initiated the first
in time unanswered challenge is the
contracting officer who will take the
lead in establishing a schedule for the
resolution of the challenge to the
restrictive markings. This contracting

~

officer shall ccordina to ' ....'i th all the
other contracting officers. formulate a
schedule for responding to each of the
challenge notices, 8:1.d distribute such
schedule to all interested parties (all
appropriate contracting officers and
contractors and subcontractors). The
schedule shall provide to the contractor
or subcontractor a reasonable
opportunity to respond to each
challenge notice. All parties will be
bound by this schedule.

(4) Final decision.-[iJ Final decision
when contractor or subcontractor
responds. If the contractor or
subcontractor fails to respond to the
challenge notice, the contracting officer
will then issue a final decision, under
the Disputes clause at FAR 52.23:>-1,
that the restrictive markings are not
valid and that the Government will
either strike or ignore the invalid
restrictive markings. This final decision
shall be issued as soon as possible after
the expiration of the time period of
(a)[3)[i) or (ii) above. Following the
issuance of the final decision, the
contracting officer will comply with the
procedures in paragraph (a][4)[iij(B) (2)
through (5] below.

[ii] Final decision when contractor or
subcontractor responds. (A) If, after
reviewing the response from the
contractor or subcontractor, the
contracting officer determines that the
contractor or subcontractor has justified
the validity of the restrictive marking,
the contracting officer shall issue a final
decision to the contractor or
subcontractor sustaining the validity of
the restrictive marking, and stating that
the Government will continue to be
bound by the restrictive markings. This
final decision shall be issued within 60
days after receipt of the contractor's or
subcontractor's response to the
uuailenge notice, or witnm sucn longer
period that the contracting officer has
notified the contractor or subcontract of
the longer period that the Government
will require. The notification of a longer
peri od for issuance of a final decision
will be made within 60 days after
receipt of the response to the challenge
notice.

(B}(l) If, after reviewing the response
from the contractcr or subcontractor, the
contracting officer determines that the
validity of the restrictive marking is not
justified, the contracting officer shall
issue a final decision to the contractor
or subcontractor in accordance with the
Disputes clause at FAP. 52.233-1.
Notwithstanding paragraph (e) of the
Disputes clause. the final decision shall
be issued within 60 days after receipt of
the contractor's or subcontractor's
response to the challenge notice. or
within such longer period that the

contracting officer has notified the
contractor or subcontractor of the longer
period that the Government will require.
The notification of a longer period for
issuance of a final decision will be made
within 6:J days after receipt of the
response to the challenge notice. Such a
final decision shall advise the contractor
or subcontractor of the rights of appeal
under the Contract Disputes Act.

(2) The Government will continue to
be bound by the restrictive marking for
a period of 90 days from the issuance of
the contracting officer's final decision
under (a)[4J[ii)[BJ[1)of this section. The
contractor or subcontractor, if it intends
to file suit in the United States Claims
Court. must provide e notice of intent to
file suit to the contracting officer within
90 days from the issuance of the
contracting officer's final decision under
[aJ[4J[ii)(B)(1) of this section. if the
contractor or subcontractor fails to
appeal, file suit, or provide a notice' oi
intent to me suit to the contracting
officer within the gO-day period, the
Government may cancel or ignore the
restrictive markings, and the failure of
the contractor or subcontractor to take
the required action constitutes
agreement with such Government
action.

(3) The Government will continue to
be bound by the restrictive marking
where a notice of intent to filesuit in the
United States Claims Court is provided
to the contracting officer within 90 days
from the issuance of the final decision
under (aJ[4)[ii)(BJ[1)of this section. The
Government will no longer be bound
and may strike or ignore the restrictive
markings if the contractor or
subcontractor fails to file its suit within
one year after issuance of the final
d~cisio.r;.r\0twJth;t8nding the foregoing.
... u";~":: .ut:: IJcau VJ du D5t:lll...s
determines. on a nondelegable basis,
that urgent or compelling circumstances
significantly affecting the interest of the
United States will not permit waiting for
the filing of a suit in the United States
Claims Court, the agency may, following
notice to the contractor or
subcontractor, authorize release or
disclosure of the technical data. In
appropriate circumstances, use of a non
disclosure agreement may be
considered. Such agency determination
may be made at. any time after the
issuance of the final decision and will
not affect the contractor's or
subcontractor's right to damages against
the United States where its restrictive
mar-kings are ultimately upheld or to
pursue other relief, if any, as may be
provided by law.

(~) The Government willbe bound by
the restrictive marking where an appeal
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or suit LS filed pursuant to the Contract
Disputes Act until final disposition by
an "agency Board of Contract Appeals or
the United States Claims Court.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, where
the head of an agency determines, on a
nondelegable basis, that urgent or
compelling circumstances significantly
affecting the interest of the United
Slates wHl not permit awaiting the
decision by such Board of Contract
Appeals or the United States Claims
Court. the agency may, following notice
to the contractor or subcontractor,
authorize release or disclosure of the
technical data. In appropriate
circumstances, use of a non-disclosure
agreement may be considered. Such
agency determination may be made at
any time after issuance of the final
decision and will not affect the
...."j~i.~~-:;~ur's 0: :;:..:~:.;::r:.t.-:l:::t:::~';::-!;;~t ~'J

damages against the United States.
where its restrictive markings are
ultimately upheld or to pursue other
relief. if any. as may be provided by
law.

(5) Appeal or suit. (i] If the contractor
or subcontractor appeals or files suit
and if upon final disposition the
contracting officer's decision is
sustained, the restrictive markings on
the technical data shall be cancelled,
corrected. or ignored. If. upon final
disposition. it is found that the
restrictive marking was not
substantially justified, the contracting
officer shall determine the cost to the
Government of reviewing the restrictive
marking and the fees and other
expenses incurred by the Government in
challenging the marking. The contractor
is then liable to the Government for
payment of these costs unless the
contracting officer determines that
special circumstances would make such
payment unjust.

(ii) If the contractor or subcontractor
appeals or files suit and if, upon final
disposition. the contracting officer's
decision is not sustained. the
Government shall continue to be bound
by the restrictive markings.
Additionally. if the challenge by the
Government is found not to have been
made in good faith, the Government
shall be liable to the contractor or
subcontractor for payment of fees or
other expenses incurred by the
contractor or subcontractor in defending
the validity of the marking.

(5) Privity of contract. These
procedures for reviewing the validity of
restrictive markings on technical data
do not create or imply a privity of
contract between the Government nnd
subcontractors.

227.473-6 Remedies for noncomplying
technical data.

(8) The Government may suffer injury
when data required to be delivered or
made available under a contract is
incomplete. inadequate. or fails to
satisfy established requirements. The
contracting officer shall consider all
available remedies to the Government
including. but not limited to, reduction of
progress payments. withholding,
termination. and decrease in contract
price or fee. The contracting officer shall
consult with counsel, as appropriate, to
foster selection of a suitable remedy.

227.473-7 Non·dlsclosure agreements.

Technical data obtained with rights
other than unlimited shall not be
released outside the Government unless
the recipient of the data agrees to sign
tile ncn-disciusure Qwl/vr non-use
agreement consistent with the
conditions of the restrictive rights.
Normally, non-disclosure agreements
should be provided by the contractor or
subcontractor asserting the restrictive
rights. However. such agreements must
not be used to impose unreasonable
constraints on the ability of other
contractors to gain access to the
technical data in order to compete for
Government contracts. Moreover, it
should be clearly stated in the
agreement that the Government shall
incur no liability for unauthorized use or
disclosure by any third party of any
such data.

227.474 Additional methods of obtaining
greater rlght3-

227.474-1 Direct neensee.

Direct licensing is another approach
to enhance competition in privately
developed items, components, or
processes. In this approach, an
acquisition strategy is use that calls for
a contractor to transfer data and
technology directly to another source.
\Vhile this approach has the advantage
of allowing the contractor to maintain
direct control over the use of its limited
rights data. it may not be useful when
the Government needs to maintain
direct control over the data to support
the competitive procurement. Such

.direct licensing arrangements are most
useful in special situations such as in
leader company contracting in
accordance with FAR Subpart 17.4-. For
this reason. direct licenses are generally
not appropriate for the acquisition of
items. components. or processes having
an estimated total acquisition cost of
less than 550 million of RDT,~E funds or
5200 million of production funds.

227.474-2 Expiration of restrictive rights
legends.

(a) As an altemative to obtaining
greater rights in limited rights technical
data. the Government may negotiate a
time limitation during which limited
rights are applicable to such data. Time
limits shall be negotiated on a case-by
case basis and shall balance the
contractor's economic interest in the
data vvlth the Government's need for
competition and an enhanced defense
industrial base. The negotiation
objective will not exceed seven years.
At the expiration point. the Government
will normally obtain Government
purpose license rights.

(b) If it is agreed to establish a time
period for the expiration of limited rights
legends. the clause at 252.227-7013.
"Rights in Technical Data and Computer
c:.oftw~rp", and Its Alternate 1. shall be
included in solicitations and any
resultant contract. The time period. the
expiration date of the limited rights. and
the rights to be obtained by the
Government shall be specified in the
contract. Each piece of data furnished
under the contract with limited rights
shall be marked with the special legend
and expiration date set forth in
Alternate I to the basic clause at
252.227-7013. "Rights in Technical Data
and Computer Software".

(c) If it is agreed that only a portion of
the limited rights data delivered under a
contract will be acquired with a time
period for the expiration of the special
legends. the contract shall specifically
identify that portion of the data. and
Alternate I to the basic clause at
252.227-7013. "Rights in Technical Data
and Computer Software". may be
appropriately modified to limit its
application only to that portion.

227.475 Other procedures.

227.475-1 Data recutremente.

(a) The clause at 252.227-7031, Data
Requirements, shall be included in all
solicitations and contracts. except that
the clause need not be included in-

(1) Any contract. of which the
aggregate amount involved does not
exceed $25.000 and in any blanket
purchase agreement and purchase order
utilizing the DD Form 1155 (however, the
DD Form 1423 shall be used with orders
issued under a basic ordering
agreement};

(2) An): contract awarded to a
contractor outside the United States.
except these under Subpart :::'25.71.
Canadian Purchases.

(3) Any research or exploratory
development contract when reports are
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the only deliverable itemls] under the
contract;

(4) Any service type contract. when
the contracting officer determines that
the use of the DD Form 1423 (Contract
Data Requirements List) isimpractical
for use-with respect to records prepared
by a contractor in performing operation
and maintenance under the contract;

(5) Any contract under which
construction and architectural drawings
and specifications are the only
deliverable items;

(6) Any contract for commercial items
when the only deliverable data is such
8.:1 item. or ",,'auld be packaged or
furnished with such items in accordance
with customary trade practices; or

(7) Any contract for items containing
material which, by virtue of its
potentially dangerous nature, requires
controls to assure adequate safety to life
and property, when the only deliverable
date is the Materials Safety Data Sheet
IMSDS) submitted in compliance with
Federal Standard 313A and the clause at
FAR 52.223-3, Hazardous Material
Identification and Material Safety Data,
and when such clause is included in the
contract.

(b) The clause at 252.227-7031, Data
Requirements, states that the contractor
is required to deliver only the data items
listed on the DD Form 1423 and the data
items identified in and deliverable under
any contract clause of Subpart 252.2 and
FAR Subpart 52.2 made a part of the
contract.

(c) Other than the data items falling
within the exceptions set forth in
paragraph (a) above, and the data items
identified in and deliverable under any
contract clause of Subpart 252.2 and
FAR Subpart 52.2 made a part of the
contract, the requirement for delivery of
any data items under the contract can
~t;: esreblished only by ustmg the data
items on the DD Form 1423 (see Section
253.270). The clause at 252.227-7031,
Data Requirements, shall be inserted in
all contracts in which the DD Form 1423
is used. The DD Form 1423 need not be
used to list data or software
requirements in any of the contracts
falling within the exceptions set forth in
paragraph (a) above.

227.475-2 Deferred delivery and deferred
orciering.

(a) General. (1) Technical data and
computer software is expensive to
prepare in the required form and to
maintain and update. Every effort,
therefore. should be made to avoid
placing CI requirement upon a contractor
to prepare and deliver technical data or
software unless the need is positively
determined. By delaying the delivery of
technical data or software until needed

fer a specific purpose, storage
requirements within DoD of technical
data and computer software items are
reduced, the handling of technical data
and software superseded by updated
versions is greatly decreased, and the
purchase of technical data or software
which may become obsolete by pending
hardware changes is minimized.

(2) Economy in the purchase of
technical data and software and the
probability of greater currency may be
achieved by deferring the delivery, and
in some cases deferring the ordering, of
technical data or software until an
operational need is determined, or until
stability of design or production is
reached during contract performance.
The application of the deferred delivery
and deferred ordering principles, as
explained further, should be made only
after a careful evaluation on a case-by
case basis of the anticipated operational
uses of technical data or computer
software and any other relevant
considerations. When it is expected that
technical data or computer software
may be required, but the precise need at
time of contracting has not been'
determined, deferred ordering will be
used to avoid the cost of preparation but
allow the ordering of the technical data
or software at some point downstream
in contract performance should the need
arise. When the need but not the time of
delivery can be determined, deferred
delivery will be used. When deferred
delivery is used, it is expected that the
contractor will price the technical·data
and software at the time of contracting
and incur the cost of preparation prior to
the call for delivery, Therefore, it is
important that deferred ordering rather
than deferred delivery be used where
the need for technical data or software
is doubtful. Whether the technique of
del erred delivery or deferred ordering is
used, the receipt of technical data or
software by the Govemmentshould be
scheduled to be in phase with a speciflc
and planned use of the technical data or
software.

(b) Deferred delivery refers to the
practice of timing the delivery of
technical data or computer software
specified in a contract to a firm.
operational need. This technique should
be used only when a technical data or
software requirement can be determined
at the time of contracting and therefore
is specified on the DD Form 1423, but the
time or place of delivery is not firm. The
dates for the dellverv of data and
software should be scheduled to
coincide with the needs of the
Government. The contractor, however,
must be notified sufficiently in advance
of a delivery data to enable the
contractor to provide the technical data

or software in specified form on time.
Thus, in any contract the Government
may defer the delivery of ali or any
portion of the technical data or
computer software specified in the
contract until actual need can be
economically determined. The
Government may require the contractor
to deliver any such data or software, or
portions thereof, at any time during the
performance of the contract or within
two years from either acceptance of all
items (other than data and software)
under the contract or termination of the
contract, whichever is later. However,
the contractor's obligation to deliver
technical data pertaining to any item
obtained from a subcontractor shall
cease two years after the date on which
it accepts the item. The Government's
rights in deferred delivery data and
software are as prescribed in the
contract under which the data or .
software is to be delivered. When the
delivery of technical data or computer
software is to be deferred, the clause at
252.227-7026, "Deferred Delivery of
Technical Data or Computer Software",
shall be 'included in the contract.

(c) Deferred ordering refers to
delaying the ordering of technical data
or computer software generated in L1-}e
performance of the contract until such
time as B need can be estabUshed and
the requirements can be specifically
identified for delivery under the
contract. In many instances it is difficult
to determine during solicitation and
negotiation stages exactly what data or
software is needed. The information
available at these stages may suggest
the need for some data or software but
further information may be needed to
identify the specific data or software
items. In such situations. and also when
II IS desired to delay tne ordermg at
technical data or' computer software
until such time as the production design
becomes firm, the clause at 252.227
7027, Deferred Ordering of Technical
Data or Computer Software. is
appropriate, The requirement for
technical data or computer software
under these circumstances is not listed
on the DD Form 1423 until the specific
need is determined. whenever the.
clause at 252.227-7027, Deferred
Ordering of Technical Data or Computer
Software. is used. the clause at 252.227
7013, Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software, shall also be
included. 'when data or software items
are ordered. the delivery dates shall be
negotiated and the contractor shall be
compensated for converting the data .or
software into the prescribed form, for
reproduction and delivery to the
Government. Compensation to the
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contractor shall not include the cost of
generating such data or software since it
was generated in the performance of
work for which the Government has
already agreed to pay the contractor.

227.475-3 Technical data-withholding of
payment

(a) Timely delivery of technical data
is particularly important to the operation
and maintenance of equipment as well
as competitive procurement of follow-on
auantities of contract items and of items
broken out from an assembly or
equipment. The clause at 252.227-7030.
Technical Data-Withholding of
Payment, is designed to assure timely
delivery of technical data. The clause
permits a withholding not exceeding 10
percent of the total contract price or
amount, but the contracting officer may
specify a lesser amount in the contract if
=i=::;-"':;;;'3~.:m.::;::;: we-runt. fA caac ~y.=;:~..:

determination as to the amount to be
withheld shall be made by the
contracting officer after considering the
estimated value of the technical data to
the Government. No amount shall be
withheld when the failure to make
timely delivery arises out of causes
beyond the control and without the fault
or negligence or the contractor.

(b) Withholding action under
paragraph (b) of the clause should be
taken only when the contractor has
failed to make timely deliveries of
acceptable technical data on other
contracts or if the contracting officer has
information which would cause the
contracting officer to anticipate late
delivery of technical data or delivery of
deficient technical data. The amount of
withholding should be based on the
estimated value of the technical data to
the Government.

227.475-4 Warranties of technical data.

The factors contained in Subpart
246.7. Warranties, shall be considered in
deciding whether to provide for
warranties of technical data delivered
under contracts calling for technical
data. The basic technical data warranty
clause is set forth at 252.2-1&-7001,
Warranty of Data. There are two
alternates to the basic clause. The basic
clause and the appropriate alternate
should be selected in accordance with
section 246.708.

227.475-5 Delivery of technical data to
foreign governments.

As provided in the definition of
limited rights in section 227.471, limited
rights include the right of the
Government to deliver the technical
data to foreign governments as the
national interest of the United States
may require. subject to the same

limitations which the Government
accepts for itself. When the Government
proposes to make technical data subject
to limited rights available for use by a
foreign government. it will. to the
maximum extent practicable, give
reasonable notice thereof to the
contractor or subcontractor asserting the
rights in the technical data.

227.475-6 Contracts with foreign sources
to be performed outside the United States.

Normally. the clause at 252.227-7032.
Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software (Foreign). is used in
solicitations and contracts with foreign
sources, except that the clause shall not
be used in contracts for special works
(see section 227,476),contracts for
existing works (see section 227.477), or
contracts for Canadian purchases (see
Subpart 225.71.Canadian Purchases).
This claucc should be inserted -.,..hen ~1.C

Government is to acquire unlimited
rights in all technical data. including
reports, drawings and blueprints, and all
computer software. specified to be
delivered to the Government. The clause
at 252.227-7013, Rights in Technical
Data and Computer Software. shan be
inserted when the same rights are to be
obtained as would be obtained if
contracting with United States firms.
Notwithstanding paragraphs 227.403
3(a) and 227.481-2(a), the clause may be
modified to meet the requirements
necessary for and peculiar to the foreign
acquisition: Provided, it agrees with the
policies and principles of sections
227.403-2 and 227.481-

227.475-7 Technical data reflecting
engineenng Changes.

A DD Form 1423 shall be included in
contracts which shall require delivery of
suitable revisions to technical data
provided under that or a predecessor
contract which are needed to portray
and take into account engineering
changes ordered under that contract that
affect form. fit. and function of items
specified in the contract. A delivery
schedule shall be indicated in the
contract for the revisions. Such revisions
need not be provided for. however, if the
contracting officer determines that there
is no requirement justifying their
purchase.

2~7.475-8 PUblication for sale.

The paragraph of Alternate II may be
added to the clause at 52.227-7013,
Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software. for use in contacts for
research when the contracting officer
determines, in consultation with
counsel. as appropriate, that public
dissemination of a work, or certain
designated parts of a work. specified to

be delivered under the contract is in the
best interest of the Government and
would be facilitated by the Government
relinquishing its right to publish the
work for sale, or to have others publish
the work for sale on behalf of the
Government. This paragraph shall not
be used otherwise.

227.476 Contracts for acquiatticn of
special works.

(a) The clause at 252.227-7020. Rights
in Data-Special Works. shall be used
in all contracts ferspecial works.
including technical data and computer
software. where ownership and control
by the Government is desired, for
example. in contracts-e-Ft) primarily for
the production of audiovisual works
including motion pictures or television
recordings with or without
accompanying sound, or for the
preparation oi nnnion picture acripcs.
musical compositions, sound tracks.
translations, adaptations, and the like;
(2) for histories of the respective
Departments for services or units
thereof; (3) for works pertaining to
recruiting. morale. training, or career
guidance; (4) for surveys of Government
establishments; (5) for works pertaining
to the instruction or guidance of
Government officers and employees in
the discharge of their official duties; and
(6) primarily for production of technical
reports, studies, or similar documents.

(b) Contracts for audiovisual works
may include limitations in connection
with music licenses, talent releases, and
the like which are consistent with the
purpose for which the works are
acquired.

227.4n Contracts for acqurstncn of
existing works.

[a] Off-the-shelf acquisition ofbooks
and similar items. Notwithstanding the
instructions of any other paragraphs in
this part. no contract clause contained in
this part need be included in contracts
for the separate. sole acquisition of data,
other than motion pictures. in the exact
form in which such material exists prior
to the initiation of a request for
acquisition [such as the off-the .. shelf
acquisitions of existing products) unless
the right to reproduce such technical
data is an objective of the contract.

(b) Acquisition of existing audiovisual
works. (1) The clause at 252.227-i021,
Rights in Data-Existing works. shall be
used in contracts exclusively for the
acquisitlon.of existing motion pictures,
television recordings, or other
audiovisual works. The contract rnav set
forth limitations consistent with the
purposes for which the material covered
by the contract is being acquired.
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Examples of these limitations are-til
means of exhibition or transmission: (ii)
time; (iii) type of audience: and (iv)
geographical location. Paragraph (c) of
the clause should be modified to make
the indemnity coextensive with the
rights acquired under paragraph (b) of
the clause as limited by the contract.

(2) In contracts which call for the
modification of existing motion pictures,
television records, or other audiovisual
works through editing, translation, or
addition of subject matter, the clause at
252.227-7020, Rights in Data-Special
Works, appropriately modified, shall be
used.

227.476 Architect-engineer and
construction contracts.

227.478-1 General.

This section sets forth policies,
procedures, implementing instructions,
solicitation provisions, and contract
clauses pertaining to data, copyrights,
and restricted designs unique to the
acquisition of construction and
architect-engineer services.

227.478-2 Acquisition and use of plans,
specifications, and drawings.

[a) Architectural designs and data
clauses for architect-engineer or
construction contracts.-(l) Plans and
Specifications and As-Built Drawings.
(i) Except as provided in (a)[l)(ii) below,
insert the clause at 252.227-7022,
Government Rights (Unlimited), in
solicitations and contracts calling for
architect-engineer services or in
contracts for construction involving
architect-engineer services.

[ii] When the purpose of a contract for
architect-engineer services or for
construction involving architect
engineer services is to obtain a unique
... , .:,;-;;:... .:..: ...;:ul dt:O~5i, vI L...;1J;.15. a
monument. or construction of similar
nature. which for artistic, aesthetic or
other special reasons the Government
does not want duplicated by anyone
else, the Government may desire to
acquire exclusive control of the data
pertaining to such design. In those cases
only where the contracting officer
determines for the foregoing reasons
that it is desirable to maintain exclusive
control over the design and data, the
clause at 252,227-7023, Drawings and
Other Data to Become Property of
Government, shall be used in ~
solicitation and contracts. If the contract
is for architect-engineer services, the
clause at 252.227-7022 shall be deleted
and the clause at 252,227-7023
substituted therefor, If the contract is for
construction involving architect
engineer services, only the clause at
252.227-7023 shall be included.

(2) Shop drawings for construction. In
acquiring shop drawings for
construction, the Government shall
obtain the unlimited right to usc and
reproduce such drawings. but shall not
exclude a similar right in the designer or
others, Accordingly, in solicitations and
contracts calling for delivery of such
drawings, insert the clause at 252.227,-:
7033, Rights in Shop Drawings.

227.478-3 Contracts for construction
supplies and research and development
work.

The solicitation provisions and
contract clauses in Subpart 227.4
relating to technical data. other data,
computer software, and copyrights and
prescribed for use in solicitation and
contracts for the acquisition of other
than construction or architect-engineer
services are applicable when the
acquisition is limited to either [a)
construction supplies or materials as
such, as distinguished from construction
as defined in FAR 36.102; (b)
experimental, developmental, or
research work, or test and evaluation
studies of structures, equipment,
processes, or materials for use in
construction: or (c) both. The right of the
Government and others to use,
duplicate, or disclose such technical
data. other data, or computer software
will be determined by the terminology of
the applicable clauses in tbe contracts
or the terminology of agreements
recited-in or rna de part of the contracts.

227.478-4 Mixed contracts.

When solicitations and resulting
contracts call for (a) supplies or
materials. {b) experimental,
developmental or research work, or (c)
both, in addition to either construction
vi. dj~:lH~ct-el~6il.1tC:j ......ik, t:"lJ .
solicitation provisions and contract
clauses in Subpart 227,4 relating to
technical data, other data, computer
software. and copyrights and prescribed
for use in solicitations and contracts for
the acquisition of other than
construction or architect-engineer
services shall be included in such
solicitations and resultant contracts in
addition to the appropriate solicitation
provisions and contract clauses
prescribed for use in solicitations and
contracts for construction or architect
engineer services. In such cases, the
solicitations and resulting contracts
shall clearly indicate which of the
solicitation provisions and contract
clauses apply only to the supplies or
materials being acquired. or to the
experimental, developmental. or
research work, or to both, and which of
the solicitation provisions and contract

clauses apply only to the construction or
architect-engineer work.

227.478-5 Approval of restricted designs.

(a) Specifications for construction
should allow for maximum latitude in
the use of various types of commercially
available products, materials,
equipment, or processes which will meet
objective Government requirements.
However, Government requirements
may necessitate, or the architect
engineer may contemplate the use of
structures, products, materials,
equipment, or processes which are
available only from a sale source. In
such event, the architect-engineer
should report to the contracting officer
the items known to be sole source. and
the reasons therefor. and advise the
contracting officer of the extent to which
such items are considered necessary to
meet the Government's requirements.
This will make possible timely planning
and arrangements for the use of sole
source items. or where appropriate,
consideration of alternate items.

(b) This procedure is not intended to
restrict the use of patented or
copyrighted items. but is meant to give
the Government an opportunity to
consider whether the specifications
being drawn by the architect-engineer,
in regard to anyone item. are
unnecessarily restricted. according to
objective Government requirements to a
single sole item. The procedure is
primarily for use' in instances where the
proposed design is expected to be
conventional or standard and where the
design may be used in subsequent
acquisitions. For this purpose. the clause
at 252.227-7024, Notice and Approval of
Restricted Designs, may be inserted in
architect-engineer contracts.

227.479 Contracts awarded under Small
Business Innovation Research Program
(SBIR Program),

[a] Puhlic Law 97-219, "Small
Business Innovation Development Act of
1982", requires certain agencies to
establish a Small Business Innovation
Research Program (SBJRProgram). The
public law also includes terminology
providing for "retention of rights in data
generated in the performance of the
contract by the small business concern".
The Small Business Administration
[SBA) issued Policy Directive No. 65-01
on 19 November 1982 to provide policy
direction for the conduct of the Small
Business Innovation Research Programs
within the federal agencies. The Policy
directive was issued pursuant to the
authority contained in the public law.

(b) In the policy directive, the SBA in
essence recommended that. except for
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program evaluation. agencies should
protect technical data and computer
software generated under an SBlR
Program contract (funding agreement)
for a per-iod of two years from the
completion of the contract under which
the technical data and computer
software were generated. unless the
agencies obtained permission to
disclose such data and software from
the contractor. The SBA also
recommended, that. effective at the
conclusion of the two-year period. the
Government shall have a royalty-free
license in the technical data and
computer software for Government use.
This license has been amended pursuant
to Public Law 99-5oo and Public Law gg...
591 to specifically include the right to
use the technical data for competitive
procurement. The SBA further
recommended ~~4~ the contractor, with
prior written permission of the
contracting officer, be afforded
ownership of copyright in technical data
and computer software generated under
an SBIR Program contract and that the
contractor be allowed to publish
(subject to national security
considerations. if any) such data and
software. The policy directive
considered it appropriate that the
Government should receive a royalty
free license under any copyright ana
that each publication should contain an
appropriate acknowledgement and
disclaimer statement.

(c) The clause at 252.227-7025. Rights
in Technical Data and Computer
Software (SBlR Program), incorporates
the coverage recommended by the SBA
policy directive and shall be included in
all contracts awarded under the SBIR
Program in which technical data or
computer software is required to be
prepared. originated, developed.
generated. or delivered. The clause
differs from the clause at 252.227-7013,
Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software. in that it provides for the two.
year period of limited rights after which
the Government receives a Government
purpose license in certain technical da ta
and computer software that would
otherwise be subject to unlimited rights.
While use of the clause is limited to
contracts awarded under the SBIR
Program, contracting officers may use
the baste concept when negotiating for
greater rights in limited rights technical
data,

227.480 Copyrights.
(a) In general. the copyright law gives

an owner of copyright the exclusive
eights to-

(1) Reproduce the copyrighted work in
copies or phonorecords:

(2) Prepare derivative works;

(3) Distribute copies or phonorecords
to the public: .

(4) Perfonn the copyrighted work
publicly: and

(5) Display the copyrighted work
publicly.

(b) In view of the exclusive rights in
subparagraphs (a) (1)-(5) above. any
technical data, other data. or computer
software that is protected under the
copyright law is not in the public
domain. even though it may have been
published, because acts inconsistent
with these rights may not be exercised
without a license from the copyright
owner.

(c) Department or Defense policy
affords the contractor ownership of
copyright in any work of authorship first
prepared. produced, originated,
developed, or generated under B
cr:'"t1-8.r:-t. '_1Ml",~<:. tl.~ work it:! ':1f'qion~h"!n·::

.'special work" in which case ownership
and control of the work is retained by
the Government and the contractor is
precluded by the tenns of the contract
from asserting any rights or claim to
copyright in the work. Department of
Defense policy also requires that the
contractor grant to the Government and
authorize the Govemment to grant to
others a nonexclusive. paid-Up,
worldwide license for Government
purposes in any work or authorship
[other than a "special work") first
prepared. produced. originated.
developed. or generated and, in
addition, requires that the contractor
grant to the Government and authorize
the Government to grant to others the
same license in any work of authorship
acquired by the Government under the
contract (not first prepared) in which the
copyright is owned by the contractor.

(d) Under the clause at 252.227-7013,
Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software. the contractor grants to the
Government and authorizes the
Government to grant to others a
nonexclusive, paid-up. worldwide
license for Government purposes. under
any copyright owner by the contractor
in any technical data or computer
software prepared for or acquired by the
Government under the contract. Under
the clause at 252.227-7020. Rights in
Data-Special Works. any work first
produced in the performance of the
contract becomes the sole property of
the Government, and the contractor
agrees not to assert any rights or
establish any claim to copyright in such
work. Under this clause. the contractor
similary grants to the Government and
authorizes the Government to grant to
others a nonexclusive, paid-up,
worldwide license for Government
purposes in any portion of a work which
is not first produced in the performance

of the contract but in which copyright is
owned by the contractor and which is
incorporated in the work furnished
under the contract. .

[e] Under both of the clauses at
252.227-7013 and 252.227-7020, unless
written approval of the contracting
officer is obtained, the contractor also
agrees not to include in any work
prepared. produced. originated.
developed. ganrated, or acquired under
the contract. any work of authorship in
which copyright is not owned by the
contractor without acquiring for the
Government and those acting by or on
behalf of the Government a
nonexclusive, paid-up, worldwide
license for Government purposes in the
copyrighted work.

227.481 Acquisition of rights in computer
settwa-c.

227.481-1 Policy

(a) The Government shall have
unlimited rights in:

(1) Computer software resulting
directly from or generated as part of the
performance of experimental,
developmental, or research work
specified as an element of performance
in a Government contract or
subcontract;

(2) Computer software required to be
originated or developed under a
Government contract, or generated as a
necessary part of performing a contract:

(3) Computer data bases, prepared
under a Government contract. consisting
of (i) infonnalion supplied by the
Government (ii) information in which
the Government has unlimited rights; or
(iii) Information which is in the public
domain;

(4) Computer software prepared or
required to be delivered under this or
any other Government contract or
subcontract and constituting corrections
or changes to Government-furnished
software; or

(5) Computer software which is in the
public domain or has been or is
normally furnished by the contractor or
subcontractor without restriction.

(b) When the Government has
unlimited rights in computer software in
the possession of a contractor, no
payment will be made for rights of use
of such software in performance of
Government contracts or for the later
delivery. to the Government of such
computer software, provided however.
that the contractor shall be entitled to
compensation for converting the
software into the prescribed form for
reproduction and delivery to the
Government.
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[c] It is Department of Defense policy
to acquire only such rights to use,
duplicate. and disclose computer
software developed at private expense
as are necessary to meet Government
needs. Such rights should be designed to
allow the Government flexibility while,
at the same time, adequately preserving
the rights of the contractor. Computer
software developed at private expense
may be purchased or leased.
Restrictions may be negotiated with
respect to the right of the Government to
use, duplicate, or disclose computer
programs or computer data bases
developed at private expense. As a
minimum, however, the Government
shall have the rights provided in the
definition of restricted rights in Section
22.7.471-

(d) Patenled or copyrighted computer
software will not be subject to any
agreement prohibiting the Government
from infringing a patent or copyright,
Title 28. United States Code. Section
1498 provides that the Government is
liable only for reasonable compensation
for use of a patented invention or for
infringemen t or copyright However, see
Seclion 227.7011.

(e) When computer software is
developed at private expense and
acquired with restricted rights, the
associated computer software
documentation will be acquired with
limited rights to the extent provided in
the definition of limited rights in Section
227.471. and will not be used for
preparing the same or similar computer
software.

(f) Commercial computer software and
related documentation developed at
private expense may be leased. or a
license to use may be purchased, by the
Government subject to the restriction in
paragraph (c)[l)[ii) of the clause at
'::';:;~.;:'';'7-J0J,), i\iglllS in Technical Daia
and Computer Software.

227.481-2 Procedures.

(a) Deviations. All requests for
deviations from this Section 227.481
shall be submitted to the DAR Council
in accordance with the procedures in
FAR Section 1.404.

[b) General. (1) Except as provided at
252.227-7031, Data Requirements, any
computer program or computer data
Lase to be acquired under a contract
shall be listed on the Contract Data
Requirements List (DD Form 1423). Also.
if a contract requires the conversion of
data to machine-readable form, the
editing or revision of existing programs,
or the preparation of computer software
documentation, the products of this
work. if required to be delivered. shall
be included on the DD Form 1423.

(2) The clause at 252.227-7013. Rights
in Technical Data and Computer
Software, shall be included in every
contract under which computer software
may be originated, developed, or
delivered. That clause establishes the
circumstances under which the
Government secures unlimited rights in
both technical data and computer
software. limited rights in technical ._
data, and restricted rights in computer
software. In negotiated contracts where
the clause at 252.227-7013, Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software,
is required, the provision at 252.227
7019. Identification of Restricted Rights
Computer Software, shall be included in
the solicitation.

(3) Contracts under which computer
software developed at private expense
is acquired or leased shall explicitly set
forth the rights necessary to meet
Government needs and restrictions
applicable to the Government as to use.
duplication and disclosure of the
software. Thus. for example. such
software may be needed. or the owner
of such software will only sell or lease
it, for specific or limited purposes such
as for internal agency use. or for use in a
specific activity, installation or service
location. In any event, the contract must
clearly define any restrictions on the
right of the Government to use such
computer software, but such restrictions
will be acceptable only if they will
permit the Government to fulfill the
need for which sncb software is being
acquired. The recital of restrictions may
be complete within itself or it may
reference the contractor's license or
other agreement setting forth
restrictions. If referencing is employed, a
copy nf the license or agreement must be
attached to the contract. The minimum
rights are provided in the Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software
clause at 252.227-7013. and need not be
included in the recital.

(4) When compnter software
developed at private expense is
modified or enhanced asa necessary
part of performing a contract, only that
portion of the resulting product in which
the original.product is recognizable will
be deemed to be computer software
developed at private expense to which
restricted rights may attach.

(5) The scope of the restrictions on or,
conversely, the scope of the use which
the Government is permitted to make of
such software shall be taken into
account in determining the
reasonableness of the contract price for
the computer software.

(c) Computer software subject/a
restricted rights. (1) Because of the
widely-varying restrictions which are
likely to be encountered in the purchase
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or lease of computer software developed
at private expense, B standard recital
setting forth specific restrictions and
rights suitable for all cases is not
feasible. If the standard set of
restrictions and rights set forth in
section 227.481-1(f) for commercial
computer software is not appropriate,
personnel are urged to consult counsel
in any case in which the proposed
contractor requests the Government to
accept other restrictions on the use of
such software.

(2) To apprise user personnel of the
restrictions on use, duplication or
disclosure agreed to by the Government
with respect to such software sold or
leased to the Government, the
contractor is required to place the
following legend on such software:

Restricted Rights Legend

Use, duplication or disclosure is 'subject to
restrictions stated in Contract No. _
with (Name of
Contractor).

For commercial computer software and
documentation, the contract number
may be omitted and replaced by
"paragraph (c)(l)(ii) of the Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software
clause at 252.227-7013". and the
contractor's address added. The
Government sball include the same
restrictive markings on all its
reproductions of the computer software
unless the Government cancels such
markings pursuant to the procedures in
227.473-4(c].

(3) A statement setting forth the
restrictions imposed on the Government
to use, duplicate, and disclose computer
software subject to restricted rights is
required to be prominently displayed in
human-readable form in the computer
software documentation. The reference
~v t:~G ~i5:'~" ~J1 7eLluliLQl :::o:::i.~Cl oud
Computer Software clause in the
Restricted Rights Legend on commercial
computer software and documentation
satisfies this requirement.

(4) Except as provided in paragraph
(b) above. computer programs, compute:
data bases, and computer software
documenta tion delivered to the
Government pursuant to a contract
requirement must be identified with the
number of the prime contract and the
name of the contractor.

(5) All markings. (notice, legends.
identifications, etc.] concerning
restrictions on the use, duplication, or
disclosure of computer software
required or authorized by the terms of
the contract under which delivery is .
made are required to be in human
readable form that can be readily and
Visually perceived and, in addition may

.~~;w !4..2i. ii _ue, s;glQ Q c. & 121& t!
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be in machine-readable form as
appropriate and feasible under the
circumstances. Such markings shall be
affixed by the contractor to the
computer software prior to delivery of
the software to the Covernrnent.

(6) The human-readable markings may
be applied to card decks. magnetic tape
reels, or disc packs. This may be. in the
case of a card deck, on a notice card
even though the cards of the deck do not
contain printed material; in the case of a
card deck packaged in a container
intended as a permanent receptable for
the cards. on the container; in the case
of &. tape, on the tape reel or on the
surface of the leader and trailer of the
tape; and in the case of a disc pack, on
the hub of the disc.

(d) Unmarked or improperly morked
computer software. (1) No restrictive
markings shall be placed upon computer
.-;;,;.f:.vGlc i..iii.1<;:!."::t It:::tllil..i.iuu:; i:H~ set forth
in the contract prior to delivery of the
software. Copyright notices as specified
in Title 17. United States Code. Sections
401 and 402 are not considered
"restrictive markings". The Government
may require the contractor to identify
the contractual provision setting forth
such restrictions before accepting
computer software with restrictive
markings. If computer software is
received with restrictive markings, and
there is a question whether it is
authorized by the contract to be
furnished with restricted rights, it shall
be used subject to the asserted
restrictions pending written inquiry to
the contractor. If no response to an
inquiry has been received within 60
days. or if the response fails to identify
the restrictions set forth in the contract.
the cognizant Government personnel
shall cancel or ignore the markings,
notify the contractor accordingly in
writing. and thereafter use the software
with unlimited rights.

(2) Computer software received
without a restrictive legend shall be
deemed to have been furnished with
unlimited rights. However, the
contractor may request permission to
place restrictive markings on such
software at its own expense. and the
Government may so permit, if the
contractor establishes that the markings
arc authorized by the contract and
demonstrates that the omission was
inadvertent. Failure of the contractor to
mark such computer software prior to
delivery to the Government shall relieve
the Government of liability for any use,
duplication or disclosure of such
computer software.

l3) 1£ computer software authorized by
the contract to be furnished with .
restrictions is received with restrictive
markings not in the form prescribed by

the contract, the software should be
used in accordance with the restrictions
provided for in the contract and the
contractor shall be required by written
notice to correct the markings to
conform with those specified in the
contract. If the contractor fails to correct
the markings within 60 days after notice.
Government personnel may correct the
markings, and so notify the contractor.

221.432 Solicitation provisions and
contract clauses.

(a)(l) The contracting officer shall
insert the basic data clause at 252.227
7013. Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software, in solicitations and
contracts when technical data is
specified to be delivered or computer
software may be originated, developed.
or delivered, provided that such clause
shall not be used in solicitations and
contracts-

[i] When existing works are to be
acquired in accordance with section
227.477;

(ii] When special works are to be
acquired in accordance with section
227.476;

[iii) When the work will be performed
by foreign sources outside the United
States. its territories, possessions. or
Puerto Rico, which case the clause at
252.227-7032, Rights in Technical Data
and Computer Software (Foreign)
applies:

[iv] When performance will be limited
solely to architect-engineer services or
construction. in which case either the
clause at 252.227-7022. Architect
Engineer Work-Unlimited Rights, or
the clause at 252.227-7023, Architect
Engineer Work-Sole Property Rights.
applies; and

(v) 'When the contract is awarded
under the DoD Small Business
Innovation Research Program (SBIR
Program). in which case the clause at
252.227-7025. Rights in Technical Data
and Computer Software (SBlR Program).
applies.

(2) The contracting officer shall use
the clause with its Alternate I in
accordance with the policy at 227.474-4.

(3) The contracting office shall use the
clause with its Alternate II under the
circumstances specified at 227.475-8.

(b) The contracting officer. in order to
prevent any misinterpretation of the'
scope of the clause at 252.227-7013,
Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software. in the contract, may insert the
clause at 252.227-7016. Contract
Schedule Items Requiring Experimental,
Developmental. or Research work. in
solicitations and contracts when the
solicitations and contracts. in whole or
in part. call for experimental.

developmental, or research work as an
element of performance.

(c) The contracting officer may insert
the clause at 252.227-7017. Rights in
Technical Data-Major System and
Subsystem Contracts. in solicitations
and contracts for major systems or
major subsystems under the
circumstances specified at 227.473-2(b J.

[d] The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7018, Restrictive
Markings on Technical Data, in all
solicitations and contracts in
accordance with 227.473--4[b).

(e) The contracting officer shall insert
the provision at 252.227-7019,
Identification of Restricted Rights
Computer Software, in solicitations and
contracts in accordance with 227.481.

(f) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7020. Rights in
D~t'3.-S;~':i2.! V'/::,~::. ::: .:::~::;~.:~;c:-..i
and contracts as required by 227.476.

(g] The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7021, Rights in
Data-s-Existing Works, in solicitations
and contracts as required by 227.477.

(h) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7022. Government
Rights (Unlimited) in solicitations and
contracts in accordance with 227.478
2(a)(1)(i).

(i) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7023, Drawings
and Other Data to Become Property of
Government. in solicitations and
contracts in accordance with 227.478
2(a)(1)(ii).

(j) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7024, Notice and
Approval of Restricted Designs, in
solicitations and contracts in
accordance with 227.478-5.

[k] The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7025. Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software
(SBIR Program], in solicitations and
contracts in accordance with 227.479.

(t) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7026, Deferred
Delivery of Technical Data or Computer
Software, in solicitations and contracts
in accordance with 227.475-2{b).

(m) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7027. Deferred
Ordering of Technical Data or Computer
Software. in solicitations and contracts
in accordance with 227.475-Z{c].

(nJ The contracting officer shall insert
the provisions at 252.227-7028.
Requirement forTechnical Data
Certification, in solicttations in
accordance with 227.473-3.

(0) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7029, Identification
of Technical Data. in all solicitations
and contracts in accordance with
227.473--4.
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(r) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.2.27-7030. Technical
Data-c-t....'ithhclding of Payment: in
solicitations and contracts in
accordance with 227.475-3.

(q) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7031. Data
Requirements, in solicitations and
contracts. in accordance with 227.475-1.

[r] The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7032. Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software
(Foreign], in solicitations and contracts
in accordance with 227.475-6.

(5] The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252,227-7033, Rights in
Shop Drawings, in solicitation and
contracts in accordance with 227.478
2[a)(2).

[t] The contracting officer may insert
the provision at 252.227-7035,
Prenotification of Rights in Technical
Data, in solicitations in accordance with
227.473-1.

(u) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7036, Certification
of Technical Data Conformity. in all
contracts in accordance with 227.473-3.

lv) The contracting officer shall insert
the clause at 252.227-7037. Validation of
Restrictive Markings on Technical Data,
in solicitations and contracts which
require the delivery of technical data.

PART 252-S0LICITATION
PROVISIOII!S AND CONTRACT
CLAUSES

3, Section 252.227-7013 and 252.227
7016 through 252.227-7034 are revised.
sections 252.227-7014 and 252.227-7015
are removed and reserved, and sections
252,227-7035 through 252,227-7037 are
added to read as follows:

252.227-7013 Rights In technical data and
eomouter software.

As prescribed as 227,482(a)(1), insert
the following clause:

Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software (May lSfi7)

(0) Definitions.
The terms used in this clause are defined in

22i Ail of the Department of Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS).

(b) Rights in Technical Data.
ll) Limited Rights. The Government shall

have limited rights in:
(:] technical date. listed or described in an

agreement incorporated into the Schedule of
th;~ contract. which the parties have agreed
'will be furnished with limited rights in
accordance with 227.473-1(8) and 22i.473
lib)!:::} and

(iii uapubhshsd technical data pertaining
to items, components or processes developed
exclusively at private expense, and
unpublished computer software
documentation related to computer software
that is acquired with restricted rights, other

than such data included in (b)(3)(i), (ii). (iii) or
[iv]. below.
Limited rights shall be effective provided that
only the portion or portions of each piece of
data to which limited rights are to be
asserted are indentified (for example, by
circling, underscoring. or a note), and that the
piece of data is marked with the legend
below:

{A} the number of the prime contract under
which the technical data is to be dehveredi
and

(B) the name of the Contractor and lor any
subcontractor asserting limited rights.
Limited Rights Legend

Contract No. -----.
Contractor: -----,

The restrictions governing the use of
technical data marked with this legend are
sel forth in the definition of "Limited Rights"
in DF ARS 227.471. This legend, together with
the indications of the portions of this data
which are subject to limited rights. shall be
included on any reproduction hereof which
includes any part of the portions subject to
such limited rights. The limited rights legend
shall be honored only as long as the data
continues to meet the definition of limited
rights.

(2) Government Purpose License Rights.
The Government shall have Government
purpose license rights in:

(i) unpublished technical data pertaining to
items. components, or processes for which
the Government has funded, or will fund, a
part of the development cost, unless the
contracting officer has determined that the
Government requires unlimited rights, and:

tA) the contractor has contributed or will
contribute more than fifty percent (50%) of
the development cost of the item, component,
or process; or

(B) the contractor is a small business firm
or nonprofit organization that agrees to
commercialize the technology; and

(ii) unpublished technical data listed or
described in an agreement incorporated into
the Schedule of the contract, which the
~.:ijGt... ~ ......... t.i..~ • ...,;'; -~.;~l '.:. ... ~....':..:.:.~._~ .....;~~.
Government purpose license rights in
accordance with DFARS 227.472-6, 227.4i2-7,
227.473-1 (a) and 227,473-1(b)(2).

Government purpose license rights shall be
effective provided that only the portion or
portions of each piece of data to which such
rights are to be asserted are identified (for
example, by circling. underscoring. or a note),
and that the piece of data is marked with the
legend below:

(A) the number of the prime contract under
w hlch the technical data is to be delivered;
and

(B) the name of the contractor and/or any
subcontractor asserting Government Purpose
License Rights.
Government Purpose License Rights Legend

Contract Nu;r.====:--.
Contractor: -

The restrictions governing the use of
technical delta marked with this legend ere

set forth in the definition of "Government
Purpose License Rights" in DFARS 2.27.471.
This legend, together with the indications of
the portions of this data which are subject to
such limitations, shall be included on any
reproduction hereof which includes any part
of the portions subject to such limitations and
shall be honored only as long as the data
continues to meet the definition of
Government purpose license rights.

(3) Unlimited Rights. Unless other rights
have been agreed to in writing in accordance
with DFARS 227.472-7, the Government shall
have unlimited rights in:

(i) techntcnl data prepared or required to
be delivered under this or any other
Government contract or subcontract and
constituting corrections or changes to
Covemment-fumlshed data or computer
software;

(ii) form, fi~ or function da ta pertaining to
items, components, or processes prepared or
required to be delivered under this or 81;1)'
other Government contract or subcontract:

(iii) manuals or instructional materials
(other than detailed manufacturing or process
data) prepared or required to be delivered
under this contract or any subcontract
hereunder necessary for installation,
operation, maintenance, or training purposes.

[iv] technical data, which is otherwise
publicly available, or has been released or
disclosed by the contractor or subcontractor,
without restriction on further release or
disclosure;

(v) technical data pertaining to an item,
component, or process for which the
Government has funded or will fund the
entire development cost.

(vi) technical data pertaining to an item,
component, or process, for which the
Government has funded or will fund a part of
the development costs, and the Contractor
has not contributed or will not contribute
more than fifty percent (50%) of the
development cost;

(vii) technical data pertaining to an item,
component, or process for which the
Government has funded, or will fund, a part
of the development cost, and the contractor is
fl "mall business firm or nonnroflt
organization that does not agree to
commercialize the technology;

(viii) technical data pertaining to an item.
component, or process, for which the
Government has funded. or will fund. a part
of the development cost and, notwithstanding
(bJ(3)(vi) and [Vii) above, the Contracting
Officer has determined, in accordance with
DFARS 227.472-5(b), that the Government
requires unlimited rights; and

(ix) technical data resulting directly from
performance of experimental, developmental,
or research work which was specified [IS an
element 9f performance in this or any other
Government contract or subcontract.

(c) Rights in Computer Software.
(1) Restricted Rights.
(i) The Government shall have restricted

tights in computer software. listed or
described in a license or agreement made a
part of this contract, which the parties have
agreed will be furnished with restricted
rights. Provided. however, notwithstanding
any contrary provision in any such license or
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aqreement. the Government shall have the
riqhts included in the definition of "restricted
rights" in paragraph (a) above. Such
restricted rights are of no effect unless the
computer software is marked by the
Contractor with the following legend:

Restricted Rights Legend

US~. duplication or disclosure is subject to
rostrtctlons slated in Contract No.__
with __ (Name of Contractor)__.

and the related computer software
d.icumentatlon includes a prominent
statement ol the restrictions applicable to the
computer software. The Contractor may not
place any legend on computer software
indicating restrictions on the Governments
ri14hts in such software unless the restrictions
11r-e set forth in a license or agreement made a
part of this contract prior to the delivery date
of the software. Failure of the Contractor to
epply a restricted rights legend to such
computer software shall relieve the
Government of liability with respect to such
unmarked software.

!i;! N,')!,·· .....':·~~ci~g ~::t:~::;':::..;::-:::.ph ~:]~1Jli}

above. commercial computer software and
related documentation developed at private
evpense and not in public domain may, if the
Contractor so elects. be marked with the
following Legend:

Restricted Rights Legend

Use, duplication. or disclosure by the
Ccvemment is subject to restrictions as set
For-th in subparagraph {cl(l}(ii) of the Rights
if: Technical Data and Computer Software
cluuse at 252.227-7013.

(··~ame of Contractor and Address)
When acquired by the Government.
commercial computer software and related
documentation so Iegended shall be subject
tu the following:

(Al Title to and ownership of the software
a-id documentation shall remain with the
Contractor.

[B] User of the software and
documentation shall be limited to the facility
L.. r which it is acquired.

(C) The Government shall not provide or
01 herwtse make available the software or
documentation. or any portion thereof. in any
form. to any third party without the prior
\...-rttten approval of the Contractor. Third
p.rrttes do not include prime contractors,
subcontractors and agents of the Government
who have the Government's permission to
use the licensed software and documentation
;::1 the facility, and who have agreed to use
the licensed software and documentation
only in accordance with these restrictions.
This provision does not limit the right of the
Lovernment to use software, documentation,
Dr information therein. which the
Covemment may already have or obtain
w.thout restrictions.

(0) The Government shall have the right to
1::H! the computer software and
docurnentatton with the computer for which it
is acquired at any other facility to which that
computer may be transferred: to use the
computer software and documentation with a
backup computer when the primary computer
hi inoperutlve; to copy computer programs for
~,lfl~kl'l'ping (archives) Dr backup Plli"POSI?S:

and to modify the software and
documentation or combine it with other
software. Provided. that the unmodified
portions shall remain subject to these
restrictions.

(2) Unlimited Rights. The Government shall
have unlimited rights in:

(iJ computer software resulting directly
from performance of experimental.
developmental or research work which was
specified as an element of performance in
this or any other Government contract or
subcontract:

(il] computer software required to be
originated or developed under a Government
contract, or generated as a necessary part of
performing a contract;

(iii) computer data bases, prepared under a
Government contract, consisting of
information supplied by the Government,
information in which the Government has
unlimited rights. or information which is in
the public domain;

[iv] computer software prepared or
required to be delivered under this or any
;::t}:;.::.::- C" vern.neut ;;'VUI.... ",i.VI ",u:"'\.-Ulli.li::Ict
and constituting corrections or changes to
Government-furnished computer software;
and

(v) computer software which is otherwise
publicly available, or has been. or is normally
released, or disclosed by the contractor or
subcontractor without restriction on further
release' or disclosure.

(d) Technical Dala and Computer Software
Previously Provided Without Restriction.
Contractor shall assert no restrictions on the
Government's rights to use or disclose any
data or computer software which the
Contractor has previously delivered to the
Government without restriction. The limited
or restricted rights provided for by this clause
shall not impair the right of the Government
to use similar or identical data or computer
software acquired from other sources.

(e) Copyright.
(1) In addition to the rights granted under

the provisions of paragraphs (bl and (cl
above, the Contractor hereby grants to the
Government a nonexclusive. paid-up license
throughout the world. of the scope set forth
below. under any copyright owned by the
Contractor. in any work of authorship
prepared for or acquired by the Government
under this contract, to reproduce the work in
copies or phonorecords. to distribute copies
or phonorecorde to the public, to perform or
display the work publicly, and to prepare
derivative works thereof. and to have others
do so for Government purposes. With respect
to technical data and computer software in
which the Government has unlimited rights.
the license shall be of the same scope as the
rights set forth in the definition of "unlimited
rights" in DF.-\RS 227.471. With respect to
technical data in which the Government has
limited rights. the scope of the license is
limited to the rights set forth in the definition
of "limited rights". With respect to computer
software which the parties have agreed will
be furnished with restricted rights. the scope
cf the license is limited to such rights.

(2) Unless written approval of the
Contracting Officer is obtained, the
Contractor shall not include in technical datu
0;' computer software prepared for or

acquired by the Government under this
contract any works of authorship in which
copyright is not awned by the Contractor
without acquiring for the Government any
rights necessary to perfect a copyright license
of the scope specified herein.

(3) As between the Contractor and the
Government. the Contractor shall be
considered the "person for whom the work
was prepared" for the purpose of determining
authorship under Section 201(b] of Title 17,
United States Code.

(4) Technical data delivered under this
contract which carries a copyright notice
shall also include the following statement
which shall be placed thereon by the
Contractor. or should the Contractor fail, by
the Government:

This material may be reproduced by or for
the U.S. Government pursuant to the
copyright license under the clause at 252.227
7013 (date).

(f) Removal of Unjustified and Non
conforming !·.4i:Jrkings.

{Ij UlljlisiJJ~·iiu'le(;;IlIl·t..ulUuUJ Ji,lw·h/illjs.
Notwithstanding any provision of this
contract concerning inspection and
acceptance, the Government may, at the
Contractor's expense, correct, cancel. Dr
ignore any marking not justified by the terms
of this contract on any technical data
furnished hereunder in accordance with the
clause of this contract entitled "Validation of
Restrictive Markings on Technical Data",
DFARS 252.227-7037. -

(2) Non-conforming Technical Data
Markings. Correction of non-conforming
markings is not subject to such clause. The
Government may, at the Contractor's
expense. correct any non-conforming
markings if the Contracting Officer notifies
the Contractor and the Contractor fails to
correct the non-conforming markings within
60 days.

(3) Unjustified and Non-conforming
Computer Software Markings.
Notwithstanding any provision of this
contract concerning inspection and
acceptance. the Government may correct.
cancel. or ignore any marking not authorized
by the terms of this contract on any computer
software furnished hereunder. if:

(i) the Contractor fails to respond within
sixty (60) days to a written inquiry by the
Government concerning the propriety of the
markings, or

[ii] the Contractor's response fails to
substantiate. within sixty (SO) days after
written notice. the propriety of restricted
rights markings by identification of the
restrictions set forth in the contract.

In either case. the Government shall give
written notice to the Contractor of the ecttcn
taken.

(3) Rotation to Patents. Nothing contained
in this clause shall imply a license to the
Government under any patent or be
construed as affecting the scope of any
license or other right otherwise granted to the
Government under any patent.

(hI Limitation on Charges lor Date and
Computer Software. The Contractor
recognizes that it is the policy of the
G0vernment not to pay. cr to allow to be
paid. any charges for data or computer
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software which the Government has a right to
usc and disclose to others without restriction
Pond Comrnctor agrees to refund anr such
pavments. Thle policy applies to contracts
that involve payments by subcontractors and
those entered into through the Military
Asststuncc Program. in addition to U.S.
Government prime contracts. However. it
does not apply to reasonable reproduction.
handling. mailing. and similar administrative
costs.

(i] Acquisition a/Technical Data and
Computer Software from Subcontractors.

(1) whenever any technical data or
computer software is to be obtained from a
subcontractor under this contract. the
Contractor shall use this same clause in the
subcontract without alteration, and no other
clause shall be used to enlarge or diminish
the Government's or the Contractor's rights in
the subcontractor data or computer software
which is required for the Government.

(2) Technical date required to be delivered
by a subcontractor shall normally be
delivered to the next higher-tier contractor.
However. when there is a requirement in the
prime contract for data which may be
submitted with other than unlimited rights by
a subcontractor then said subcontractor may
fuliill its requirement by submitting such deta
directly to the Government. rather than
through the prime Contractor.

(3) The Contractor and higher-tier
subcontractors will not use their power to
award subcontracts as economic leverage to
obtain rights in technical data or computer
software from their subcontractors.

(j) Notice ofLimitations Oil Government
Hights.

(1) Unless the Schedule provides otherwise.
and subject to U)(2) below, the Contractor
will promptly notify the Contracting Officer
in writing of the intended use by the
Contractor or a subcontractor in performance
of this contract of any item, component. or
process for which technical dete would
contain any restrictions on the Government's
right to use. disclose. or have others use such
data.

(2) Such notification is not required with
respect to:

(: :" .:~:-::Lr': :::::-.:'.~.:.. .:.:~~ :t......, .•:.id. are
manufactured by more than one source of
supply: or

Iii) items. components, or processes for
which such notice was given pursuant to
prenotification of rights in technical data in
connection with this contract.

P) Unless the schedule provides otherwise.
Contracting Officer approval is not necessary
under this clause for the Contractor to use the
item. component. or process in the
performance of the contract.
[End of clause]

Alternate 1 {May 198i}

As prescribed at 227.474-4. add the
folJo...ving paragraph to the basic clause:

( ](i) Notwithstanding any other provision
of this contract, the Government shall have
(specify additional Government rights here,
i.e.. reprocurementl rights in restrictive rights
technical data furnished under this contract.
effective on the day immediately following
the date specified in the contract for the
expiration of the restrictive rights legends.

Such expiration date shall be marked on each
piece of data subject to expiring restrictions
furnished under the contract.

{iiJ Technical data subject to the expiration
of restrictive rights shall be marked with the
limited rights legend set forth in paragraph
(LJ(2l[iJ above with the title of the legend
modified to read:
Restrictive Rights Legend (Subject to
Expiration)

Contract No.=============Contractor:
The following statement shall also be

added to the legend:
Restrictive rights shall become (specify'

additional Government rights here, i.e .•
reprocurementi rights on (insert expiration
date).

The modified legend shan be included on
any reproduction of the restrictive rights
data. in whole or in part.

Alternate 11(May 198i)

As prescribed at 227.475-8, add the
following paragraph to the basic clause:

( ) Publication for sale. If, prior to
publication for sale by the Government and
within the period designated in the contract
or task order. but in no event later than
twenty-four (24) months after delivery of such
data. the Contractor publishes for sale any
data (1) designated in the contract as being
subject to this paragraph and (2) delivered
under this contract, and promptly notifies the
Contracting Officer of these publications. the
Government shallnot publish such data for
sale or authorize others to do so. This
limitation on the Government's right to'
publish for sale any such data so published
by the Contractor shall continue aa long as
the data is protected as a published work
under the copyright law of the United States
and is reasonably available to the public for
purchase. An~' such publication shall include
a notice identifying this contract and
recognizing the license rights of the
Government under this clause. As to all such
data not so published by the Contractor, this
paragraph shall be of no force or effect.

252.227-7014 [Reserved]

252.227-7015 [Reserved]

252.227-7016 Contract schedule Items
requiring experimental, developmental, or

} research work.
As prescribed at 227.412(d). insert the

following clause:

Contract Schedule Items Requiring
Experimental, Developmental, or Research
Work (Mar 1975)

For purposes of defining the nature of the
work and the scope of rights in data granted
to the Government pursuant to the "Rights in
Technical nata and Computer Software"
clause of this contract. it is understood and
agreed that items (list applicable schedule
line items or sub-line items or data exhibit
numbers) require the performance of
experimental, developmental. or research
work. This clause does not constitute a
determination as to whether or not any data
required to be delivered under this contract
falls within the definition of limited rights
data.

{End of clause}

252.227-7017 Rights In technical data
major system and SUbsystem contracts.

As prescribed at 227.482(c). insert the
following clause:

Rights in Technical Data-Major System and
Subsystem Contracts (No..' 1S71)

The Contractor agrees that it will neither
incorporate any provision in its subcontracts
nor enter into any agreement.w-rttten or oral.
either directly or indirectly. with
subcontractors which has or may have the
effect of prohibiting subcontractor sales
directly to the Government of an)' supplies,
like those manufactured or services like those
furnished by such subcontractor under this
contract or any Iollow-on production
contract, or under any contract for parts or
components of supplies furnished under this
cr any fellow-on production contract. The
Contractor further agrees that all data.
including data in which the Government may
not have unlimited rights, fwnished or
otherwise made available by the Contractor
for use b)' subcontractors in fumiahing such
supplies or services. will be furnished to such
subcontractors without payment to the
Contractor of any fee. royalty or other charge
by the subcontractor or the Government for
use by such subcontractors in furnishing such
supplies or services for sale directly to the
Government. For the purpose of this
paragraph. the term "fee, royalty or other
charge" shall not include within its meaning
fees. royalties of charges for reasonable
returns on use of patents.
(Endof clause]

252.227...7018 Restrictive markings on
technical data.

As prescribed at 227.473-4(b). inserl
the following clause:

Restrictive Markings on Technical Data (May
1087)

(a) The Contractor shall have, maintain,
and follow throughout the performance of
this contract. procedures sufficient to assure
that restrictive markings are used on
technical data required to be delivered
hereunder only when authorized by the terms
of the "Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software" clause of this contract.
Such procedures shall be in writing. The
Contractor shall also maintain a quality
assurance system to assure compliance with
this clause.

(b) As part of the procedures the
Contractor shall maintain (1) records to show
how the procedures of paragraph (a) above
were applied in determining that the
markings are authorized. 85 well as (2) such
records as are sufficient to justify the validity
of any restrictive markings on technical data
delivered under this contract.

[c] The Contractor shall, within sixty (50)
days after award of this contract, identify in
writing to the Contracting Officer by name or
title the person{s) having the final
responsibility within Contractor's
organization for determining whether
restrictive markings are to be placed on
technical data to be delivered under this



(
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contract. The Contractor hereby authorizes
direct contact between the Government and
such person(s} in resolving questions
involving restrictive markings.

(d] The Contracting Officer may evaluate
or verify the Contractor's procedures to
determine their effect!veneaa. Upon request, a
copy of such written procedures shall be
furnished. The failure of the Contracting
Officer to evaluate or verify such procedures
shall not relieve the Contractor of the
responsibility for complying with paragraphs
(a) and [b] above.

(ellf the Contracting Officer should give
wrttten notification of any failure to maintain
or follow the established procedures. or of
any ma terial deficiency in the procedures, the
corrective action shall be accomplished
within the time specified by the Contracting
Officer.

[f] This clause' shall be included in each
subcontract under which technical data iIJ.
required to be delivered. When so inserted,
"Contractor" shall be changed to
"Subcontractor".
~1."'~~. of d~'':~':~

:252.221-7019 ldent:flcaticn of restricted
rights computer software.

As prescribed at 227.482[e), insert the
following provision:
Identification of Restricted Rights Computer
Software {Apr 1977}-

The Offeror's attention is caned to the
requirement in the "Rights in Technical Data
and Computer Software" clause that any
reatrictlcne on the Government concerning
use or disclosure of computer software which
was developed at private expense and is to
be delivered under the contract mast be set
forth in an agreement made a part of the
contract, either negotiated prior to award or
Included in a modification of the contract
before such deli ....ery. Therefore. the Offeror is
requested 10 identify in his proposal to the
extent feasible any such computer software
which was developed at private expense and
upon the use of which it deatree to negotiate
restrictions. and to state the nature of the
proposed restrictions. If no such computer
software is identified. it will be assumed that
all deliverable computer software will be
subject to unlimited rights.
(End of provision}

252.227-7020 Rights In data-special
werks.

As prescribed at 227.482{f), Insert the
following clause:

Rights in Data-Special Works (Mar
1979)

[a] The term "works" as used herein
includes literary. musical. and dramatic
works: patomimes and choreographic works:
pictorial, graphic. and sculptural works:
motion pictures and other audiovisual works:
sound recordings; and works of similar
nature. The term does not include financial
reports. cost analyses. and other information
incidental to contract adminiatratton.

(b) All works first produced in the
performance of this contract shall be the- scle
property of the Government. which shall be

considered the "person for whom the work
was prepared" for the purpose of authorship
in any copyrightable work under Section
201{b) of Title 17, United States Code. and the
Government shall own all of the rights
comprised in the copyright. The Contractor
agrees net to assert or authorize others to
assert any rights, or establish any claim to
copyright, in such works. The Contractor,
unless directed to the contrary by the
Contracting Officer. shall place on any such
work delivered under this contract the
following notice:

c (Year date ofdelivery) United States
Government as represented by the Secretary
of (department). All rights reserved.
In the case of a phonorecord, the c will be
replaced by P.

(c] Except as otherwise provided in this
contract. the Contractor hereby grants to the
Government a nonexclusive. paid-up license
throughout the world (1) to reproduce in
copies or phonorecords, to prepare derivative
works, to distribute copies or phcnoreccrda,
and to perform or display publicly any
nortlon of ~ work whirh is r-ot nr"lt nrmhr:prl.
in the peformance of this contract but in
which 'copyright is owned by the Contractor
and whiJ,h is incorporated in the work
furnished under this contract, and (2] to
authorize others to do so for Government
purposes.

(d) Unless written approval of the
Contracting Officer is obtained the
Contractor shall not include in any works
prepared for or delivered to the Government
under this contract any works of authorship
in which copyright is not owned by the
Contractor or the Government without
acquiring for the Government any rights
necessary to perfect a license of the scope set
forth in paragraph (c) above.

(e) The Contractor shall indemnify and
save and hold harmless- the Government, and
its officers. agents and employees acting for
the Government. against.any liability,
including costs and expenses. (1] for violation
of proprietary rights. copyrights. or rights of
privacy or publicity, arising out of the
creation, delivery, or use of any works
furnished under this contract. or (2) based
upon any libelous or other unlawful matter
contained in such works.

(f) Nothing contained in this-clause shall
imply a license to the Government under any
patent. or be construed as affecting- the scope
of any license of other right otherwise
granted to the Government under any patent.

(g) Paragraphs (c) and (d) above are not
applicable to material furnished to the
Contractor by the Government and
incorporated in the work furnished under the
contract: Provided, such incorporated
material is identified by the Contractor at the
time of delivery of such work.
(End of clause)

252.227-7021 Rights in data-exillting
works.

As prescribed at 227.482(g), insert the
following clause:
Rights in Data-Existing Works (Mar 1979)

(a) Th'3 term "works" 8S used herein
includes literary, rnualcal. and dramatic
works: pantomimes and choreogrophtc

works; pictorial. graphic and sculptur~l
works: motion pictures and other audtovtaual
works: sound recordings: and works of a
similar nature. The term does not include
financial reports, cost analyses. and other
information incidental to contract
administration.

lbJ Except as other.... tse provided in this
contract, the Contractor hereby grants to the
Government a nonexclusive, paid-up license
throughout the world (l) to distribute.
perform publicly. and display publicly the
works called for under this contract and (2J to
authorize others to do so for Government
purposes.

(c] The Contractor shall indemnify and
save and hold harmless the Government. and
its officers. agents. and employees acting for
the Covemment, against any liability,
including costs and expenses, (I) for violation
of proprietary rights, copyrights. or rights of
privacy or publicity arising out of the
creation, delivery, or use. of any works
furnished under this contract. or (Z) based
upon any libelous or other unlawful matter
cv.i'.~...lned in scr..c works.
(End of clause]

252.227-7022 Government rights
(unlimtted).

As prescribed at 227.482(h), insert the
following clause:
Government Rights (Unlimited) (Mar 1979)

(a) The Government shall have unlimited
rights. in all drawings. designs. specifications,
notes and other works developed in the
performance of this contract. including the
right to use same on any other Government
design or construction without additional
compensation to the Contractor. The
Contractor hereby grants to the Government
a paid-up license throughout the world to all
such works to which he may assert or
establish any claim under design patent or
copyright laws. The Contractor for a period of
three (3) years after completion of the project
agrees to furnish the original or copies of all
such works on the request of the Contracting
Officer.
(End of clause)

252.227-702:3 Drawings and other data to
become property of government.

As prescribed at 227.482(i) insert the
following clause:
Drawings and Other Data to Become Property
of Govemment {Mat 1979)

All designs, drawings, specifications. notes
and other works developed in the
performance of this contract shall become the
sole property of the Government and may be
used on any other design or construction
without additional compensation to the
Contractor. The Government shall be
considered the "person for whom the work
was prepared" for the purpose of authorship

. in any copyrightable work under Section
201(b) of Title 17, United States Code. With
respect thereto. the Contractor agrees not 10
assert or authorize others to assert any rights
nor establish any claim under the design
patent or copyright laws. The Contractor for
a period of three {31 years after completion of
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thl' project agrees In furnish all retained
works on the request of the Contracting
Officer. Unless otherwise provided in this
contract, the Contractor shall have the right
10 retain copies of all works beyond such
period.
[End of clause)

252.227-7024 Notice and approval of
restricted designs.

As prescribed at 227.432(1), Insert the
following clause:

xotlce and Approval of Restricted Designs
(Apr 19MI

ln the performance of this contract. the
Contractor shall, to the extent practicable,
I1Hl.h maximum use of structures. machines.
products. rnatenals. construction methods.
and equipment that are readily available
through Government or competitive
commercial channels. or through standard or
proven production techniques. methods, and
processes. Unless approved by the
Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall not
produce a design or specification that
requires in this construction work the use of
structures. products. materials. construction
P'i~liprnent. or processes that are known by
tbe Contractor to be available only from a
ao!e source. The Contractor shall promptly
report any such design or specification to the
Contacting Officer and give the reason why it
iF considered necessary to so restrict the
design or specification.
(End of clause)

252.227-7025 Rights In technical data and
computer software (SBIR proprern).

As prescribed at 227.479, insert the
Iot.owing clause:

Rights in technical data and computer
software "'(SBIR program) (May 1987)

{c;) Definitions.
The terms used in this clause are defined in

2,2;- .471 of the Department of Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS).

(llj Rights in Technical Data.
l::') Limited Rights. The Government shall

have limited rights in:
[i] technical data, listed or described in an

agreement incorporated into the Schedule of
thif; contract. which the parties have agreed
wi!! be furnished with limited rights in
accordance with 227.473-1(a) and 227.473-
1(h)(2) and

(il}unpublished technical data pertaining
10 tten-s. components or processes developed
exclusively at private expense. and
unpublished computer software
documentation related to computer software
then is acquired with restricted rights, other
then such data included in (b){2}(i). (ii), or
liii). below. Limited rights shall be effective
provided that only the portion or portions of
coer; piece of data to which limited rights are
10 he asserted are identified (for example. by
circling. underscoring, or note). and that the
piece of data is marked with the legend
b(·j'il',';

lA) the number of the prime contract under
wbil.h the technical data is to be delivered;
and

(Bl the name of the Contractor and/or any
subcontractor asserting limited rights.

Limited Rights Legend

Contract No. _

Contractor- .

The restrictions governing the use of
technical data marked with this legend ate
sel forth in the definition of "Limited Rights"
in DFARS 227,471. This legend. together with
the indications of the portions of this data,
shall be included on any reproduction hereof
which includes an)' part of the portions
subject to limited rights. The limited rights
legend shall be honored only as long as the
data continues to meet the definition of
limited rights.

{2) Government Purpose License Rights.
For a period of two (2) years (or such other
period as may be authorized by the
Contracting Officer for good cause shown)
after the delivery and acceptance of the last
deliverable item under the contract, the
Government shall have limited rights and,
after the expiration of the two-year period,
shall have Government purpose license rights
in: .

(i) technical data prepared or required to
be delivered under this or any other
Government contract or subcontract and
constituting corrections or changes to
Government-furnished data or computer
software:

(ii) form, fit, or function data pertaining to
items. components. or processes prepared or
required to be delivered under this or any
other Government contract or subcontract;

(iii) manuals or instructional materials
(other than detailed manufacturing or process
data) prepared or required to be delivered
under this contract or any subcontract
hereunder necessary for installation,
operation. maintenance, or training purposes:
and

[iv] any other technical data prepared or
required to be delivered under this contract
or subcontract hereunder, which is not
otherwise subject to limited or unlimited
rights pursuant to subparagraph (b)(l)or
(b)[3) berein:

~uwt:'''lUer.t ;'li..pv:>t: :"i........o c ::;o:.~;; .nus~

be effective provided that only the portion or
portions of each piece of data to which such
rights are to be asserted are identified (for
example. by circling. underscoring. or a note),
and that the piece of data is marked with the
legend below:

(A) the number of the prime contract under
which the technical data is to be delivered;
and

(B) the name of the contractor and/or any
subcontractor asserting Government Purpose
License Rights.
Government Purpose License Rights (SBIR
Program)
Contract No.-----------
Contractor:

For a period of two [2} years after delivery
and acceptance of the last deliverable item
under this contract, this technical data shall
be subject to the restrictions contained in the
definition of "Limited Rights" in Section
227.471 of the 000 FAR Supplement. After

the two-year period. the data shall be subject
to the restrictions contained in the definition
of "Government P:urpose License Rights" in
Section 227',471 of the DoD FAR Supplement.
The Government assumes liability for
unauthorized use or disclosure by others.
This legend, together with the indications of
the portions of the da ta which are subject to
such limitations. shall be included on any
reproduction hereof which contains any
porttona subject to such limitations and shall
be honored only as long as the data continues
to meet the definition on Covemment
purpose license rights,

{3) Unlimited Rights. The Government shall
have unlimited rights in: .

[i} technical data required to be prepared
or delivered under this contract or any
subcontract hereunder that was previously
delivered or previously required to be
delivered to the Government with unlimited
rights: and

(ii) technicaldata or computer software
thai is publicly available or has been
released or disclosed by the Contractor
without restriction on further use or
disclosure.

{c} Rights in Computer Software.
(1) Restricted Rights.
(i) The Government shall have restricted

rights in computer software. listed or
described in a license or agreement made a
part of this contract, which the parties have
agreed with will be furnished with restricted
rights, Provided. however, nctwtthstanding
any contrary provision in any such license or
agreement. the Government shall have the
rights included in the definition of "restricted
rights" in paragraph (a) above. Such
restricted rights are of no effect unless the
computer software is marked by the
Contractor with the following legend:

Restricted Rights Legend

Use, duplication or disclosure is subject to
restrictions stated in Contract No.
___",,;t~(Nameof
Contractor)_

and the related computer software
documentation includes a prominent
statement of the restriction applicable to the
computer sortware. The.Contractor may not
place any legend on computer software
indicating restrictions on the Government's
rights on such software unless the restrictions
are set forth in a license or agreement made a
part of this contract prior to the delivery date
of the software. Failure of the Contractor to
apply a restricted rights legend to such
computer software shall relieve the
Government of liability with respect to such
unmarked software.

(ii) Notwithstanding subparagraph (c)(l)(i)
abo ve. commercial computer software ar.d
related documentation developed at private
expense and not in public domain may, if the
Contractor 50 elects, be marked with the
following Legend:

Restricted Rights Legend
Use. duplication, or disclosure by the

Government is subject to restrictions 8S Bet
forth in subparagraph (cJ(l){ii) of the Rights
in Technical Data and Computer Software
clause at 252,22i-7013,

I-""-------------------------------------------_.
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(Name of Contractor and Address)

When acquired by the Government.
commercial computer software and related
documentation so legended shall be subject
to the following:

[A] Title to and ownership of the software
and documentation shall remain with the
Contractor.

(B) User of the Software and
documentation shall be limited to the facility
for which it is acquired.

(e) The Government shall not provide or
otherwise make avetalble the software or
documentation. or any portion thereof. in any
form. to any third party without the prior
written approval of the Contractor. Third
parties do not include prime contractors,
subcontractors and agents of the Government
who have the Government's permission to
use the licensed software and documentation
at the facility, and who have agreed 10 use
the licensed software and documentation.
only in accordance with these restrictions.
This provision does net limit the right of the
C'::-;:;';:-.'1:<';.; ~v uac .;u=: ...ere. J.u..:urr,cu;a,;uu.
or information therein. which the
Government may already have or obtain
without restrictions.

(D) The Government shall have the right to
use the computer software and
documentation with the computer for which it
is acquired at any other facility 10 which that
computer may be transferred: 10use the
computer software and documentation with a
backup: computer when the primary computer
is inoperative: to copy computer programs for
safekeeping (archives) or backup purposes;
and to modify the software and
documentation or combine it with other
software, Provided, that the unmodified
portions shall remain subject to these
restrictions.

[2) Government Purpose License Rights.
For a period of two (2) years (or such other
period as may be authorized by the
Contracting Officer for good cause- ahown}
after the delivery and acceptance of the Iest
deliverable item under the contract. the
Government shall have limited rights and.
after expiration of the two-year period. shall
have Covemment purpose license rights- in;

(i] computer software resulting directly
from performance of experimental.
developmental or research work which was
specified as Bon element of performance in
this or any Government contract or
subcontract:

[iiI computer software required 10 be
originated or developed under a Government
contract. or generated as a necessary part of
performing a contract: and

(iii) any other computer software prepared
or required to be delivered under this
contract or subcontract hereunder. which is
not otherwise subject to restricted or
unlimited rights pursuant 10 subparagraph
[C)(l) or {cJ[3)herein.

Government purpose license rights shall be
effective provided that each unit of software
is marked with an abbreviated license rights
legend reciting thai the use. duplication. or
disclosure of the software is subject to the
same restrtcticna included in the same
contract {identified by number} with the same
contractor [identified by name). The

Government aassumes no liability for
unauthorized use. duplication, or disclosures
by others.

(3) Unlimited Rights. The Government shall
. have unlimited rights in:

(i) computer software required to be
prepared to deliver under this or any
subcontract hereunder that was previously
delivered or previously required to be
delivered to the Government under any
contract or subcontract with unlimited rights:

(ii) computer software that is publicly
available or has been or is normally released
or disclosed by the Contractor without
restriction on further use or disclosure: and

(iii) computer data bases. consisting of
information supplied by the Government.
information in which the Government has
unlimited rights. or information which is in
the public domain.

(d) Technical Data and Computer Software
Previously Provided Without Restriction.
Contractor shall assert no restrictions on the
Government's rights to use or disclose any
data or computer software which the
Contractor =::.: j::'::·;i:::.:::;!:; dol.vercd tc the
Government without restriction. The limited
or restricted rights provided For- by this clause
shall not impair the right of the Government
to use similar or identical data or computer
software acquired from other sources.

(e) Copyright.
(1) In addition to the rights granted under

the provisions of paragraphs {bl and (c}
above, the Contractor hereby grants to the
Government a nonexclusive, paid-up license
throughout the world. of the scope set forth
below. under any copyright owned by the
Contractor, in any work of authorship
prepared for or acquired by the Government
under this contract. to reproduce the work in
copies or phonorecords. to distribute copies
or phonorecords to the public, to perform or
display the work publicly, and to prepare
derivative works thereof. and 10 have others
do so for Government purposes. With respect
to technical data and computer software in
which the Government has unlimited rights.
the license shall be of the same scope as the
rights set forth in the definition of "unlimited
rights" in OFARS 227,471. With respect to
technical data in which the Government has
limited rights. the scope of the license is
limited to the rights set forth in the definition
of "limited rights". With respect to computer
software which the parties have agreed will
be furnished with restricted rights. The scope
of the license is limited to such rights. .

(2) Unless written approval of the
Contracting Officer is obtained. the
Contractor shall not include in technical data
or computer software prepared for or
acquired by the Government under this
contract any works of authorship in which
copyright is not owned by the Contractor
without acquiring for the Government any
rights necessary to perfect a copyright license
of the scope specified herein.

(3) As between the Contractor and the
Government. the Contractor shall be
considered the "person for whom the work
was prepared" for the purpose of determining
authorship under Section 201(bJ of Title 17.
United States Code.

(41Technical data delivered under this
contract which carries a copyright notice

shall also include the following statement
which shall be placed thereon by the
Contractor, or should the Contractor fail. by
the Government: This material may be
reproduced by or for the U.S. Government
pursuant to the,copyright license under the
clause at 252.227-7025 [datal,

(f) Removal of Uniustified and Non
conforming Markings.

(l) Unjustified Technical Data ....Iorkings.
Notwithstanding any provision of the
contract concerning inspection and
acceptance. the Government may. at the
Contractor's expense, correct. cancel. or
ignore any marking not authorized by the
terms of this contract on any technical data
furnished hereunder in accordance with the
clause of this contract entitled "Validation of
Restrictive Markings on Technical Data",
OFARS 252.227-7037.

(2) Non-conforming Technical Data
Markings. Correction of non-conforming
markings is not subject to DFARS 252.227
7037. The Government may, at the
Contractor's expense. correct anv non
conforming markings if the Contracting

, Officer notifies the Contractor and the
Contractor fails to correct the non
conforming markings within 60 days.

{3} Unjustified and Non-conforming
Computer Software Markings.
Not·..... ithstanding any provision of this
contract concerning inspection and
acceptance, the Government may correct.
cancel. or ignore any marking not authorized
by the terms of this contract on any computer
software furnished hereunder. if:

(i) the Contractor fails to respond within
sixty {50) days to a written inquiry by the
Government concerning the propriety of the
markings, or

(ii) the Contractor's response fails to
substantiate. within sixty (60) days after
written notice, .the propriety of restricted
rights markings by identification of the
restrictions set forth in the contract.

In either case. the Government shall give
written notice to the Contractor of the action
taken.

(g) Relation to Patents. Nothing contained
in this clause shall imply a license to the
Government under any patent or be
construed as affecting the scope of any
license or other right otherwise granted to the
Government under any patent.

(h) Limitation of Charges for Data and
Computer Software. The Contractor
recognizes that is is the policy of the
Government not to pay. or to allow to be
paid. any charges for data or computer
software which the Government has a ri:;:::t 10
use and disclose to others without restri~ti0n
and Contractor agrees to refund any such
payments. This policy applies to contracts
that Involve payments by subcontractors and
those entered into through the Military
Assistance Program. in addition to U.S.
Government prime contracts. Howe ver. it
does not apply to reasonable reproduction.
handling. mili~ing. and similar admintstrauve
costs.

[il Acquisition of Data and Computer
Soinvore from Subcontractors.

(11 Whenever anv technical data or
computer soft-.... areis to be obtained ircm a
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subcontractor under this contract. the
Contractor shall use this same clause in the
subcontract. without alteration. and no other
douse shall be used to enlarge or diminish
the Government's or the Contractor's rights in
the subcontractor data or computer. software
which is required for the Government.

(2) Technical data requird to be delivered
by a subcontractor shall normally be
delivered to the next high-tier contractor.
However, when there is a requirement in the
prime contract for data which rna)' be
submitted with other than unlimited rights by
a subcontractor, then said subcontractor may
fulfill its requirement by submitting such data
directly to the Government. rather than
through the prime Contractor.•

(3) The Contractor and higher-tier
subcontractors will not use their power to
award subcontracts as economic leverage to
obtain rights in technical data or computer
software from their subcontractors.

(j) Notice ofLimitations an Government
Rights.

{1} Unless the Schedule provides otherwise.
and subject to (j)(2) below. the Contractor
will promptly notify the Contracting Officer
in writing of the intended use by the
Contractor or a subcontractor in performance
of this contract of any item. component. or
process for which technical data would
contain any restrictions on the Government's
righ t to use, disclose. or have others use such
data.

(2) Such notification is not required with
respect to

(i) standard commercial items which are
manufactured by more than one source of
supply; or

{ii) items, components. or processes for
which such notice was given pursuant to
prenotification of rights in technical data in
connection with this contract.

{3)Unless the schedule provides otherwise,
Contracting Officer approval is not necessary
under this clause for the Contractor to use the
item, component. or process in the
performance of the contract.

(End of clause)

252.227-7026 Deterred delivery of
technical data of computer software.

As prescribed at 227.462(1). insert the
following clause:

Deferred Delivery of Technical Data or
Computer Software (Nov 1974)

The Government shall have !Fie right to
require, at any time during the performance
of this contract. within two (2) years after
eigher acceptance of all items (other than
data or computer software) to be delivered
under this contract or termination of this
contract, whichever is later. the delivery of
any technical data or computer software item
identified in this contract as "deferred
delivery" data or computer software. The
obligation to furnish such technical data
required to be prepared by a subcontractor
and pertaining to. an item obtained from him
shall expire two (2) years after the date
Contractor accepts the last delivery of that
item from that subcontractor for use in
performing this contract.

(End of clause)

252.227-7027 Deferred ordering of
technical data or computer software.

As prescribed at 227.482(m). insert the
following clause;

Deferred Ordering of Technical Data or
Computer Software (Nov 1974)

In addition to technical date or computer
software specified elsewhere in this contract
to be delivered hereunder, the Government
may. at an)' time during the performance of
this contract or within a period of three (3)
years after acceptance of all items (other
than technical data or computer software) to
be delivered under this contract or the
termination of this contract. order any
technical data or computer software (as
defined in the "Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software" clause of this contract)
generated in the performance of this contract
or any subcontract hereunder. When such
technical date or computer software is
ordered, the Contractor shall be compensated
for converting the data or computer software
into the prescribed form, for reproduction and
delivery. The obligation to deliver such
technical data of a subcontractor and
pertaining to an item obtained from him shall
expire three {3) years after the date the
Contractor accepts the last delivery of that
item from that subcontractor under this
contract. The Government's rights to use said
data or computer software shall be pursuant
to the "Rights in Technical Data and
Computer Software" clause of this contract.

(End of clause)

252.227..7028 Requirement for technical
data certification.

As prescribed at 227.462(n). insert the
following provision:

Requirement for Technical Dala Certification
(Apr1974)

The Offeror shall submit with its offer a
certification as to whether the Offeror has
delivered or is obligated to deliver to the
Government under any contract or
subcontract the same or substantially the
same technical data included in its offer; if
so, the Offeror shall identify one such
contract or subcontract under which such
technical data was delivered or will be
delivered. and the place of such delivery.

(End of provision)

252.227-7029 Identification of technical
data.

As prescribed at 227.462[0). inserllhe
following clause:

Identification of Technical Data (Mar 1975)

Technical Data (as defined in the "Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software"
clause of this contract) delivered under this
contract shall be marked with the number of
this contract. name of Contractor. and name
of any subcontractor who generated the data.

[End of clause)

252.227-7030 Technical data-withholding
of payment.

As prescribed aI227.462[p), insert the
following clause:

Technical Data-Withholding of Payment (Jul
1976)

(a) If "Technical Data" as defined in the
clause of this contract entitled "Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software"). or
any part thereof. specified to be delivered
under this contract, is nol delivered within
the time specified by this contract or is
deficient upon delivery (including having
restrictive markings not specifically
authorized by this contract), the Contracting
Officer may until such data is accepted by
the Government, withhold payment to the
Contractor of ten percent (10%) of the total
contract price or amount unless a lesser
withholding is specified in the contract.
Payments shall not be withheld nor any other
action taken pursuant to this paragraph when
the Contractor's failure to make timely
delivery or to deliver such data without
deficiencies arises out of causes beyond the
control and without the fault or negligence of
the Contractor.

(b) After payments-total ninety percent
{90%) of the total contract price or amount
and if all technical data specified to be
delivered under this contract has not been
accepted. the Contracting Officer may
withhold from further payment such sum as
the Contracting Officer considers
appropriate, not exceeding ten percent (10%)
of the total contract price or amount unless a
lesser withholding limit is specified in the
contract.

(c) The withholding of any amount or
subsequent payment to tile Contractor shall
not be construed as a waiver of any rights
accruing to the Government under this
contract.

(End of clause)

252.227-7031 Data requirements.

A'l p-eccnbcd at ~:?:.~.g2~::;~. :~~~~~ ~c

following clause:

Data Requirements (Apr 1972)

{a) Data means recorded information.
regardless of form or characteristics.

(b) The Contractor is required to deliver
only the data items listed on DD Form 1423
(Contract Data Requirements List) and data
items identified in and deliverable under any
contract clause of FAR Subpart 52..2and 000
FAR Supplement Subpart 52..2made a part of
the contract.

(End of clause)

252.227..7032 Rights in technical data and
computer software (foreign).

As prescribed at 227.462(r). insert the
following clause:

Rights in Technical Data and Computer
Software (Foreign) Oun 1975)

The United States Government may
duplicate. use. and disclose in any manner for
any purposes whatsoever. including delivery
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to other governments for the furtherance of
mutual defense of the United States
Government and other governments, all
technical data including reports, drawings
and blueprints, and all computer software,
specified to be delivered by the Contractor to
the United States Government under this
contract.

(End of clause)

252.227-7033 Rights In ehcp drawings.
As prescribed at 227.482(s), insert the

following clause:

Rlghtsin Sbop Drawings (Apr 1966)

(a) Shop drawings for construction means
drawings, submitted to the Government by
the Construction Contractor, subcontractor or
any lower tier subcontractor pursuant to a
construction contract. showing in detail (iJ
the proposed fabrication and assembly of
structural elements and [Ii] the installation
[i.e., form. fit, and attachment details) of
materials or equipment. The Government
~::::,' '::;;::ic.::.~:, cca. .::.:::! diaclccc in ::1;'.j'

manner and for any purpose shop drawings
delivered under this contract.

[b] This clause, including this paragraph
Ibl. shall be included in all subcontracts
hereunder at any Her.

(End of clause)

252.227-7034 Patents-subcontracts.
As prescribed at 227.304-4. insert the

following clause:

Patents-Subcontracts (Apr 1984)

The Contractor will include the clause at
FAR 52.227-12, Patent Rights-Retention by
the Contractor (Long Form) suitably modified
to identify the parties, in all subcontracts,
regardless of tier. for experimental.
developmental. or research work to be
performed by other than a small business
firm or nonprofit organization.
(End of clause)

252.227-7035 Prenotification of rights in
technical data.

As prescrrbed at 227.482(t), insert the
following provision:

Prenotification of Rights in Technical Data
(May 1987) .

(a) Prenotification ofLimitations on
Government Rights.

In order for the Government to make
informed judgments concerning the
competitive reprocurement potential of items,
components, processes. or computer software
developed at private expense that an Offeror
intends to deliver under a resultant contract,
Offarors shall identify to the maximum
practicable extent in '·their response to this
solicitation such privately developed items,
components, processes, or computer software
and the technical data which they:

(11 intend to deliver with limited rights;
(2) intend to deliver with Government

Purpose License Rights; or
(3J have not yet determined if such rights

should apply.
This requirement does not apply to

standard commercial items which are
manufactured by more than one sou Teeof

supply. If an Offeror asserts other than
unlimited rights to any technical data in its
proposal responding to this requirement,
Government failure to object to or reject any
such assertion shall not be construed to
constitute agreement to any such data rights
assertion. Offerors will furnish, at the written
request of the Contracting Officer, evidence
to support any such assertion,
(End of provision)

252.227-7036 Certification of technical
data conformity.

As prescribed at 227.482(u), insert the
following clause:
Certification of Technical Data Conformity
(May 1987)

(a) All technical data delivered under this
contract shall be accompanied by the
following written certification:

The Contractor. , hereby
certifies that, to the best of its knowledge and
belief. the technical data delivered herewith
under Contract No. is complete,
accurate, and complies with all requirements
of the contract.

Date
Name and Title of
Certifying Official
This written certification shall be dated and
the certifying official (identified by name and
title) shall be duly authorized to bind the
Contractor by the certification.

(b) The Contractor shall identify, by name
and title. each individual (official) authorized
by the Contractor to certify in writing that the
technical data is complete, accurate, and
complies with all requirements of the
contract. The Contractor hereby authorizes
direct contact with the authorized individual
responsible for certification of technical data,
The authorized individual shall be familiar
with the Contractor's technical data
conformity procedures and their application
to the technical data to be certified and
delivered.

(c) Technical data delivered under this
contract may be subject to reviews by the
Government during preparation and prior to
acceptance. Technical data is also subject to
reviews by the Government subsequent to
acceptance. Such reviews may be conducted
as a function ancillary to other reviews, such
as in-process reviews or configuration audit
reviews.

(End of clause)

252.227-7037 Validation of restrictive
markings on technical data.

As prescribed in 227.482(v] insert the
following clause:

. Validation of Restrictive Markings on
Technical Data (May 1987)

(a) Definition. The terms used in this clause
are defined in 227.-171 of the Department of
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement (DF......RS).

(bl/ust/lication, The Contractor or
subcontractor at any tier is responsible for
maintaining records sufficient to justify the
validity of its markings that impose

restrictions on the Government and others to
use, duplicate, or disclose tech?ical data
delivered or required to be dehvered under
the contract or subcontract. and shall be
prepared to furnish to the Contracting Officer
a written justification for such restrictive
md:k:ngs in response to a challenge under
paragraph {dl below.

(c) Prechallenge Request for Information.
(I) The Contracting Officer may request the

Contractor or subcontractor to furnish a
written explanation for any restriction
asserted by the Contractor or subcontractor
on the right of the United States or others to
use technical data. If, upon review of the
explanation submitted, the Contracting
officer remains unable to ascertain the basis
of the restrictive marking, the Contracting
Officer may further request the Contractor or
subcontractor to furnish additional
information in the records of. or otherwise in
the possession of or reasonably available to.
the Contractor or subcontractor to justify the
validity of any restrictive marking on
techrtjccl ~.::.~~ delivered or -c be :i:!:':::d
under the contract or subcontract (e.g.. a
statement of facts accompanied with
supporting documentation). The Cclntractor or
subcontractor shall submit such written data
as requested by the Contracting Officer
within the time required or such longer period
as may be mutually agreed.

(2) If the Contracting Officer, after
reviewing the written data furnished
pursuant to paragraph (c){l) above. or any
other available information pertaining to the
validity of a restrictive marking, determines
that reasonable grounds exist to question the
current validity of the marking and that
continued adherence to the marking would
make impracticable the subsequent
competitive acquisition of the item.
component, or process to which the technical
data relates. (Note: The Contracting Officer
may also challenge the validity of the
restricted markings if such technical data is
publicly available, has been furnished to the
Government without restriction. or has been
otherwise made available without
restriction.) When challenging the validity of
restrictive markings, the Contracting Officer
will follow the procedures described in
paragraph (d) below.

(3) If the Contractor or subcontractor fails
to respond to the Contracting Offlcer'a
request for information under paragraph
(c){l] above. and the Contracting Officer
determines that continued adherence to the
marking would make impracticable the
subsequent competitive acquisition of the
item, component, or process to which the
technical data relates, the Contracting Offlcer
may formally challenge the validity of the
marking as described in paragraph (d) below.

(d) Challenge.
(1) Notwithstanding any provision of this

contract concerning inspection and
acceptance, if the Contracting Officer
determines that a challenge to the restrictive
marking iswarranted, the Contracting Officer
shall send a written challenge notice to the
Contractor or subcontractor asserting the
restrictive markings. Such challenge shall:

(iJ state the specific grounds for challenging
the asserted restriction;
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(ii) require <I response within sixty (nOI
ti,I\f> jUl'tif~'ing and providing sufficient
evidence as III the current vulidltv of the
i1ssl:rlvd restriction: and .

iiii) state that ,} DoD Contracting Officer's
fin:d doctsion. issued pursuantto paragrnph
if) hf'hnv sustaining the validity of a
rl'stricli\ f' marking Identical to the asserted
restriction. within the three-year period
prccc,(l;ng the challenge. shall servo as
justification for the asserted restriction if the
v,diu;lIed n-strtction WiH, asserted by the
sarrn- Contractor Of subcontractor (or any
licenser- of such Contractor or subcontractor}
to ....·hir.h such notice is being provided.

(i;') State that failure to respond to the
challenge notice may result in issuance of a
fj','al decision pursuant to paragraph Ie)
below.

l2) The Contracting Officer shall extend the
time for response as appropriate if the
Contractor or subcontractor submits a
written request showing the need for
addittonultimc to prepare a response.

t:,j The Contractor's or subcontractor's
wrtuen response shall be considered a claim
within the meaning of the Contract Disputes
Act of 1976 f41 U.S.C. f>Oj et seq.). and shall
be certified in the form prescribed by FAR
Ja.Z07. regardless of dollar amount.

(4) A Contractor or subcontractor receiving
challenges to the same restrictive markings
from more them one Contracting Officer shall
notif~' each Contracting Officer of the
existence of more than one challenge. The
notice shall also stale which Contracting
Officer initialed the first in time unanswered
challenge. The Contracting Officer initiating
the [irs! in lime unanswered challenge after
consultation with the Contractor or
subcontractor and the other Contracting
Officers. shall formulate and distribute a
schedule for responding 10 each of the
challenge notices to all interested parties (all
appropriate Contracting Officers and
Contractors and subcontractors). The
schedule shall afford the Contractor or
subcontractor an equitable opportunity to
respond to each challenge notice. All parties
will be hound bv this schedule.

Ic1Finol Dec/sion ~'V'h(!n Contractor or
.:;":""",,, dt.I"1 i:tni:. III itl:I:oPU[W. upon a
Ia.lure of a Contractor or subcontractor to
submit any response to the challenge notice
the Contructlng Officer will issue B final
decision to the -Contractor or subcontractor in
accordance with the Disputes clause at FAR
52.233-1. pertaining to the validity of the
asserted restriction. This final decision shall
be issued as soon as possible after the
expiration of the time period of paragraph
ld!(1}iiij or 12)above. Following the issuance
of the Final decision. the Contracting Officer
wiil C('rr.iJ:~' v:i\h :hp procoduros in (fj(2)lii)
thr·';':f~1 (i;) l,i';(l\\'"

(f; Finl.;/ Decision ~Vhen Controctor or
Sahcontroctor Rosponde.

(l)lf the Contracting Officer determines
trwl the Contactor or subcontractor has
j;.,,::fil'O the vafiditv of the restrtcttve
n)'J!hing. the Contracting Olficbr shall issue a
final decision to the Contractor or
subcontractor sustaining the validity of the
restrictive marking. and stating that the
Government will continue to be bound by the
restrictive marking. This final decision shall

be issued within sixty (flO) days after receipt
of the Contractor's or subcontractor's
response to the challenge notice. or within
such longer period that the Contracting
Officer has notified the Contractor or
subcontractor that the Government will
require. The notification of a longer period for
issuance of a final decision will be made
\v-ithin sixty (fiO) days after receipt of the
response to the challenge notice.

(2)(i) If the Contracting Officer determines-
that the validity of the restrictive marking is
no! justified. the Contracting Officer shall
Issue a final decision to the Contractor or
subcontractor in accordance with the
Disputes clause at FAR 52,233-1.
Notwithstanding paragraph (e) of the
Disputes clause. the final decision shall be
issued within sixty (50) days after receipt of
the Contractor's or subcontractor's response
to the challenge notice, or within such longer
period that the Contracting Officer has
notified the Contractor or subcontractor of
the longer period that the Government will
require. The notification of a longer period for
Issuance of a final decision will be made
within sixty (50) days after receipt of the
response to the challenge notice.

(ii}The Government agrees that it will
continue to be bound by the rest-rictive
marking for a period of ninety {gO} days from
the issuance of the Contracting Officer's final
decision under paragraph (f){2){i) of this
clause. The Contractor or subcontractor
agrees that. if it intends to file suit in the
United States Claims Court it will provide a
notice of intent to file suit to the Contracting
Officer within ninety (90) days from the
issuance of the Contracting Officer's final
decision under paragraph (f)(2){i)of this
clause. If the Contractor or subcontractor
fails to appeal. file suit, or provide 8 notice of
intent to file suit to the Contracting Officer
within the ninety (90}-da)' period, the
Government may cancel or ignore the
restrictive markings, and the failure of the
Contractor or subcontractor to take the
required action constitutes agreement with
such Government action.

(iii) The Government agrees that it will
continue to be bound by the restrictive
marking where a nonce ot intent to tile suit in
the United States Claims Court is provided to
the Contracting Officer within ninety (gO)
days from the issuance of the final decision
under paragraph lfJ(2)(i) of this clause. The
Government will no longer be bound. and the
Contractor or subcontractor agrees that the
Government may strike or ignore the
restrictive markings, if the Contractor or
subcontractor fails to file its suit within one
(1) year after issuance of the final decision.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, where the
heud of an agency determines. on a
nondelegable basis. that urgent or compelling
circumstances Significantly affecting the
interest of the United States will not permit
wailing for the filing of a suit in the United
States Claims Court. the Contractor or
subcontractor agrees that the agency may.
following notice to the Contractor or
subcontractor. authorize release or disclosure
of the technical data. Such agency
determination may be made at any time after
issuance of the final decision and will not
affect the Contractor's or subcontractor's

right to damages against the United States
where its restrictive markings are ultimately
upheld or 10 pursue other relief. if any. as
rna)' be provided by law,

[iv] The Government agrees that it will be
bound bv the restrictive marking where an
appeal o'r sui I is filed pursuant to the
Contract Disputes Act until final disposition
by an agency Board of Contract Appeals or
the United States Claims Court.
Notwithstanding the Ioregcing. where the
head of an agency determines. on a
nondelegable basis, following notice to the
Contractor that urgent or compelling
circumstances significantly affecting the
interest of the United States will not permit
awaiting the decision by such Board of
Contract Appeals or the United States Claims
Court, the Contractor or subcontractor agrees
that the agency may authorize release or
disclosure of the technical data. Such agency
determination may be made at any time after
issuance of the final decision and will not
affect the Contractor's or subcontractor's
right to damages against the United States
where its restrictive markings are ultima tel)'
upheld or to pursue other relief. if an}', as
may be provided by law.

Ig) Final Disposition ofAppeal or Suit.
{ll If the Contractor or subcontractor

appeals or files suit and if. upon final
disposition of the appeal or suit, the
Contracting Officer's decision is sustained-

ItlThe restrictive marking on the technical
data shall be cancelled. corrected or ignored;
and

(ii) If the restrictive marking is found not to
be substantially justified, the Contractor or
subcontractor, as appropriate, shall be liable
to the Government for payment of the cost to
the Government of reviewing the restrictive
marking and the fees and other expenses (as
defined in 28 U,S,C. 2412(d){2)(A)) incurred
by the Government in challenging the
marking, unless special circumstances would
make such payment unjust.

(2) If the Contractor or subcontractor
appeals or files suit and if, upon final
disposition of the appeal or suit. the
Contracting Officer's decision is not
SUS1Cllflt::U-

(i) The Government shall continue 10 be
bound by the restrictive marking; and

(ii) The Government shall be liable to the
Contractor or subcontractor for payment of
fees and other expenses (as defined in 28
U.S.C. Z41ZldllZ)lA)) incurred by the
Contractor or subcontractor in defending the
marking, if the challenge by the Government
is found not to have been made in good faith.

(h) Duration ofRight to Challenge. The
Government may review the validity of any
restriction on technical data, delivered or 10
be delivered under a contract. asserted hv the
Contractor or subcontractor. During the 
period within three (3) rears of final payment
on a contract or within three (:,,) years of
deliverv of the technical date to the
Cow;rr:"ment. whichever is later. the
Contracting Officer may review and make a
written determination to challenge the
restriction. The Government mav. however.
challenge a restriction on the release. .
disclosure or use of technical data at any
time if such technical data (1) is publicly
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available; (2) has been furnished to the
United States without restriction; or (3) has
been otherwise made available without
restriction. Only the Contracting Officer's
final decision resolving a formal challenge by
sustaining the validity of a restrictive
marking constitutes "validation" as
addressed in 10 U.S.C. 2321. A decision by
the Government. or a determination by the
Contracting Officer, to not challenge the
restrictive marking or asserted restriction
shall not constitute "validation".

(i) Privity of Contract. The Contractor or
subcontractor agrees that the Contracting
Officer may transact matters under this
clause directly with subcontractors at any
tier that assert restrictive markings.
However, this clause neither creates nor
lmpllea privity of contract between the
Government and subcontractors.

(j) Flowdown. The Contractor or
subcontractor agrees to insert this clause in
subcontracts at any tier requiring the delivery
of technical data.
fEnrl nf r:\~wu'!l

[FR Doc. 87-8562 Filed 4-15-87; 8:45 am]
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Department of the Air Force

48 CFR Part 5315

Oepartment of the Air Force Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement;
Contracting by Negotiation

AGENCY: Department of the Air Force,
Department of Defense.
ACTION: Final rule.'

SUMMARY: FAR Subpart 15.8, Price
Negotiation, is being supplemented by
the Air Force to set forth the Air Force
policy on the use and control of Formula
Pricing Agreements (FPAs).
EFFECTIVE OATE: Apri129. 1987.
FOR"FURTHER INFORMATION CO~TACT:

Capt. Jeff Parsons, SAF/AQCP. Room
4C251, Pentagon, Washington, DC
20330-1000. (202) 697-1i522.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

A. Background

In a recent spare parts pricing review,
the GAO identified instances where
buyers were using the existence of
Formula Pricing Agreements (FPAs) as
justification for accepting proposed
prices without performing adequate
price analysis. A review of this finding
by members of the Air Staff determined
that inadequate central and guidance on
the use of FPAs contributed to this
problem.

FPAs are a very effective tool for
pricing large volumes of spare parts
when used properly. Normally, they are
written agreements between the
Government and a contractor and set
forth a methodology and the specific

rates and factors to follow when pricing
items covered by the FPA. However,
their use cannot be taken for granted
because they do not in all cases,
guarantee fair and reasonable prices for
each individual item.

In order to maintain FPAs as an
effective pricing tool, the Air Force has
determined that the proper controls for
their use need to be clarified in the AF
FAR Supplement.

B. Public Comments

On October 22, 1986, a notice of the
proposed rule was published in the
Federal Register (51 FR 37451)
requesting interested parties to submit
comments to be considered in the
formulation of the final rule. As a result
of the notice, 3 comments were received
and considered.

C. Regulatorv Flexibility Act

In accordance with the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, this rule does not have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities
because FPA, shall be negotiated only
with contractors (1) having a significant
volume of Governmen t business, (2) who
are under Government in-plant contract
administration, and (3) who have a
resident nCAA auditor.

D. Paperwork Reduction Act

The rule does not contain information
collection requirements which require
the approval of OMB under 44 U.S.C.
3501 et: seq.

List of Subjects in 48 CFR Part 5315

Government procurement.
Therefore. Title 48 of the Code of

Federal Regulations is amended by
adding Part 5315 to read as follows:

PART 5315-CONTRACTING BY
NEGOTIATION

Subpart 531S.S-Price Negotiation

Sec.
5315.890 Formula pricing agreements (FPA).
5315.890-1 Description.
5315.~2 Policy.
5315.890-3 Responsibilities.
531S.89Q-4 FPAs negotiated by other DOD

agencies.
Authority: 5 U.S.G. 301 and FAR 1.301.

Subpart 5315.8-Price Negotiation

5315.890 Formula pricing agreements
(FPA).

5315.890-1 Description.
Formula pricing agreements (FPAs),

sometimes referred to as spare parts
pricing agreements, set forth a pricing
methodology and the specific rates and
factors to be used when pricing items

covered by the FPA. An FPA differs
from a Forward Pricing Rate Agreement
(FPRA) in that an FPA addresses a
pricing methodology limited to a specific
group of items and its use by different
buying activities is optional; whereas
FPRAs are generally limited to
agreements on individual rates or
factors (including Cost Estimating
Relationships (CERs)). apply to many
items, and are required to be used by all
buying activities. Any pricing agreement
made with a contractor shall be
considered to be an FPA if it contains
the following features:

(a) The agreement governs the pricing
methodology of more than one future
contract action and identifies the
category(s) of purchases to be covered
(for example, F-l00 replenishment
spares).

(b) The pricing agreement is
expressed in terms which specify the
direct cost inputs and the rates and/or
factors to be applied to identified bases
plus profit or fee.

5315.890-2 Policy.

FPAs should be establisbed as
necessary to ease negotiation of large
numbers of contract actions and reduce
administrative costs and lead time.
However, FPAs shall only be negotiated
with contractors having a significant
volume of Government business and
application normally shall be limited to
acquisitions under $100,000. FPAs
anticipating individual acquisitions over
$100.000, shall be epproved by the HCA
and shall specifically establish the
maximum dollar amount for an
acquisition priced using the FPA.
Proposals received above $100,000 must
be submitted with an SF 1411 and a
certifica te of current cost or pricing
data. All FPAs shall-

(a) Be in writing and signed by a
contracting officer;

(b) Only be negotiated with
contractors who are under Government
In-plant contract administration
cognizance and have a resident DCAA
auditor. (This requirement may be
waived with HCA approval);

(c) Not cover cost elements, such as
those portions of direct labor and
material costs which require discrete
estimating and analysis:

[d] Identify all rates/factors that a'e a
part of the FPA; however, the FPA mav
reference a FPRA(s) as long as the .
agreement prescribes the effect and
treatment of changes in the FPRA;

(e) Provide specific terms and
conditions covering expiration date.
application, and data requirements {e.g.
actual cost data) for systematic
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227.473-7 Non-Disclosure Agreements.

Technical data obtained with rights other than unlimited shall

not be released outside the Government unless the recipient of the

data agrees to sign the following non-disclosure and non-use agree

ment consistent with the conditions of the restrictive rights.

REQUEST AND AGREEMENT FOR TECHNICAL DATA

FOR PURPOSES OF COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

The company or person identified below (also referred to in

this request as "the assignee") hereby requests the technical data

or technical data package (hereinafter referred 'to as "the

data") listed in the attachment, which is incorporated herein, for

use in the purposes of competitive procurement.

(1) If the data or any part of the data contains a Government

Purpose License Rights Legend (hereinafter referred to as the "GPLR

Legend"), then:

(i) The data shall: a) only be used for purposes of competi

tive procurement, i.e., to compete or to prepare to compete for

future government contracts and; b) not be used for any commercial

(i.e. non-gover~mental) purpose.

(ii) The assignee agrees to maintain records of each person

or legal entity to whom it discloses the data and to provide the

contractor identified in the Government Purpose License Rights

Legend (hereinafter referred to as the "GPLR Legend") a copy of the

records.

(iii) This agreement between the government and the assignee

creates an obligation to protect the commercial rights in the data

sUbject to a GPLR Legend. The contract between the government and
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the contractor identified in the GPLR Legend creates the same obli

gation to protect the commercial rights of the contractor identi

fied in the GPLR Legend. Thus, the assignee, upon receipt of the

data subject to a GPLR Legend, accepts an obligation to protect the

commercial rights of the contractor identified in the GPLR Legend

on the data (i.e. the owner of the data). Because of this conti

nuing obligation to protect the commercial rights (which may con

tinue to exist after the use for purposes of competitive procure

ment are completed) of the owner of the data (or its successor in

interest), the assignee agrees that the owner of the data may

enforce its rights directly against the assignee.

(iv) The assignee shall not provide the data to any other

company or pers~n unless such company or person agrees in writing

to be bound by the restrictions in this paragraph (1) and also

agrees that all further transfers of the data will be sUbject to

these restrictions.

(2) If any of the data contains a GPLR Legend, the authorized

government official will execute this agreement on behalf of the

government.

(3) Nothing in this agreement prohibits the owner of the data

and the assignee from entering into other lIcensing agreements with

respect to the commercial rights of the owner of the data.

For the Government

Date·

requestor/assignee

Name of company or person

Address, Date, etc.
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PROPRIETARY RIGHTS IN THE COMPETITIVE ERA

This paper was prepared by Professor Ralph C.
Nash, Jr., George Washington University, who
is a member of the Procurement Round Table
("PRT") Board of Directors. The PRT is a
non-profit corporation whose purpose is to
inform the public and the Congress about the
federal procurement process, to study and
report on procurement issues, and to make
recommendations for improvement to the
federal procurement system. The members of
the PRT Board of Directors, who serve pro
bono and as private citizens, have extensive
experience and background in a wide range of
Federal Government procurement areas.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
.'

• In the 1950s the Department of Defense was the first agency
to recognize the need for a contractual policy on proprietary
rights. Initially, it promulgated a policy permitting
contractors to protect such rights by not delivering proprietary
data relating to Government products. While this policy has been
successfully used by NASA and some other civilian agencies since
that time, 000 quickly concluded that it was unacceptable because
such data was needed to maintain and operate military hardware.
As a result, in 1964 the Department of Defense adopted a new
proprietary rights policy that struck a delicate balance between
the needs of the military services and the desire of their
contractors for protection of proprietary rights.

This 1964 policy promised that the procuring agencies would
honor rights to technical data pertaining to items, components or
processes "developed at private expense" if contractors would
deliver such data to the Government for use in operating,
maintaining and repairing military hardware. In addition,
contractors agreed they would not claim proprietary rights to
technical data pertaining to items, components or processes
developed as a part of the performance of Government contracts
(exclUding items, components or processes developed during
IR&D/B&P efforts) and to certain categories of data such as form,
fit and function data, and operation and maintenance manuals.
The Government also implicitly agreed to pay a fair price for
proprietary data it agreed to honor in those cases where it was
necessary to bUy proprietary rights to carry out its procurement
mission (by specifically acquiring rights in data only under
narrowly circumscribed conditions). The delicate nature of this
balance was demonstrated by the fact that the policy contained £
unique deviation provision prohibiting approval of deviations by
the military services and requiring all deviations to be granted
by the ASPR Committee.



This policy was honored, in the main, by the military
services and industry for a decade and a half in spite of
continual tensions. The major complaints were that industry was
claiming proprietary rights in far more data than called for by
the contract clauses and that the services were obtaining rights
to proprietary data through mandatory "predeterminations" of
rights not permitted by the policy. To deal with these problems,
the contractual Rights in Technical Data clause grew longer and
more complex but the fundamental policy remained essentially as
it had been devised in 1964. In the late 1970s essentially the
same policy was applied to computer software as it was added to
the standard contract clause. It is interesting to note that one
of the factors underlying the long adherence to this policy was
the fact that the crucial term "developed at private expense" was
never defined -- with the result that there was always
uncertainty as to the precise scope of the protection being
a~forded to contractors.

, The 4elicate balance collapsed in the early 1980s. One of
"the major factors in this collapse was the growing pressure,

culminating in the adoption of the Competition in Contracting Act
in 1984, for increased competition in defense procurement.
Another factor was the adverse pUblicity from the procurement of
spare parts at arguably excessive prices. A third factor has
been the increased unwillingness of contractors selling
commercial products and computer software to agree to the pOlicy
of giving the Government unlimited (i.e., commercial as well as
Governmental) rights to technical data and computer software
developed in the performance of Government contracts. As a
result of these forces, the Secretary of Defense rescinded the
strict deviation policy in August 1983 -- permitting the services
to formulate new policies. The result has been that the full
pressures of the competitive procurement process have been
exerted more and more frequently by the Government to obtain
greater rights in proprietary technical data and 'computer
software.

At the same time, the agencies failed to devise a single
proprietary data policy for inclusion in the Federal Acquisition
Regulation. Since DoD and the civilian agencies could not agree
on the basic premises supporting a unified policy, it was agreed
that separate regulations would be issued. This has led to the
creation of a FAR proprietary rights policy for the civilian
agencies and a DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS) for the military
services. At the time this paper was written, the FAR provisions
were awaiting issuance and a revised DFARS has been pUblished for
comment.

Industry responded to this chaotic situation by turning to
Congress for relief; and Congress, frustrated by the inability of
the Government to promulgate a unified policy, passed two
statutes in 1984 dealing with rights in technical data (P.L. 98-
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525 covering DoD and P.L. 98-577 covering all civilian agencies
except NASA). The DoD statute was amended in 1986 by P.L. 99
661 to provide further guidance on proprietary data policy.
These statutes attempt to restore the balance that existed in the
proprietary rights area in the 1960s and 1970s and should provide
the foundation for the new proprietary rights policy of the
1980s. While they are dissimilar in minor respects, they should
not prevent the Government from adopting a unified policy in the
FAR. However, at the present time, the two policies in the FAR
and the DFARS will remain as separate policies.

This paper suggests a totally new proprietary rights policy
that will serve the Government into the 1990s. It proposes a
rights in technical data policy as covered by the statutes and a
rights in computer software policy which is outside of the scope
of the statutes. It accepts neither the current statutes nor the
old DoD policy as valid but strives to attain a new balance.

BASIC POLICY GOALS

A policy that can survive in the new competitive era must
attain three major policy goals.

1. Provide the Benefits of Competition

The new policy should attempt to preclude contractors from
creating a sole source position in the long-term manufacture of a
product designed and developed under a Government contract.
There can be little question that the Government needs to bring
the full force of competition to bear on its procurements in
order to obtain the products it needs within the amount of funds
available. The benefits of competition have been well documented
in Kratz & Gansler, Effective Competition During Weapon System
Acquisition, NCMA Challenge Monograph series, Vol. 1(1985).
This goal can usually be achieved, however, without destroying a
contractor's proprietary rights. The following techniques are
documented in Nash & Rawicz, Patents and Technical Data (Geo.
Wash. Univ. 1983) as being usable for this purpose:

a. Competitive copying -- providing competitors
performance specifications and samples of the product to be
used in submitting competitive offers for the product in
sUbsequent procurements. This technique is now mandated for
spare parts procurements in 10 U.S.C. 2320(d).

b. Form, fit or function specification -- permitting
competitors to design new products against the original
performance specifications.

c. Licensing -- requiring the developer to license
competitors or to grant the Government the right to
sublicense competitors.

3
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d. Leader-follower -- requiring the developer to
establish a second source by sUbcontracting a portion of the
production quantity or by-licensing.

e. Specific acquisition -- purchasing the necessary
rights in technical data to permit its use in competition.

f. Reverse engineerinq -- preparing detailed
manufacturing drawings by analysis of the product without
use of the proprietary drawings.

While none of these techniques can be used to obtain competition
in all situations, they have all been used effectively by the
military services in specific procurements. (DFARS 217.7201-2
contains limited guidance on the use of some of these
techniques.) . Thus, there are numerous techniques available to
obtain competition without taking away all proprietary rights of
contractors •

. -'

2. Protect Proprietary Rights

An equally important goal is that the policy protect the
proprietary rights of contractors. It should be understood that
contractors seeing a strong commercial market for their products
will not give up all proprietary rights to those products in
order to sell them to the Government. There are two broad
classes of contractors that fall in this category: specialty
subcontractors and vendors of software. If faced with a demand
for Government unlimited rights in technical data and computer "~
software, they can be expected to i) refuse to sell to the .
Government, ii) add a significant premium to the price, or iii)
redesign so as not to use the proprietary information. None of
these cours.es of action benefit the Government and all can be
expected to increase the price of the design and,development
effort.

Fortunately, the Government does not need unlimited rights
to carry out its mission. Under the present 000 policy, the
procuring agency is given only two choices --to accept the data
or software with proprietary markings (limited or restricted
rights) agreeing to restrictions on its use or to take unlimited
rights to use the data and to disclose it at will. The FAR
policy provides a third choice -- to permit complete withholding
of the proprietary data. However, another, superior choice is
readily available -- to take full rights to use .the data for
Governmental purposes while preserving the commercial rights in
the contractor. The Final Report of the President's Commission
on Defense Management (June 1986) (the Packard commission) makes
the following recommendations in Appendix I:

a. Except for data needed for operation and maintenance,
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the government should not, as a precondition for buying the
product, acquire unlimited rights in data pertaining to
commercial products or products developed exclusively at
privat3 expense. If, as a condition of the procurement, the
government seeks additional rights in order to establish
competitive sources, it should normally acquire lesser
rights (such as directed licensing or sUblicensing) rather
than unlimited ones. The rights least obtrusive to the
private developer's proprietary position should be selected.

b. The government should encourage a combination of
private and government funding in the development of
products. Significant private funding in this mix should
entitle the developer to ownership of the resulting data,
subject to a license to the government permitting use
internally and use by contractors on behalf of the
government. If government funding is sUbstantial, the
license should be on a royalty-free basis; otherwise, it
should be on a reduced or fair-royalty basis. Whenever
practicable, the rights of the parties should be established
before contract award.

c. If products are developed exclusively with government
funding, the contractor/developer should be permitted to
retain a proprietary position in the technical data (a) not
required to be delivered under the contract or (b) delivered
but not needed by the government for competition,
pUblication, or other release. Use by or for the government
should be without additional payment to the
contractor/developer.

These recommendations point the way to a new policy that will
protect essential proprietary rights.

3. Simplicity

A third goal is of equal importance. The present DoD
regulations and contract clauses are far too complex to be
understandable. The new FAR is shorter and clearer but remains
difficult to interpret. The regulations are problematic
primarily because they do not contain clear explanations of the
policies relating to very difficult issues. The contract clauses
are complex because they are single omnibus clauses to be used
for both research and development and manufacturing contracts and
for both technical data and computer software. As a result, they
are probably the longest clauses in the entire Government
contracting process and certainly the most complex clauses
currently in use. There is great doubt if either the regulations
or the clauses are understood by even the seasoned veterans of
the procurement profession.

Simplicity is necessary because the issue of proprietary
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rights is one which is raised on a day-to-day basis in the
negotiation and administration of contracts. The personnel
charged with these responsibilities are generally not legally
trained and cannot be expected to deal with esoteric legal
terminology and undefined provi~ions. They need contract )
provisions and regulatory guidance that they can comprehend and
work with. The Report of the Packard commission recommends that
this problem be addressed by preparing separate clauses for
computer software and for manUfacturing contracts.

ELEMENTS OF A NEW POLICY

The following elements are suggested for inclusion in ,the
new policy for proprietary rights. Each element is discussed in
terms of the current statutes and regUlations and the prior
experience that has been attained in using the policy.

1. Issuing a Single Regulation

• One of 'the major goals of the FAR system was to provide
uniform guidance to the Government and its contractors on
procurement policy. Technical data and computer software are the
major areas where the Government has been unable to formulate
such policy. The Packard Commission identifies this problem and
makes the following recommendation: .

The FAR System (a single uniform regulation applicable to
all agencies, with supplements by agencies as needed) should
be used to cover data rights. Without the discipline of a
uniform system, similar terms and concepts are defined and
treated differently. The differences are not justified.
The FAR should provide common definitions of basic terms,
since there is no apparent reason for agencies to use
different definitions, a practice that causes great
confusion.

Unfortunately, the statutes are not helpfUl in this area.
Both of the statutes passed in 1984, while somewhat dissimilar in
language, contained a requirement that they be implemented "as
part of a single system of Government-wide procurement
regulations." However, the DoD statute was change by P.L. 99-661
in 1986 to call for implementation in the DFARS. ThUS, Congress
has become part of the problem of arriving at a single unified
regUlation. The DoD statute should be amended to permit the
FAR to contain the fundamental policies of the Government on
technical data and computer software. Included in this new FAR
should be all major alternative pOlicies which are necessary for
DoD and other agencies in the acquisition of hardware_for their
own use. special policies can then be adopted by the DFARS and
other supplemental regUlations.

The FAR should also contain guidance on the methods of
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obtaining competition on proprietary products without violating
proprietary rights. As discussed above, these techniques are
covered, in a limited way, in DFARS 217.7201-2. However, there
is no coverage of this sUbject in the FAR with the result that
civilian agencies are given no help when they face this difficult
problem.

2. Separating Technical Data From Computer Programs

Recent studies of proprietary rights policy have concluded
that clarity could be achieved and a more effective policy
implemented by separately treating technical data and computer
software. See the Report of the Packard Commission and the
recent report of the Software Engineering Institute, Technical
Report CMN/SEI-86-TR-2, Proposal for a New "Rights in Software"
Clause for Software Acquisitions by the Department of Defense
(Sept. 1986). The reasoning supporting this recommendation is
that most computer programs are more like hardware than technical
data since they are end products which generally function as a
part of an operating system. Thus, they are not used to
reproduce-Clnanufacture), operate or maintain hardware as"', . .
techn~cal data ~s used, but rather are products wh~ch need
technical data to tell the users how they are to be operated and
maintained. (Some software, such as Computer Aided Manufacture
("CAW') software, drives a machine to make a part--like a drawing
is used to manufacture a part.) Furthermore, the entire legal
structure that has been developed in the commercial world to
protect rights in computer programs (basically the techniques of
the copyright law) is different than that used by the Government
to protect rights in technical data. Thus, separate treatment of
technical data and computer programs will permit the Government
to more closely follow the commercial model in procuring computer
programs.

The difficulty with the recommendat~on of the Packard
Commission and the Software Engineering Institute.is that they
propose separate policies for technical data and computer
software while their reasoning is based on the difference between
technical data and comouter programs. Under current policies,
software comprises both computer programs and computer data
bases. Most computer data bases, however, are much more like
technical data in that they are compilations of information.
Thus, it makes more sense to continue to treat computer data
bases in the same way that technical data is treated. (Some data
bases are an integral part of a program and should be treated as
programs.) A further problem in this area is created by the
current DoD policy which includes software documentation as
technical data rather than as computer software. Software
documentation relating to computer programs is an integral part
of such programs and often contains the most valuable proprietary
information possessed by the contractor. Recognizing this fact,
the policy should treat software documentation of programs in the
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same manner that it treats the computer programs. This is the
position adopted by the FAR in spite of the fact that the
current statutes define technical data to include computer
software documentation (but give no further guidance on the
treatment of computer software). For the purpose of clarity, the
statutes should be amended to alter this definition. It is
believed that such statutory change can be readily achieved since
the statutes merely adopted the current DoD definition without
considering the implications with regard to computer software.

In summary, it is recommended that the Government promulgate
separate policies and contract clauses covering:

a. Information concerning items or processes such as
technical data, computer data bases, and software programs
which are substitutes for technical data, such as CAM
software, and

b. End items such as computer programs, documentation of
these'programs, and computer data bases that are an integral
part of a computer program.

This paper includes no further discussion of the policy that
should be adopted for computer programs and their documentation.

3. Protecting Commercial Rights in Technical Data

The 1964 technical data policy adopted by DoD provided that
all data would be provided with either "limited rights" or
"unlimited rights" and gave unlimited rights to all data that
pertained to an item, component or process not developed at
private expense which did not fall within any of five listed
categories: i) data resulting directly from performance of any
Government contract or subcontract requiring research and
development work, ii) changes to Government-furnished data, iii)
form, fit or function data, iv) operation, installation, training
or maintenance manuals and v) pUblic domain data. The civilian
agencies have followed a similar policy of taking unlimited
rights in a large amount of technical data. This sweeping policy
of taking unlimited rights was very restrictive of the
proprietary rights of contractors since "unlimited rights" were
defined as the --

rights to use, duplicate, or disclose technical data, in
whole or in part, in any manner and for any purpose
Whatsoever, and to have or permit others to do so.

since proprietary rights in technical data are in the_nature of a
trade secret, this full right to disclose the data to the pUblic
gave the Government the right to effectively destroy the trade
secret and, hence, to destroy the commercial value of the data.
While a copyright could be preserved in such cases, there is
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generally little commercial value in the copyright on technical
data.

In recent years, the attitude of some Government agencies
with regard to proprietary rights which derive from work on
Government contracts has changed. It is being recognized more
widely that there is public value in permitting contractors to
retain commercial rights in innovative work done on Government
contracts so that they can exploit such technological advances in
the commercial marketplace, both in the united states and abroad.
It is reasoned that the public gains through more domestic
employment and a better balance of payments position. Further,
it has been argued that the contractor that created the
innovation is the most likely to exploit it and hence the most
likely to provide the new technology to the American consumer.
This reasoning has already resulted in the total change of
Government con~racts patent policy which now calls for the
contractor to retain all commercial rights to inventions made in
the course of performing Government contracts. See Public Law
96-517 (35 U.S.C. 200 et seq.) and the President's Memorandum on

.GovernmentPatent Policy, Feb. 18, 1983. The same reasoning is
applicable to rights in technical data.

The first recommendation of the Packard Commission, set
forth above, partially adopts this reasoning. However, the
current DoD statute, 10 U.S.C. 2320(a) (2), contains two
provisions which muddy the waters in this area. These provisions
state:

(A) In the case of an item or process that is developed by a
contractor or subcontractor exclusively with Federal funds,
the United states shall have the unlimited right to -

(i) use technical data pertaining to the item or
process; or

(ii) release or disclose the technical data to persons
outside the government or permit the use of the
technical data by such persons.

(G) The Secretary of Defense may -

* * * *
(ii) agree to restrict rights of the United states in
technical data pertaining to an item or process
developed entirely or in part with Federal funds if the
United states receives a royalty-free license to use,
release, or disclose the data for purposes_of the
United states (including purposes of competitive
procurement).
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The civilian agency statute, 41 U.S.C. 41Sa(b) (1), contains
equally troublesome language. This statutory language may
require amendment or clarification to permit the Government to
adopt a policy which gives broad protection to the con~ercial

rights of contractors.

The policy that should be adopted to accomplish this purpose
of protecting commercial rights is to provide for an intermediate
type of right between limited rights and unlimited rights. This
new type of right should permit the contractor to treat all data
generated on a contract as proprietary giving the Government the
right to use the data for internal purposes and requiring the
licensing of other contractors to use the technical data to
achieve competition ort Government procurements. In lieu of the
licensing requirement the policy could permit the Government to
sublicense others for this purpose. The former technique is
preferable because it permits the contractor to deal directly
with the companies using the data and saves the Government from
being in the undesirable position of having to serve as a
middlemap,in the negotiation of the terms of the license. In

• either case, the contractor should be required to provide
technical assistance to licensees to ensure that they are able to
use the data to successfully manufacture the product. The
license granted by the contractor would, of course, be limited to
work for the Government and would prohibit use of the technical
data on commercial or foreign work. It would apply to all data
originated in the performance of the contract without regard to
the source of funds. Thus, it would preclude the current
situation where contractors claim rights to portions of the data
delivered under their contracts and the parties then enter into
lengthy negotiations over the propriety of placing limited rights
legends on specific items of data. The Air Force has used
licensing policies of this nature for a number of years with
considerable success and the adoption of such a policy was
recommended by the OSD Technical Data Rights study Group in its
report, Who Should Own Data Rights: Government or Industry?
Seeking a Balance (June 1984).

While the FAR contains no mention of this type of policy,
the proposed DFARS includes recognition of both types of
licensing. It provides in the standard technical data clause for
"Government purpose license rights" giving the Government the
right to license competitors of the contractor to use the data
only for competition on Government contracts. such rights are
used in three situations under this proposed policy:

a. If the contractor has funded over 50% but not all of the
development cost of the item, component or process, and the
contracting officer does not determine that unlimited rights
are required (DFARS 227.472-5(b)),
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b. If the contractor is a small business firm or nonprofit
organization that agrees to commercialize the technology and
that has funded part but not all of the development cost of
the item, component or process, and the contracting officer
does not determine that unlimited rights are required (DFARS
227.472-5(b»,

c. If the contractor has funded less than 50% of the
development cost of the item, component or process and
agrees to commercialize the technology, and the contracting
officer determines that the Government does not need
unlimited rights (DFARS 227.472-7).

Proposed DFARS 227.474-3 also permits the use of direct licenses
from the contractor to competitors but it states that such
provisions are generally not appropriate for other than high
dollar-value procurements. These provisions are a first step in
the recognition of these licensing techniques. However, they are
confusing and almost completely lacking in guidance for
contractin9,officers who are expected to implement them. They
~lso adopt the most difficult licensing technique (the Government
sUblicense) as the standard technique, relegating the preferable
technique (direct licensing) to a sUbsidiary role.

The difficult problem which has not been addressed by any of
the studies or discussions of a licensing policy is whether it
should be applied to all technical data generated on a contract.
It has generally been assumed (by the Air Force, for example)
that licensing is applicable to technical data that would
otherwise be limited rights data, i.e., data meeting the test of
pertaining to items, components or processes developed at private
expense. The Packard Commission Report and the proposed DFARS go
further in suggesting that licensing is a viable technique for
data created with "mixed funding." This is in response to the
requirement of the statutes that a policy be adopted for such
data. See, for example, the new statute, 10 U.S.C. 2320(2) (E),
stating:

(E) In the case of an item or process that is developed
in part with Federal funds and in part at private expense,
the respective rights of the United States and of the
contractor or subcontractor in technical data pertaining to
such item or process shall be agreed upon as early in the
acquisition process as practicable (preferably during
contract negotiations), based upon consideration of all of
the following factors:

(i) The statement of congressional policy and
objectives in section 200 of title 35, the ~tatement of
purposes in section 2(b) of the Small Business
Innovation Development Act of 1982" (15 U.S.C. 638

11



note), and the declaration of policy in section 2 of
the Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 631).

(ii) The interest of the United States in
increasing competition and lowering costs by developing )
and locating alternative .sources of supply and <:>
manufacture.

(iii) The interest of the united States in
encouraging contractors to develop at private expense
items for use by the Government.

What is proposed here is to go further and apply the licensing
policy to all technical data without regard to the source of
funding--even that data generated entirely with Government funds.

If this new licensing policy is adopted as a third type of
right, the issue arises as to when a contractor would qualify for
this type of right in lieu of giving the Government unlimited
rights. Here the current patent policy can be used as guidance.
~is policy allows commercial rights to be taken away from the
contractor by giving the Government "march-in rights" in 35
U.S.C. 203 if such action is necessary --

(a) because the contractor or assignee has not taken, or is
not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective
steps to achieve practical application of subject invention
in such field of use;

(b) to alleviate health or safety needs which are not
reasonably satisfied by the contractor, assignee, or their
licensees;

(c) to meet requirements for public use specified by Federal
regulations and such requirements are not reasonably
satisfied by the contractor, assignee, or licensees; or

(d) because the agreement required by section 204 [giving
preference for United States industry) has no~ been ob~a~ned

or waived or because a licensee of the exclusive right to
use or sell any subject invention in the united States is in
breach of its agreement obtained pursuant to section 204.

Similar tests could be used in deciding whether a contractor was
entitled to license rights or in providing in the contract clause
that the Government was entitled to SUbsequently take unlimited
rights. In addition, the policy should permit the Gcvernment to
take unlimited rights (subject to compensation for technical data
that met the private expense test) if it was determined that
sufficient competitors were not willing to enter into the license
arrangement in order to compete for the Government work. This
right is necessary to protect the Government in those situations

12
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where the commercial marketplace is so competitive that
competitors are unwilling to enter into licenses because of the
potential restrictions that such licenses might place on their
future commercial products.

In summary, it is recommended that the Government adopt a
completely new standard policy permitting the Government to use
all technical data relating to items, components or processes
developed on Government contracts for internal purposes and
requiring the contractor to license companies to use the data on
Government competitions. This policy would apply without regard
to the source of the funding of the development work. The
limited rights and unlimited rights policies would be left in
place for broad types of technical data not related to hardware,
such as final reports on research contracts, and ,for those
situations where the direct licensing policy was not appropriate
or could not' be agreed to.

4. Compensation for Licensing of Competitors
,,'

If the licensing policy recommended above is adopted, there
remains the question of what compensation should be paid to the
contractor for the licensing of competitors. The DoD statute
appears to permit payments of royalties if the licensed data is
private expense data or mixed funding data. Conversely, it
appears to preclude payment of royalties if the data is
Government expense data. The civilian statute is silent on this
issue. If this policy is followed, the procuring agency and the
contractor will be forced to agree on which category is
applicable to each item of data generated on the contract. This
cumbersome procedure should be avoided, if possible, since it is
currently one of the most unproductive aspects of the
Government's technical data policy. (Data validation challenges
are consuming substantial resources of both the agencies and
their contractors and are of questionable productivity in
achieving the long-term mission of the agencies:) Thus, it is
highly desirable to arrive at a policy that will base the
compensation of the contractor on some factor other than the
amount of contractor expense or mixed expense data that is
included in the package provided to a competitor.

Fortunately, there is another basis for determining the
compensation of a contractor that agrees to license competitors.
The payment of a royalty for such a license can be properly
viewed as fair compensation for the successful completion of a
development effort. Furthermore, a policy that regularized such
royalty payments would provide a powerful new incentive to
contractors to develop products that were suitable for high
volume production over a long period of time. It fs exactly this
type of new incentive that might ,serve the Government well in a
period of bUdget stringency.

13
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The questions would undoubtedly be raised as to whether the
regular payment of such royalties would add to the overall cost
of the procurement process and would result in undue profit~ to
development contractors. with regard to profits, this is a
particularly appropriate time to consider the adoption of such a
policy in view of the fact that the proposed new DoD profit
policy, promulgated in 50 Fed. Reg. 43200, significantly reduces
the rate of profit on research and development work. Thus, the
payment of a royalty to the developer when a product is produced
by another contractor can be seen as a way of balancing the
apparently inadvertent reduction of profits in this area.
Further, it is a particularly good way of paying profit since it
only pays for succeSs. With regard to the question of whether
this proposed policy would add to the overall cost of the
procurement process, it must be recognized that the royalty would
only be paid in selected circumstances. If licensees of the
contractor were forced to compete with the contractor, the
royalty would only be paid when a licensee won the competition.
In this situation, the royalty can be seen as a modest
competitive;advantage which the Government is willing to give the
bontractor that developed the product. This competitive
advantage would not be large enough to permit the contractor to
include exorbitant costs in the price with the result that the '
payment of the royalty would still provide the major advantage of
competition to the Government. The Kratz & Gansler Monograph
indicates that in the past, the original developer has frequently
won such competitions at substantially reduced prices. If this
were to occur under the proposed policy, the Government would not
pay the royalty at all. Further, the adoption of this royalty
policy might greatly facilitate the achieving of competition
because development contractors would regularly agree to license
their technical data and to assist their licensees in using the
data to manufacture hardware. Considering all of these factors,
it can not be determined whether this proposed policy would
increase or reduce the overall cost of procurement. However, it
does not appear that it would entail substantial aaditional costs
and there is some likelihood that the better incentives and
greater competition would result in an overall decrease in costs.

The question of the amount of the royalty must also be
addressed. The amount should be established at a rate between 1%
and 5% of the price of the manufacturing contract based on two
factors -- i) the overall technical competence w~ich the
contractor brings to the development effort and ii) the projected
needs of the agency for the product being developed. A high
royalty rate within this range is warranted when the contractor
is providing the Government with a highly skilled development
team that has a long history of success in the product area.
Generally, such a contractor might be expected to have a
portfolio of patented inventions or of private expense technical
data that would otherwise be furnished with limited rights, but
this would only be one eleme~t in this part of the determination.

14
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A high royalty rate would also be warranted if the Government
anticipated a relatively low expenditure of dollars in the
production phase since this would provide the contractor a low
base for computation of the royalty. It might be necessary to
include an adjustment feature in the agreement in the event the
Government's original estimate of its needs turned out to be
highly inaccurate.

In summary, it is recommended that the Government adopt a
policy that will compensate its development contractors by paying
them a royalty when one of their licensees manufactures hardware
which they have successfully developed. This royalty will
provide additional incentive for successful development and will
reward them for assisting a licensee in becoming a successful
manufacturer. .

5. Controlling the Techniques Used to Obtain Competition

As discussed earlier, there are a number of techniques
available ~o achieve competition without violating the

• proprietary rights of contractors. However, the guidance on the
use of these techniques is quite sparse and there appears to be a
lack of understanding of all of the alternatives available to
contracting officers. As a reSUlt, the military services have
used several techniques in recent years which have created great
antagonism among their contractors. Two techniques in partiCUlar
have been seen as unfair methods of obtaining rights in
proprietary data -- i) placing a time limit on limited rights and
ii) requiring a contractor to submit alternate proposals granting
the Government unlimited rights to data delivered under the
contract. Neither of these techniques is necessary to achieve
competition on military procurement and they should both be
banned. At the same time, as recommended above, substantial
guidance should be given on the legitimate techniques -
competitive copying, use of form, fit or function specifications,
leader-follower, specific acquisition and reverse engineering
as well as on the licensing technique recommended above.

Placing a time limit on proprietary rights proved to be a
highly controversial technique when it was first used by the Air
Force in 1983. The proposed time limits varied from two to five
years and appeared to have no relationship to the expected period
of time that the proprietary information might have commercial
value. ThUS, they were seen as arbitrary ways of using the
Government's bargaining power to deprive contractors of
legitimate proprietary rights. Unfortunately, the DoD statute
contains very cryptic language on this subject. 10 U.S.C.
2320(c) states:

(c) Nothing in this section or in section 2305(d) of
this title prohibits the Secretary of Defense from
prescribing standards of determining whether a contract
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entered into by the Department of Defense shall provide for
a time to be specified in the contract after which the
united States shall have the right to use (or have used) for
any purpose of the United states all technical data required
~o be delivered to the united states under the contract or
providing for such a period of time (not to exceed 7 years)
as a negotiation objective. ,_~

There should be no objection to a policy that removes stale
proprietary legends from data. However, arbitrarily short time
periods are an unfair means of taking away a contractor's rights
without compensation. Proposed DFARS 227.474-4 ameliorates this
problem somewhat by providing that the Government will normally
receive Government purpose license (rather than unlimited) rights
upon the expiration of the limited rights. However, since the
entire issue has generated an undue amount of friction with
little commensurate benefit to the Government, this policy should
be abandoned and the statutory provision repealed if that is
thought necessary.

The-requirement for alternate proposals giving up all
• proprietary rights was adopted as standard policy by the Navy and

has been used by all of the military services. It is a way of
using the full force of competition to obtain a low price for'a
contractor's proprietary rights. This would appear to be
inconsistent with a policy of honoring proprietary rights and may
be prohibited by the statute. See 10 U.S.C. 2320(a) (2) (F)
stating:

(F) A contractor or subcontractor (or a prospective
contractor or SUbcontractor) may not be required, as a
condition of being responsive to a SOlicitation or as a
condition for the award of a contract, to sell or otherwise
relinquish to the United States any rights in technical data
except --

(i) rights in technical data described in
subparagraph (C) (correction or change data, form, fit
or function data, manuals or pUblic domain data); or

(ii) under the conditions described in
SUbparagraph (D) (release for emergency repair or use
of a foreign government under restricted conditions and
with notice to the contractor).

This statutory provision is included in proposed DFARS 227.472-4
without supplementation. Minimal additional guidance is included
in DFARS 227.473-2. 000 shoUld directly acknowledge that this
technique is an undesirable means of obtaining comp~tition and
should ban its use.
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It can be seen from this discussion that there is a great
need for guidance on the ways to obtain competition without
violating proprietary rights. Until such guidance is given, the
forces driving for competition will impel procuring activities to
try new techniques to obtain proprietary rights without adequate
compensation to the contractor. What must be communicated is
that the Government is far better served if it enlists the
contractor's assistance in obtaining and using the proprietary
information. In this way, the contractor can be used to provide
technical assistance and effective competition can be more
readily attained.

In summary, the Government should ban time periods on
limited rights and competitive alternate proposals requiring
unlimited rights. Further, substantial guidance should be issued
on the acceptable ways of obtaining competition without violating
proprietary ,rights.

SUMMARY OF REQUIRED ACTIONS

The "specific actions required to implement the
recommendations contained in this paper are:

1. Adopt a FAR section on technical data and computer
programs containing the basic policies to be used by all
agencies. This will require a joint effort by DoD and the
civilian agencies. In order to simplify the issues, Congress
should be requested to adopt a single statute relating to
technical data.

2. write the FAR so that it contains separate guidance and
separate contract clauses for (i) information relating to items
or processes such as technical data, most computer data bases,
and software programs which are substitutes for technical data,
and (ii) end items such as computer programs, documentation of
these programs, and computer data bases that are an integral part
of a computer program. The policies for the procurement of
rights in the second category should be coordinated throughout
the Government since many agencies now purchase such items.

3. Include in the FAR a new standard technical data policy
giving the Government the right to direct the contractor to
license the right to use technical data when competition is
required. This will require an amendment to the data statutes
and substantial new regUlatory guidance to aid contracting
officers in the implementation of the policy.

4. Include in the FAR guidance on the computation of the
royalty that will be paid for the Government license to use
technical data for competitive procurement purposes. This
guidance will probably be general in nature since each agency
will have to coordinate the royalty payment with their profit
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policy on research and development contracts. The data statutes
should be amended to permit such royalties when no proprietary
data is involved.

5. Include in th~ FAR guidance on the techniques that are .~
available to obtain competition without violating proprietary
rights and ban the use of arbitrary time limitations on
proprietary rights and the solicitation of alternate proposals
giving up all proprietary rights.

-000-
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22 APR 1987

T. Prahinski 6, F. Lukasik
AFSC/JAT, (301) 981-5372

PRODUCTION DATA LICENSING

1 . 'I'he Cove r nme n t shall have t he r igh t:

a. To d i r e c t t he contractor to furnish t e chn i.ca L a s s i.s t.aric e
to, and to Li ceuse , fo LLowe r s seLe c t e d by it to u se pr oduc t i on
da ta for Gove r nme nt; pur po se s for a r e a sonab Le royal ty ,

b. To use any Limi t e d Righ ts t.s chu LcaL da ta wi th Cove r nme n t
Pur po sa Licen se Rights for a r e a sonab l,e royal ty.

2. Te chn i.c a L a s s Ls t.ance ne ed not be fur n i shed for
(i) any iteom, c omporien t , pro ce s s , -or c ompu t e r so f twar e

that call be fully Lde n t t f i.ed and can be ob t a i.ued from two or mor e
cornpe ti t i.ve sour ce s pr ov Lded su f f Lc i e nt; form, fi t , or func tion
da ta is acqu Lred , and t he sour ce s a r e Ide n c i f Ied ,

(ii) otheor iteoms, componeonts, and proceosseos ideontifieod
in t he sc heduLe of t he contract.

3. Theo contractor will only beo eontitleod to reoceoiveo royaltieos if
a followeor has agr e ed such royal t Le s may beo added to his pr o po s e d
contract pr Lce s as an evaLua t Lon factor in de t.e rm i.n i.ng wh e t he r to
awar d him a contract, and if t he fo Ll.ower has succc s s fu Ll y
p r oduce d products which ms e t goveornmeont s pe c i f i ca t Lon s , or
succeossfully practiceod theo proceoss in accordanceo with Goveornmeont
s pe c i f Lc a t.Lon s , If t ha Cove r mne n t and t he contractor a r e un ab Le
to agreoeo on a r e a sonab Le royalty, t he contracting o f f i.cer shall
s e t a r a t.e , 'I'he contractor may a p pe a L t ha r a t e in a c c o r da n c e
wi th t he Disputeos clause of t he contract. A r e a souab l e royalty
shall be de tie rm i ned deo novo on ap pe a l , but only e.v i d e nce
pre sen t e d to the contrac ting o f f i.cer may be cons Lde r e d on
a ppe a l., The contractor shall furnish all t e chn Lca L a s s i s t a nce
ne e ded by t he fo l.Lower promptly when o r de r e d by t he contracting
o f f i cer dur ing t hs pe nda ncy of any appe al.,

4. This clause shall beo inserteod without modification in
subcontracts de s Lgna t ed e l s ewhe r e in this contract. 'I'he
contractor shall use best e f fo r t s to have it a c ce p t s d in all
otheor subcontracts.

5. Deofinitions: The t e rm s u sed in this cLause have t he mean Lug
seot out beolow, or if not deofineod beolow, in section 227.471 of theo
Depar trne n t; of Defe ns e F'ed e r a l, Acquisition Regulation Sup pl eme n t;

(DFARS) in e f fe c t on t he date of this contract.

Follower means a pe r so n or organization which is not under
the control of the contractor which receives technical assistance
from the contractor.



Pr oduc t Lon data mean s t e chn i.c a l, data r c La t i.ng to i tiern s ,
compon£nts, process£s, or computer software deveioped or used
und£r this contract.

Reasonable royalty means a rat£ b£tw£en On£ and Five Percent
of the cost of any contract awarded to a follow£r for a product,
or u se of a pr oce s s , subject to a currently effective pa t e n t , In
de t e rm i n Lug a royalty r a ce t he ove r a l.l, t e c hn f caL competence which
t hs contractor brings to the deve Lopme n t effort, his private
Lnve s tme n t , and the pro j e c t e d dollar amount of contracts for t he
product or process shall be considered.

TE;chnical Assistanc£ means such t£chnical data; know-how,
including technical analysis, ad v i ce and training; computer
software; and spe c La l, tooling; ne ce s aary to manufacture,
maintain, ope r a t e , or modify any item or component pr oduc e d or
any proc£ss us£d und£r this contract.



DIRECT LICENS ING

F. Lukasik
AFSC/JAT
(301) 981-5372

22 APR .1987

1. Oo n t.r accor agrees that, as to any proprietary data of the
contractor incorporated into the systEm to be devEloped under
this contract and that must ne ce s sar i.Ly b e c u se.d to successfully
practice such system, contractor will, at the request of the
Government, grant a nonexclusive license under terms and
conditions reasonable under the circumstances to o t her competent
dome stic contractors to the Government, such license to include,
at licensee's option, the righs to purchase technical assistance
on terms agreeable to the contractor; that is, t.e chn Lca L advice
relating to the use of any f urn l s hed technical data. Such data
shall be for use by any contractor so Li.ce nsed solely for
purchase by the Government and for Government purposes from such
licensed contractor. The licensee shall make sure that all
proprietary data received from the licensor shall retain the
licensor's proprietary marking.

2. Any license to' be gr an ced shall include, inter alia, the
following required provisions:

a. Initial fee for provision of data, plus royalties
for i terns sold where sa id da ta was used in the manufac tur ing
thereof. .

b. Periodic reports by licensee and audi ting rights for
licensor at licensee's expenSE.

c. Protection of licensor's proprietary information.

d. Agreement by licensee to hold harmless and indemnify
the licensor as to any claim by or liability to licensee, to the
GOVernment or to third parties resulting from any activities
under or related to the licenSEe.

e. Technical a s s Ls t.arice by licensor at licensee's
facilities, purchasable up to an agreed maximum number of days
within an agreed period of time, at licensor's standard rates for
such assistance (or, in the absence of standard rates for such
assistance, at a per diem rate 2.5 times the individual's daily
salary), plus all travel and living expenses. Travel t irne to and
from licensee's facilities shall count as time worked.

f. Grant back to licensor of a nonexclusive,
royaltyfree license to make and sell, for any improvements made
by licensee to the Li ce rised technology including any pa t e n t s
thereon, and the right to cost-free disclosure of any
instructions in the use of such improved technology and patents.



3. As to any fees, royal ties, and other payments due
licensor under any license granted under (c) above, in the event
licensee does not make such payments according to the terms of 0

its license, the contractor shall, upon notice .(:0" the Government,
have the right to terminate any such license un l.e s s the
Government assumes such payments, including reasonable interest
and costs on unpaid amoun t s ,

4. The Government shall have the right to

a. Order the contractor to grant the license defined in
paragraph (c) if the contractor is unable to reach agreement with
a responsible party who has negotiated in good faith.

b. Approve or disapprove agreements negotiated by the
parties, provided however, disapproval shall be limited to the
reasonableness of the royalty rate.

5. Definitions

a. Proprietary data as used herein means any data
generated at private expense, including limited rights technical
data and restricted rights computer software.

b. At pr iva t.e expense, as used in the phrase "genera ted
at private expense," means that generation was accomplished
without the direct payment of Government funds and includes
(without limitation) independent research and development funds.

c. Technical assistance means such technical and other
da ta; know-how, includ i ng t e chn ical a naLv sis, ad vi c e , and
training; computer software; special tooling; and any other
assistance necessary for the licensee to understand and use any
data or computer software required to be de Li.ver e d undc r this
contract; or to manufacture, maintain, operate, or modify any
item or component produced; or any process or software used under
this contract. Manufactur ing da ta may be excluded for any
component that can be fully identified and can be obtained from
two or more competitive sources, and for the fo Ll.owi.ng items,
components, processes, or computer software.
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CONGRESS OF TilE UNITED STATES

HOUSE OF REPRESENr1\ liVES

February 18, 1987

The Honorable Richard P. Godwin
Undersecretary of Defense
for Acquisition
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20301

Dear Mr. Undersecretary:

Last year, my office requested clarification from the
Defense Department regarding its patent policy as it is
applied to foreign contractors participating in the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) research project.
It took four inquiries over a one-year period before I
received a definitive statement from DoD regarding this
important patent policy issue. My record of exchanges
with the Department reveal that DoD not only had
difficulty in identifying a knowledgable and
authoritative spokesman, it also replied with
contradictory statements. To date, the issue of patent
rights to foreign contractors remains unclear. My
purpose in writing is to suggest a means of correcting
this problem and to avoid a repeat of inconsistencies
in defining DoD's intellectual property policies.

During the past decade more intellectual property laws
have been enacted than at any time in this nation's
history. Legislation has included laws to govern
technical data rights in Government contracts, laws to
provide copyright protection for computer software,
laws to create a new form of intellectual property
known as "mask works," laws to protect Government
employee inventions through Statutory Invention
Registrations, laws to curtail the export of militarily
critical technology, and laws to encourage the domestic
transfer of technology from Federal laboratories to the
private sector.

An underlying premise behind the passage of these
legislative initiatives has been that intellectual
property rights have assumed an increasingly important
role in our industry, our economy, our international
competitiveness, as well as our national defense.
Given that DoD has become "high-tech" oriented as it
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prepares for the "electronic battlefield" of the
future, and given that DoD funds over t00-thirds of the
total Federal research and development (R&D) budget, it
is apparent that much of the above-mentioned intel
lectual property legislation has been specifically
directed at DoD.

The laws to govern technical data rights in Government
contracts, for example, were enacted to enable DoD to
acquire sufficient technical data rights in order to
engage in competitive reprocurement. The law creating
the Statutory Invention Registration was directed
largely at DoD because DoD employees make the
overwhelming share of all Government-generated
inventions. The law to curtail the export of
militarily critical technology was obviously passed to
assist DoD in stemming the huge flow of technology
abroad. Finally, the laws to encourage domoestic
technology transfer were passed with a view toward
converting military technology into commercial spin-off
applications and transferring the intellectual property
rights to the private sector.

Despite this barrage of intellectual property
legislation, the Department has failed to elevate this
policy area to the level of importance it deserves
within the DoD policy-making apparatus because there
does not exist a policy office devoted exclusively to
intellectual property matters. I believe such an
office is desperately needed. My experience involving
SDI patent policy is an ideal case in point.

DoD is about to adopt new technical data regulations
(Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations Supplement or
"DFARS") in which the issue of data rights to foreign
contractors is ignored. If the proposed regulations
stand as written, foreign companies will be entitled to
retain commercial rights to technical data pertaining
to items and processes which have been developed with
substantial U.S. Government funding. Foreign companies
will then be in a position to compete against our
domestic industry not only abroad, but in our own
backyard as well. Giving away valuable intellectual
property rights to foreigll entities is hardly the way
to improve America's inddstrial competitiveness and to
maintain America's technology leadership in the 21st
Century.

Intellectual property rights are assuming an increas
ingly important role in protecting and advancing our

--.J
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technology base, our military superiority and our
economic preparedness. An urgent need exists to
establish a position of Director of Intellectual
Property within DoD. The position should have
Jresponsibility to protect American technology from
foreign exploitation, to promote transfer of military
technology into commercial applications, and to create
a climate which encourages innovation, invention and
scientific advancement. 'rhis position would be best
placed in the office of the Undersecretary of Defense
for Acquisition in the Department of Defense. I
believe adoption of this recommendation would go a long
'Nay to provding a central policy source for such
complex and related policies in connection with
intellectual property issues to ensure competition in
contracting and the advancement of America's industrial
competitiveness.

Your fair consideration to the above recommendation and
a response to the concerns raised herein would be
appreciated. I look forward to hearing from you at
your earliest possible convenience.

(

AGB:gtf

Sincerel~:,//e~""
~ffL.7//-/./;.,c, ,#-,L,v J "..J

Albert/6. Bustamante
Member of Congress
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, DC 20301

.. 1 9 MAR 1987

. Honorable Albert G. Bustamante
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman:

Thank you for your letter of February 18 regarding patent
policies and intellectual property rights. The letter suggested
establishment of an acquisition policy position within the
Department of Defense (DoD) devoted exclusively to intellectual
property matters.

Although I believe our basic policies in the area are
sound, I share your view that this is an important topic in
light of the manufacturing, industrial base, and competitiveness
issues this country faces. One of our current priorities in the
DoD is development of an action plan for a major DoD initiative
in the manufacturing, industrial base, and competitiveness
areas. A basic goal is to create and articulate a DoD strategy
to achieve and sustain U.S. technological and manufacturing
leadership essential to the security of the Nation. Individual
actions will be evaluated and pursued within this framework.

Structuring effective intellectual property rights has been
identified as one of the initial areas that will be addressed.
DoD structures and resources essential to successful implementa
tion are recognized as important components of our efforts, and
your suggestions will be considered in this context.

Your interest in the sUbjects of patent policies and
intellectual property rights is appreciated. We look forward·to
working with you on this subject in the months ahead.

Sincerely,

)
I .
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANUFACTURING, INDUSTRIAL BASE,

COMPETITIVENESS INITIATIVES

The DoD is concerned about the migration of manufacturing capabilities offshore

and the industrial competitiveness problems this country faces. The DoD strongly

supports the President's Competitiveness Initiative and efforts to seek a national

consensus on solutions to the complex problems that exist. We are launching an

industrial base initiative to develop innovative ways for the DoD to help restore

competitiveness to critical industries.

BACKGROUND! ASSUMPTIONS:

• One of the most critical issues facing the DoD aswell as this nation today.

-- A strong domestic manufacturing infrastructure is essential to the industrial
base.

-- In addition, technological leadership vital to our defense posture is
endangered in the long term if manufacturing capabilities are lost.

-- The lower tiers (suppliers and vendors) are extremely important. Innovative
new techniques will be necessary to impact this level because of relatively
low DoD market share and limited direct contractual influence.

• One of five areas identified for emphasis by the new Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition.

n Manufacturing, productivity, quality, the industrial base, and
competitiveness are themes that will permeate DoD programs and decisions
in the months ahead.

-- We already have efforts under way to better articulate an overall
manufacturing and industrial base strategy, and to develop structures and
programs that support this strategy. All of our existing programs are being
examined in this Iigh t. .

-- The DoD relies on a number of critical industry segments. Although we are
focusing particular attention at this time on the semiconductor industry, it is
important to recognize that other industry sectors must receive attention as
well. These include the bearing industry, machine tools, precision optics,
and the list is growing. We will have to develop innovative, perhaps
customized, solutions for these industries in accordance with each one's
contribution to national security. The common need is a bias for action to
ensure American industry is able to compete effectively in the international
marketplace. Industry is the key to its own health -- but we must provide the
environment that promotes striving for, achievement of, and setting world
class standards.



-- Cooperative, consortia, and joint efforts between industry, the DoD, and the
Department of Commerce may make increasing sense in this context.

-- We must be prepared to develop a strongly funded initiative or program for
these purposes.

-- Defense industry must invest in capital equipment and manufacturing
technology because it is needed for survival. Just as industry must overcome
a focus on short term return-on-investment, we in the 000 must overcome a
mentality that overemphasizes proof of savings and the like in our efforts to
stimulate these investments.

-- In consonance with principles outlined in the Packard Commission report,
we must rely more heavily on the commercial marketplace. That may
translate ·into using 000 funds to ensure the commercial marketplace has
the capability and capacity to meet 000 needs.

• Magnitude of 000 research and acquisition expenditures (roughly $120 billion
combined) gives the 000 considerable leverage in promoting national
objectives.

• This is an area where defense and national needs converge. Actions and
commitment by many parties are essential if progress is to be made. We in the
000 are prepared to do our share.

RELEVANT RECENT ACTIONS THAT REFLECT DQD COMMITMENT:

The following are illustrative only in that they describe the variety and types of
initiatives that have been and could be directed to respond to the Presiden ts's
Competitiveness Initiative. Some are well underway. Others may prove to be
unworkable in the final analysis. In any event, if half of the dozens of approaches
are ultimately implemented, we will have made major headway towards helping
improve U.S. competitiveness and hence the national security.

Preliminary assessment of possibilities outlined in Chapter 5 of a November 5,
1985 white paper by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Logistics on "DoD Acquisition Improvement - The Challenges Ahead."
(TAB A)

Strawman Draft "Defense Manufacturing Initiative" dated May 14, 1986.
(TAB B)

DoD/Defense Industries Quality Excellence Program. (TAB C)

The Initiative Entitled "Manufacturing and Productivity Improvement"
contained in the FY 1987/1988 Department of Defense Management
Improvement Plan dated August, 1986. (TAB D)

DoD/Industry Forum on "Rethinking 000 Manufacturing Improvement
Strategies" held on October 29, 1986, under the auspices of the Institute for
Defense Analyses. (TAB E) <:»



~----

Final report of the 1986 Summer Forum Treating Issues of Defense Industrial
Base Readiness. (TAB F).

Participation in and support of the December 16, 1986 Machine Tool Industry
Action Plan. (TAB G)

Industrial Base Section of the FY 88 Secretary of Defense Report to Congress.
(TAB H)

Sponsorship and consideration of the Defense Science Board Semiconductor
Study. (TAB I)

CURRENT PRIORITY:

Building on earlier efforts and using previous material as resources, the current
priority is to develop a definitive action plan as a framework for a concentrated DoD
initiative in the manufacturing, industrial base, and competitiveness areas. The
basic goal is to create and articulate a DoD strategy to achieve and sustain U.S.
technological and manufacturing leadership essential to the security of the Nation.
This will provide an important context against which individual actions can be
evaluated and pursued.

The action plan will include a Statement of Principles providing. basic criteria and
rationale linking manufacturing and technological capability to national security
that will govern future DoD efforts. It will also contain a Management Plan
establishing specific tasks, responsibilities, and milestones. DoD organizational
structures and resources essential to successful implementation will be addressed.
Contents will permit expansion and evolution of tasks asefforts proceed.

Individual tasks are being developed in the following initial areas (TAB J):

Increase Manufacturing R&D and ProcessTechnology
Improve Education and Training
Strengthen Industrial Base Analysis I Planning Capability
Provide Manage.ment Focus on Manufacturing
Encourage Contractor Efficiency! Quality I Producibility
Balance International Cooperation Versus Domestic Capability
Encourage Capital Investment
Encourage Cooperative Ventures

.--.....,,1"', Structure Effective Intellectual Property Rights
. Strengthen Supplier IVendor Foundation

An Ad Hoc Group sponsored by Dr. Robert B. Costello, Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Logistics (designate). has been established to
accomplish the above. Extensive participation by other OSD elements (Research and
Engineering, Policy, etc.), the DoD Components, the Department of Commerce and
other Government Agencies, Industry, and Academia is planned.

Time frame for completion of the definitive action plan and formal announcement I
publication is August 31,1987. Interim actions and accomplishments are expected.
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Proposal for a New "Rights in Software" Clause for
Software Acquisitions by the Department of Defense

Pamela Samuelson, Kevin Deasy, Anne C. Martin

ABSTRACT. This report recommends three distinct regulatory strategies for addressing d~

flculties the Department of Defense (000) has been experiencing with respect to legal issues
related to software acquisitions. First. the report reiterates the Software Licensing Project's earlier
recommendation that the 000 adopt the proposed Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) data
rights provisions instead of the proposed revisions to the 000 supplement to the FAR (000 FAR
SUPP).

Secondly, in the event that the Defense Department chooses to adopt a data rights procurement
policy different from that found in the data rights provisions of the proposed FAR, this report
recommends that the 000 adopt a separate "Rights in Software" clause for software acquisitions;
rather than continuing the present practice of handling software procurements under the "Rights in
Technical Data" clause. Reasons in support of a separate software acquisition policy, as well as a
beginning model "Rights in Software" clause are offered.

Finally, in the event that the 000 eiects to retain the procurement format presently found in the
000 FAR SUPP provisions governing software and technical data acquisitions, this report offers
several concrete recommendations for changes to those regulations which shouid resuh in a
procurement policy which more effectively meets the mission needs of the Defense Department.

1. Background

The Software Licensing Project (SLP) of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has written two
previous reports on the Department of Defense's (000) software acquisition policy. The first of
these reports was "Toward a Reform of the Defense Department Software Acquisition Policy,"
CMU/SEI-86-TR1 [Reform 86] (hereinafter referred to the "First Report"). It surveyed a range of
problems that 000 personnel had identified as software licensing problems currently being ex
perienced by DoD. One chapter of the First Report was devoted to an analysis of the data rights
regulations that govern acquisitions of software by 000. The First Report concluded that a
substantial revision of DoD's standard data rights clause would be desirable.

The second SLP report was "Comments on the Proposed Federal and Defense Acquisition
Regulations," SEI-86-TM2 [Comments 86] (hereinafter referred to as the "Second Report"). It
recommended that the Department of Defense adopt the proposed Federal Acquisition Regula
tion (FAR) data rights provisions instead of its proposed revisions to its supplement to the FAR
data rights regulations. The Second Report made this recommendation for four reasons:
(1) The proposed FAR data rights regulations present a more concise and comprehensible
regulatory scheme than either the current or proposed 000 regulations. (2) The proposed FAR
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data rights policy is also more compatible with standard software cemmercial practices and
provides more incentives for industry to make its best technology available to the government
than does the 000 policy. (3) At the same time, the proposed FAR data rights policy would give
to the government a number of rights that 000 would seem to need to fulfill its mission (including
rights which the current and proposed 000 regulations fail to claim for 000). (4) Both,statutory
and policy reasons support having a uniform set of federal data rights regulations rather than

having two policies, one for 000 and one for all other federal agencies.

This report is the third SLP Report to concern itself with the 000 procurement regulations affect
ing software. While we continue to stand on our recommendation that 000 adopt the FAR data

" rights provisions, we understand that for various reasons, the Department of Defense may find it
. undesirable to adopt the proposed FAR data rights policy and may decide to continue with its

separate data rights policy. • .

In the event that 000 chooses to continue its separate approach to software acquisitions, we
would have the Department of Defense consider three further recommendations which are set
forth in this report. First, we recommend that the 000 create a separate "standard rights in
software clause", that is, to break software out of the standard technical data rights clause. Some
part of the reason why 000 has experienced so much difficulty in its software acquisition policy
is, we believe, due to the quasi-technical-data-rights orientation of its present policy, an orien
tation which is inappropriate for software acquisitions.

Second, we offer a draft standard "rights in software" clause for DoD's consideration. This clause
provides for separate treatment of software acquisitions, distinct from that accorded technical
data under the standard data rights clause. This "rights in software" clause presents several
unique features which distinguish it from the standard data rights clause. These include: the
inclusion of software documentation within the definition of the term "software," the establishment
of government purpose rights as the standard "ceiling" of rights that the government obtains in
publicly funded software, and the provision that software will retain its restricted rights status even
when slight modifications are made at the request of the government.

Third, in the event that 000 chooses not to adopt our first two recemmendations, and decides to
retain the basic structure and centent of the existing standard data rights clause, there are still Ii
number of specific changes to that clause, as it affects software, that we believe would be in the
government's best interest to adopt. There are 22 specific recommendations for changes to the
text of the 000 standard data rights clause discussed within, all of which would, in our view,
improve DoD's software acquisition process.

I
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2. Issues

2.1 Should 000 Adopt a "Standard Rights in Software Clause" and Take
Software Out of the Technical Data Rights Clause?

For well over a decade, 000 has acquired rights in software by means of the same standard
clause' as that used to acquire rights in technical data (000 FAR SUPP sec. 52.227-7013, also
known as the standard data rights clause, referred to hereinafter as "SDRC"). We understand
that the Department is currently considering adopting, a separate clause for its acquisitions' of
rights in software, that is, breaking software out of the technical data rights provisions of the
SDRC. Although we believe that the Department can have a substantially improved software

acquisition policy without such radical surgery fo the SDRC (after all, we have recommended
adoption of the FAR data rights policy which retains a unified technical data and software policy),
we believe that, on the whole, the Department would be well served by making the change to a

separate rights in software policy for the reasons discussed below.

2.1.1 Reasons that Support a Separate"Rights in Software" Policy

2.1.1.1 The current 000 policy already partially differentiates software from technical

data.

Although DoD has long had a policy of acquiring rights in software under the same SDRC that is

used in acquisitions of rights in technical data, software has for some time been partially differen
tiated from technical data within the body of the SDRC. The most obvious difference is in the
rights the government takes as a matter of course in privately developed software, as compared
with privately developed technical data. Software's "restricted rights" are very restrictive (e.g., to
particular computers) as compared with technical data's "limited rights" which permits use or

copying throughout the government. This reflects that the Department has already recognized
that software and technical data are different. The SDRC also recognizes that the rights that the
government needs in software, and the limitations that are reasonable for industry to impose on

the government's rights in software~ different from those that pertain to technical data.

The question we have been raising is whether software is differentiated enough in the SDRC and
differentiated in the right ways. For various reasons discussed in our First Report, we believe that
000 has not yet adequately differentiated between technical data and software. This is why, we
believe, derivative works rights which are critically important as to software, have been omitted
from the technical data oriented SDRC, which defines unlimited rights without reference to a right
to make derivative works. A separate software clause would facilitate appropriate differentiation
between software and technical data.

2.1.1.2 Economic reasons why software documentation should be treated differently from
technical data.

The function and purpose of software is different from that of technical data. Software performs

September 1986 3
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tasks; technic<ildata merely conveys information. Because of this, the economics underlying the
development and marketing of software and technical data are significantly different. Software
generally involves significant research and development costs which can only be recouped
through the marketing of the product, software itself, whereas technical data is generally
produced as an ancillary step in the process leading to production of the actual item to be
marketed.

The critical point here is that the capital cost of design and development (including the cost of
software tools andlor CAD/CAM programs which aided in the development effort) are recouped
as part of the sale of the system, not through sales of technical data that might have been
generated in developing the system. DoD's policy with respect to hardware systems takes this
into account by treating hardware systems in a mariner different than it treats technical documen
tation. DoD's present policy with respect to software, however, is heavily technical data oriented,
and does not allow software design costs to be recovered in the same manner.

Thus, the economics of software development indicate a need for breaking software (and the
documentation which is an integral part of its development and evolution) out from the quasi
technical data treatment it has thus far received. With regard to development costs and
capitalization, software is in many ways more like a hardware component than it is like the tech
nical documentation which supports the hardware. The 000 procurement policy needs to be
structured so as to take account of these technical and economic similarities between software
and hardware, as well as the dissimilarities between software and technical data.

This policy should also recognize that unlike hardware, software is an evolutionary product - that
is, it is in a state of constant development as maintenance and enhancement work is continually
done to improve upon andlor alter the functioning of the software. As an evolutionary product,
the documentation supporting the software is in fact a critical part of the software product itself.
For this reason, the software documentation should be treated in the same manner as the ex
ecutable version of the program. A properly structured software acquisition clause can ac
complish this.

2.1.1.3 Outside of the 000 regulations, different intellectual property rights may attach to
software than to technical data.

Software is a unique intellectual property in that it can be protected under the copyright law, trade
secret law, and patent law. The unique nature of software allows it to be copyrighted without
revealing all of its "secrets" which means that trade secret and copyright protection can coexist in
the same subject matter. It is rare for a firm to copyright technical data that the firm wanted to
claim as a trade secret, because the Copyright Office generally makes any deposited work avail
able for public inspection and copyright law treats such things as manufacturing instructions or
engineering designs as "ideas" which are in the public domain. Firms tend to keep manufacturing
instructions and other technical data solely as trade secrets. A separate clause to govern
software acquisitions could take into account differences in intellectual property protection affect
ing software and technical data.

'.
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2.1.1.4 The educational value of a separate software clause.

A new clause to govem software acquisitions could accomplish a break with the past. and en
gender a move away from the quasi-data rights orientation which has pervaded software acquisi
tions. A new clause could pave the way to a new "mind set" for those who work in .the area of
software and data rights acquisitions. Such a clause would provide a point of departure for
re-educatinq procurement personnel regarding the nature of software. In this way, tl could create
a fresh way of viewing software acquisitions, one more in line with the economic and technologi·
cal realities of the software industry.

2.1.1.5 ImprOVing relations with industry.

It is unfortunate that relations between the software industry and the Department of Defense are
at present somewhat strained over software data rights issues. Many industry representatives
seem to feel that 000 software procurement policy is confiscatory. The adoption of a separate
clause to govern software acquisitions, which would break such acquisitions out from the policies
wtlh which industry has been unhappy, could go far to improve government-industry relations, At
the very least, the perception that 000 is making some effort to alleviate the areas of conflict with
industry couid be valuabie in this regard.

2.1.2 Reasons not to Adopt a Separate Software Acquisition Clause

2.1.2.1 The overlap between software and technical data.

A separate software clause is not necessary to significantly improve the DoD's software acqulsl
tion policy. Even we conclude that the FAR data rights policy, which retains a unified approach,
would be an excellent policy for DoD. This is one reason not to break software out of the
technical data clause. There are others as well.

There is, for instance, some artifice in the distinction between software and technical data. Tech·
nical data can be incorporated into a computer data base, for example, which would seem to
transform it into software. In fact, virtually anything that can be written on paper can be trans
formed into a machine readable form. The DoD would need to sort out the computerized teen
nical data problem which tls present regulations also fail to do but apart from this, software and
technical data are sufficiently distinct that a separate policy is appropriate, as DoD's present
SDRC already demonstrates.

2.1.2.2 Would 000 seem to be "caving in" to industry if it adopted a separate software
clause?

Since software resembles technical data and has long been treated within the technical data
policy, and since the software industry has been lobbying for a special software policy, one' .
problem that 000 may see with a separate software clause is that tl may appear to some that the
DoD would be too generous to industry, especially if the Department allows industry to retain
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greater rights in software than in technical data. DoD's response to such charges should,
however, be that the differential treatment of software would actually save the government money
in that the government would not be forced by the regulations into purchasing the more expensive
"government-wide rights" to software documentation in those instances where a site license is
adequate to the needs of the government and that better software at lower development costs will
be made available to the government if it provides better incentives to the software industry.
Such responses should serve to silence the critics.

2.1.2.3 The need to retrain DoD's contracting personnel as to any new software clause.

A separate rights clause to govern software acquisitions has the potential to further complicate
the 000 acquisition process. Those who have long experience with the SDRC have become
used to muddling through the present system. They would have to be retrained about rights in
software, and this is no small job.

The 000 needs, like private industry, to be involved in the evolution of a conceptualization of
software and software acquisition which is consistent with the technological, economic and legal
realities of software development. A separate treatment for software, along with the retraining
which would need to be undertaken in conjunction with such a change, could go a long way
toward developing a new and more dynamic conceptual framework for dealing with software.

2.1.2.4 The desirability of an overhaul of the 000 procurement policy as to intellectual
property.

The 000 would benefit greatly from a more substantial overhaul of the procurement regulations
to make them more compatible with traditional and newly developing intellectual property law. A
more integrated, more unified intellectual property policy could bring together DoD's policies as to
copyright, patent, semi-conductor chip design, trade secret and trademark law. Advances in new
technologies are bringing together and blurring the the lines between these traditional forms of
intellectual property protection. As the new technologies continue to advance, the need to in
tegrate policies in these areas will become more acute. Additionally, government attorneys work
ing in the software/data rights area must of necessity have some grounding in the traditional
forms of intellectual property law. Given this, it seems wise for 000 to draw upon the knowledge
and expertise already possessed by its lawyers involved in this area by making its policies consis
tent with the already existing body of intellectual property law.

A separate clause for software acquisitions will contribute to a fractionated rather than a unified
system of intellectual property regulations. The time and energy expended in adopting a
separate software acquisition clause would probably be at the expense of efforts which might
otherwise have been invested in developing a broader, more integrated intellectual property
policy for the department, a policy which needs generally to be more integrated with copyright
and trade secret law.

', ,
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2.1.3 Conclusion

On the balance, we believe that the advantages presented by a separate software acquisition

clause outweigh the potential disadvantages. We would recommend, therefore, that the 000
adopt a software acquisition clause as part of its procurement regulations. A suggested model
clause is included in this report. It should be noted that the clause, while offering a fresh ap
proach to software acquisition, only touches briefly on software maintenance and enhancement.
In recognition of the critical importance of these issues, the next phase of this project's research
will focus specflcally on these issues. A more in-depth treatment of maintenance and enhance
ment will be forthcoming with the project's next report.

2.2 What Might a Standard Rights in Software Clause Look Like?

2.2.1 The Model Standard Rights in Software Clause

(a) Definitions

As used in this clause, the following terms have the following meanings:

government purpose
the fulfillment of a legitimate federal government function, including uses or
disclosures for competitive reprocurements and maintenance and enhance
ment purposes; the term includes disclosure to and use by other contractors
and any state, local or foreign government where such disclosure or use. will
fulfill a legitimate federal government purpose; the term does not include a
general distribution of the software to defense contractors or other more
limited distributions of the software that may have a significant negative effect
on the commercial market for such software. Nor does it include a disclosure
that permits the recipient to disseminate the software without restriction or to
develop software for non-governmental sales in competition with the owner of
intellectual property rights in it.

government purpose license
a license to the federal government that grants the government rights to use,
duplicate, disclose, distribute, prepare derivative works, and publicly display
software for government purposes, and to authorize others to exercise such
rights when doing so will fulfill a legitimate federal governmental function.
When software provided to the government by one contractor is distributed or
disclosed by the government to a subsequent contractor for a government
purpose, the subsequent contractor shall be bound by the terms of the
government purpose license.

restricted rights license
a license to the federal government that at a minimum grants the government
rights

(1) to use software in the computer for which the software was ac-
quired; .

(2) to use software in a backup computer if the computer for which it
was acquired becomes inoperable;
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(3) to make copies of the software necessary for backup and reverse
engineering purposes; (4) to adapt and modify the software; and

(5) to authorize support contractors to exercise the rights described
in (1) through (4), subject to the same restrictions as bind the government.

restricted rights software
software that has been developed at private expense, including software as
to which only slight modifications are made to adapt it for the government
needs with public funds. The term "developed" means fixed in a tangible
medium of expression. The term "at private expense" means entirely funded
by the contractor and without any government reimbursement, direct or un
direct other than through IR&D cost allocations.

software computer programs, computer data bases, and documentation pertaining
thereto including but not limited to such programs in any machine readable
printed or interpreted form, system reference manuals and user manuals.

(b) Rights of the Government (1) Public Domain Software; There shall be no restric
tions on the government's right to use, duplicate, disclose, distribute, display or make derivatives

of software that is in the public domain.

(2) Government Purpose Licenses: The government shall have a government purpose
license in all software deliverable under this contract that was developed at public expense. The
government may also negotiate to obtain a government purpose license in software that was
developed at private expense.

(3) Restricted Rights License: The.government shall have a restricted rights license in
all restricted rights software deliverable under this contract. Wrillen permission of the owner of
such software will be required before the government may make or authorize other uses or dis
closures of this software.

(4) Negotiating for Additional Rights: The government may negotiate to obtain more
rights in restricted rights software than the five standard rights that are named in the definition of

the restricted rights license. Additionally, the government and contractor may negotiate to define
the uses the government may make of software within the scope of the government purpose
license.

(5) Incorporation of Other Software: When a contractor incorporates into software to be
delivered to the government modules or subroutines in which the contractor does not own all
intellectual property rights, the contractor shall obtain for the government at least a restricted
rights license in such incorporated modules or subroutines.

(6) Rights from Subcontractors: The government shall have the same minimum rights in
software developed by subcontractors as in software developed by prime contractors.

(7) Challenging Restrictive Legends: The government may challenge inappropriate
restrictive legends.

1,,
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(c) Rights of Contractors and Subcontractors

(1) Ownership: Unless the special works clause has been invoked, whoever develops
software deliverable under this contract shall be considered the owner of all intellectual property
rights in n, subject to a restricted rights or government purpose license to the government as

provided in Section (b).

(2) Restrictive Markings: The contractor or subcontractor who owns intellectual property
rights in software may attach appropriate restrictive markings to the software in accordance with

this clause.

(3) Direct Delivery to the Govemment~ .Subcontractors under this contract may deliver
restricted rights software directly to the government rather than to the prime contractor unless the
software is needed by the prime contractor for installation in the system that the contractor is

required to deliver to the government.

(4) No Leverage: Neither the prime contractor nor any intermediate subcontractor shall
use its power to award subcontracts as a means of acquiring greater rights in software from its
subcontractors than is needed to perform the government contract.

(5) Flowdown to Subcontractor Whenever any software is to be obtained from a sub
contractor under this contract, the contractor shall use this same clause in the subcontract, with

out alteration. No other clause shall be used that will enlarge or diminish either the government's
or the contractor's rights in the subcontractor's software which is to be delivered to the govern
ment.

(d) Restrictive Legends

(1) No Marking If In Public Domain: Software that is in the public domain shall be
delivered with no restrictive markings.

(2) Government Purpose Rights Legend: Software in which the government has

government purpose rights is to be delivered to the government with the following restrictive
legend:

Government Purpose Rights

Property of: (contractor or subcontractor's name)

Standard Restricted Rights Legend: Restricted rights software in which the government has only
the standard five minimum rights are to be delivered to the government with the following restric
tive legend:

Restricted Rights

Property of: (contractor or subcontractor's name)
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(4) Other Restricted Rights Legend: When the government and the contractor (or
subcontractor) have negotiated an arrangement whereby the government will get more than the
standard five minimum rights in restricted rights software, the software shall be delivered with the

following restrictive legend:

Expanded Restricted Rights

Properly of: (contractor or subcontractor's Name)

Contract No: _

(5) Copyright Notices: Unless the special works clause has been invoked, the owner of
intellectual property rights in software may attach appropriate copyright notices to software
delivered under this contract,

2.2.2 Commentary to the Model Standard Rights in Software Clause

There are a number of respects in which this standard rights in software clause differs from the
SDRC, among them:

• that software is defined to include documentation;
• that governmental purpose rights are the standard "ceiling" of rights that the govern

ment has in publicly funded software;

• that there is no differentiation in the level of the government's rights dependent on
whether or not the contractor copyrights the software;

• that the government will have a right to prepare, or authorize preparation of, deriva
tive software from software developed at public expense;

• that software will not lose its restricted rights status ~ only slight modifications are
made to ~ at the request of the government;

• that use by support contractors (subject to restrictions binding the government) is
included in the set of restricted rights;

• that "developed" is defined in a manner more consistent with copyright than patent
standards;

• that no explicit reference is made as to the contractor's right to claim a copyright
because we regard this as implicit in the clause's recognition of the developer's right
to intellectual property rights in the software.

Before discussing some of these features, it may be helpful to describe the circumstances in
which we would envision this clause being used.

2.2.2.1 The quasi-mandatory nature of the standard clause.

The SDRC is required to be inserted in all Defense Department software acquisition contracts.
The present SDRC contemplates two situations in which the government's rights in the software
may be different than those that the SDRC itself prescribes:

1. When the government uses the special works clause in a software development
contract, and

2. When the contractor and the government negotiate an agreement giving the
government more than the four standard minimum rights in privately developed
software.

~I
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The SDRC will govern all rights in software matters unless one of these circumstances is present.
Our proposed standard software clause would operate in much the same fashion. That is, it
would be a mandatory clause for insertion into all 000 software acquisition contracts unless one
of a set of authorized alternate rights acquisition clauses was used in the contract. We would
recommend retention of the two already authorized alternatives, and would recommend serious
consideration of two other authorized alternatives, one permitting the government to negotiate for
less than government purpose rights when there is substantial private funding of the software's
development in addition to some public funding, and another for acquiring less than the standard
set of minimum rights in software toois and CAD/CAM programs.

2.2.2.2 A "mixed funding" alternative to equitably distribute rights based on public and
private funding.

As one alternative to the standards "rights in software" clause, the 000 should consider adopting
a clause which would equitably allocate rights in software in mixed funding situations. The 000
Authorization Act of 1985 seems to contemplate adoption of a data rights policy that differentiates
between wholly government funded and partly government funded projects. DoD's present
regUlations have not responded to this Congressional directive. The 000 would, of course, need
to address issues regarding what forms of contribution to a project constitute private funding
(resources or cash), what degree of private funding would be necessary to trigger the mixed
funding alternative, how much flexibility to allow contracting personnel in structuring mixed fund
ing arrangements, and the like.

2.2.2.3 An alternative clause to obtain less than the standard minimum rights in software
tools and CAD/CAM programs.

Additionally, the 000 might consider adopting another alternative allocation of rights clause, one
which would allow the 000 to obtain less than minimum rights in certain items such as software
tools and computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM programs). Since
software tools and CAD/CAM programs are such valuable resources of private firms, contractors
are loath to provide these tools to the government under the standard rights arrangements. It
would seem that 000 would be wise to provide in its regulations the flexibility to negotiate for
some access to these items, on the theory that partial access will in some instances be better
than none at all. It is in DoD's interest to assure contractors that they can provide their best
technology to the 000 without fear of loss of these rights in their software.

2.2.2.4 Why government purpose rights is the standard ceiling of rights under the clause
instead of unlimited rights.

As our First Report has indicated, it seems that under the standard data rights clause the govern
ment now obtains government purpose rights rather than unlimited rights in publicly funded
software in which the contractor claims a copyright. It is not clear why the government has
chosen to provide this incentive to contractors to copyright software. After studying this matter,
we have concluded that there should not be a difference in the extent of the govemment's rights
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depending on whether the software is copyrighted by the contractor. Because it appears that the

government is already willing to accept government purpose rights for copyrighted software
developed at public expense, we believe it is reasonable for the government to use the same
policy as to all publicly funded software. Indeed, we fail to see why the government would ever
need more than government purpose rights in publicly funded software.

2.2.2.5 The definition of the term "developed" should be grounded in principles of
copyright law.

The approach DoD has taken toward defining "developed" within the meaning of "developed at
private expense" has been a patent-oriented definition of the term. Indeed, the government's
patent lawyers seem to have diligently and ag\lressively attempted to use a patent standard
toward software development so as to establish ior the government as broad a set of rights as
possible in software. As discussed in the First Report, one result of claiming this broad set of
rights for the government has been to create significant disincentives for contractors to deliver
their best technology to the government.

The model clause takes a more copyright-like approach to defining "developed." Because
software is copyrightable, and copyright law allows intellectual property rights to attach whenever
a work is fixed in a tangible medium of expression, it seems appropriate for the government
regulations applicable to software to be more consistent with this body of intellectual property law
(which is, after all, the most important body of federal intellectual law affecting software).
(Although software may sometimes be patentable, software patents are much rarer than software
copyrights.) A copyright approach to a definition of "developed" would also be more consistent
with the nature of the software development process. Unlike hardware, software is almost con
tinually in the process of development. Copyright law which is attentive to this evolutionary
nature of software, is more appropriate than a patent-oriented standard.

We recognize that because software is a hybrid, lying somewhere between traditional copyright
and patent subject matters, it is difficult to find the appropriate location on the continuum as to
when software is "developed" or not developed. The proposed DoD regulatory standard would
seem to call for software to have gone through extensive testing before it can be deemed
developed. We consider this to be one extreme of the continuum. The "fixed in a tangible
medium" standard which we have chosen to include in the model clause may represent the other
extreme.

In choosing this standard, we were deferring to the copyright law since that is the nearest body of
intellectual property law applicable to software. We offer this definition as a point of discussion,
and understand that DoD may prefer a more operational definition. As a viable altemative to the
definition we have presented, the DoD might consider a compromise between the copyright ap

proach to the definition of "developed" and an operational definition which does not require the
developer to go to an extensive degree of testing before software can be deemed developed. It
is important that such a definition recognize that software is in a state of continual development
and improvement which makes impractical any definition which focuses on finished products.

)
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This conflict points out the predicament encountered by government and industry alike in dealing

with this strange hybrid subject mailer. To the extent software is like hardware, it would seem an
appropriate subject mailer to hold to the higher, more operationally oriented standard of develop
ment under the patent law, and to the extent it is like technical data and is subject to continual
modnication, it seems more appropriate to the more flexible standard for development found in
the copyright law. This is a dilemma, but 000 has already tried unsuccessfully to adopt a patent

standard for defining "developed" and found the software industry to be so hostile to it that
another approach must be found.

2.2.2.6 Respects in which the model standard rights in software clause is more advan

tageous to the 000 than the SORC.

In addition to the benefits the 000 would realize as a result of eliminating disincentives which
cause some developers to withhold their best technology from the 000, there are several

respects in which the model standard rights in software clause gives to the 000 broader rights

than those which ft would acquire under the present treatment of software acquisitions under the

SDRC. These include:

• the right to reverse engineer as a minimum right in software acquisitions;

• the right to license support contractors as a minimum right in software acquisitions;

• the right to make derivative works as an explicft part of the government purpose
rights package;

• a very broad definition of government purpose rights which includes such rights as
use or disclosure for competitive reprocurements, as well as disclosure to and use by
state, local and foreign governments.

2.3 If DoD Does Not Adopt a Separate Rights in Software Clause, how
Should it Revise the Standard Data Rights Clause to Improve its
Software Acquisition Practices?

Sections 1 and 2 of this report detail the reasons why a separate software clause may be in the
DoD's best interests and then sets forth a model software rights clause for the Department's
consideration. In the event the Department of Defense has not been convinced of the desirability
of taking this approach, there is still much that can be done to improve the existing SDRC as it
affects software. The following 22 recommendations are distillations of many of the points made
in the First Report of the SLP. (Page and chapter numbers in parentheses below refer to the First
Report.)

2.3.1 Definitions

2.3.1.1 Don't overdefine software terms.

Six software-related definitions are included in the SDRC. Only three seem to be significant in

the body of the standard data rights clause -- software, software documentation, and commercial

software. Only these three need to be defined. Also, the SORe speaks constantly of "computer
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software" when it is only necessary to say "software", because "computer" is already included in

the software definition.

2.3.1.2 If the distinction between commercial and other-than-commercialsoftware is to be
retained, provide a more precise definition of what is meant by commercial computer

software.

The SORC provides for two different sets of restricted rights applicable to privately developed
software, one for "commercial" software and one for other software (or commercial software
whose owner opts to have it treated as other-than-commercial software). (Onferent restrictive
legends are supposed to be attached to software, based on what kind of software is to be
delivered.) Unfortunately, the existing definition of "commerciai computer software" is so vague
as to be a poor guide as to what software will qualify for commercial restricted rights treatment

(see pp. 23-4).

2.3.1.3 If two sets of restricted rights for privately developed software are retained;the
definitional section of the clause should include and define both sets of restricted rights.

As noted above, there are two categories of privately developed software which are presently
subject to different sets of restricted rights. The definitional section of the SORC sets forth only
one definition of restricted rights, which a later section of the SORC seems to make applicable

only to other-than-commercial software. The other set of restricted rights, those applicable to
commercial software (and its documentation), are not set forth until subsection (b)(3)(ii). In order
to achieve consistency, these "commercial restricted rights" should also be set forth in the defini

tional section of the clause. (p. 26.)

2.3.1.4 Define what is meant by "government purpose," perhaps clarifying its meaning by

providing some examples.

000 policy allows a contractor to copyright any software developed under a government contract
(unless it is a "special work"). Subsection (c) of the SDRC provides that the contractor must grant

to the government a copyright license "for government purposes" as to any work in which he has
taken a copyright. However, there is no definition of "government purpose," either in that subsec
tion or in the definitional section. This omission creates uncertainty as to the extent of the
government's rights in publicly funded copyrighted software (see pp. 6, 24-5, and Chapter 7).

2.3.1.5 Expand the definition of unlimited rights to include the right to prepare derivative
works.

The present SDRC definition of unlimited rights fails to make explicit whether the government will

have the right to prepare derivative works when it has unlimited rights in software. Such a right is
particularly important as to software because maintenance, enhancement, reuse, translation,
rehosting and retargeting are all dependent on having such a right (see pp. 19,54,72). The fact

that that the proposed Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR 52.227-14(a)) would give other

1
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governmental agencies a derivative works right in unlimited rights software would weaken DoD's
argument that the derivative works right is implicitly included in its unlimited rights policy. In light
of the importance of this right to 000, it wouid seem prudent for 000 to take the precaution of
including the derivative works right within its unlimited rights.

2.3.2 Policy as to Publicly Funded Software

2.3.2.1 Clarify that unlimited rights is a kind of license, not an ownership right.

The project's research reveaied that 000 personnel had at least four different interpretations of
the meaning of unlimited rights vis a vis ownership rights.. Intellectual property law would likely
treat "unlimited rights" as a broad license, not as an ownership interest. In order to avoid future
misunderstandings and possible litigation, this concept needs to be clarified
(see pp. 24-25, Chapter 7).

2.3.2.2 Clarify DoD's intent as to the effect a contractor's claim of copyright in publicly
funded software will have on the government's rights in publicly funded software.

There is an ambiguity in the present SORC concerning the extent of the government's rights in
copyrighted software developed at public expense. One part of the SORC seems to give 000
unlimited rights in n because it was developed at public expense and another part gives the
government only govemment purpose rights ij the contractor decides to retain a copyright in the
software. 000 should clarify its intent on this matter.

2.3.2.3 If 000 decides to retain the apparent policy of allowing a contractor's copyright to
cut back the government's unlimited rights license to a government purpose license, it
should require the contractor to give 000 early notice of his intent to claim copyright.

A further disadvantage of the present SDRC as regards contractor copyrights in publicly funded
software is that it appears that the government will typically not know the extent of its rights·
whether unlimited rights or government purpose riqhts > until the software is delivered to the
government, that is, until it sees whether the software was delivered with or without a copyright

notice attached. The government may want to require notice of an intent to claim copyright at the
time the contract is entered into so that it can plan accordingly.

2.3.2.4 Revise the special works clause so that 000 will be able to take broader rights in
software when it needs them.

The DoD's special works clause (OFARS52.227-7020) purports to claim a direct copyright for the
government under the "work for hire" doctrine. This clashes with Section 105 of the Copyright Act
(17 U.S.C. Sec. 105) which prohibits the government from taking direct ownership rights in
copyrighted works. Use of the current special works clause would seem to have two effects: (1)

to preclude the contractor from claiming a copyright in the software and (2) to put the software
into the public domain, since neither the government nor the contractor can own n.
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Since copyright law does permit the government to own copyrights by assignment, a copyright
strategy similar to that adopted by NASA and proposed for the FAR should be considered by
000. (p. 21, Chapter 5.)

2.3.2.5 000 should either give up its claim of unlimited rights in non-deliverable software
or make a deferred ordering clause standard.

The SDRC seems to give the government unllrnlted rights in several categories of software,
anhough their delivery may not be required by the contract (SDRC (b)(i).) Without the inclusion of
a deferred ordering clause, n appears that the government would not have the right to require
delivery of any of this non-deliverable software. The existence of this unenforceable inchoate
right only serves to frustrate both the government and industry.

We recommend that 000 examine whether it needs to claim unlimited rights in these non
deliverables. II n is decided that such a right is needed, a deferred ordering clause should be
made a standard part of the contract (see pp. 19-20).

2.3.2.6 In "mixed funding" situations, (I.e., where both public and private funds are used
to develop the software 000 should provide an option for the government to take less than
unlimned rights.)

This would provide needed incentives to software firms to invest some of their own capital in
software development which could result in a higher quality product and in lower initial acquisition
costs. It would also conform with the apparent congressional intent reflected in Section 2320 of
the Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1985, (Public Law 98-525, 10 U.S.C. Sec. 2301,
2320.)

One possibilny would be to give the government unlimited rights in software developed with
predominantly public funds (whether or not the software is copyrighted) and to take only
"government purpose rights" when funding is predominantly but not exclusively private (see pp.
38-39).

2.2.2.7 Surrender the potential unlimited rights claim to software documentation that
might be in a manual or that might be construed as instructional material for installation,
operation, maintenance or training purposes.

Under the SDRC. the 000 acquires unlimited rights in manuals or instructional materials
prepared or required to be delivered under a government contract for installation, operation,
maintenance or training purposes, even though such manuals may have been developed at
private expense and are not in the public domain.

Although privately developed other-than-commercial-software may receive restricted rights treat
ment, manuals or instructional materials for such software, even though they contain proprietary
information, would seem to be governed by theunlimited rights provision. This creates a sig
nificant disincentive to do business with 000 and could lead to firms providing the government

~
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w~h no more than the barest minimum of documentation needed to meet contract requirements
(see pp. 23-24).

2.3.2.8 Examine the need for "unlimited rights" as opposed to "rights for government
purposes".

In accordance wlth the regulatory policy that 000 shall acquire only such rights to use, duplicate
and disclose software developed at private expense as are necessary to meet government
needs, consideration should be given to restructuring the unlimited rights policy to afford the
government unlimited rights only where they are truly needed (see pp. 38-43).

"
2.3.3 Policy as to Privately Funded Software

2.3.3.1 Add to the minimum restricted rights the government obtains In privately
developed software the right to make a copy for reverse engineering purposes if neces
sary to make modifications.

The restricted rights provisions of the SORe seems to limit the government's right to copy
software to archival or back-up purposes. Although the minimum rights do include the right to
modify the software, if insufficient documentation has been obtained or it is not possible to have
the original contractor modify the software, the government may attempt to reverse engineer it. It
is not clear under the regulations or the copyright law whether the modification right includes the
right to make a copy for reverse engineering purposes. In light of the potential risks, it would be
prudent for 000 to clearly state that it has this right. (p. 55.)

2.3.3.2 Develop a standard policy for acquiring privately developed software for local area
networks.

Since local areas networks which share software are becoming more commonplace within DoD,
the regulations should provide guidance about acquiring software intended for use in such net
works. (p.27-28.)

2.3.3.3 Clearly establish the status of restricted rights software which the government has
modified.

When the government modifies privately developed software in which it has restricted rights, the
effect of that modification appears to vary, depending on whether the software is subject to com
mercial or other-than-commercial restricted rights. The SORe provides that as to commercial
software, "unmodified portions shall remain subject to these restrictions." However, modifications
to other than commercial software are governed by another subsection of the clause, which
provides that "those portions of the derivative software incorporating restricted rights software are
subject to the same restricted rights." This apparently inconsistent treatment of modifications to

restricted rights software is extremely confusing and needs to be clarified. (p.54-5.)
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The ambiguity of the 000 regulations about ownership rights and restrictions as to software
modifications may mean that if the original software is protected by copyright law, it is copyright
law that will fill in the gaps. Since modifications are derivative works, a host of copyright issues
could arise which could substantially inhibit the government's use of the software to its maximum
potential. (Chapter 4.)

2.3.3.4 Consider eliminating the two different sets of restricted rights for commercial and
other-than-commercial software developed at private expense.

As noted above, the SDRC provides for two different sets of restricted rights for commercial and
other-than-commercial software. There appears to be no clear r~onale for this differential treat
ment and for the corresponding differential treatment of documentation. Moreover, neither the
regulation nor policy provision provide any clear guidance as to when a piece of software qualifies
for commercial or other-than-commercial treatment.

The resulting confusion and ambiguity can be avoided by establishing a "floor" of minimum rights
which the government must have and then allowing arrangements between the "floor" of min
imum rights and the "ceiling" of unlimited rights to be negotiated as the government's needs
require (see pp. 26-27).

2.3.3.5 If 000 chooses to retain the distinction between commercial and other-than"
commercial software, eliminate th.e potential unlimited rights claim in privately developed
cther-than-ecmmercial software as to which no separate license agreement has been
negotiated.

When other-than-commercial software is being procured, the SORC stipulates that a separate
license agreement containing the applicable restrictions is to be negotiated and made a part of
the government contract, (so long as the government obtains, at a minimum, the four minimum
restricted rights set forth in the clause). When a firm provides privately developed software to
000 but has not negotiated a separate licensing agreement, an issue arises as to whether the
government would get unlimited rights in the software or only the four minimum restricted rights.
The existence of such a potential "booby trap" in the regulations could be enough to dissuade the
smaller, "high tech" companies from doing business with 000 with the result that the latest in
novative software could be unavailable (see pp. 21-23). The SDRC should be revised to make
clear that the government will have only the four standard minimum rights in privately developed
other-than-commercial software when no separate licensing agreement is negotiated.

2.3.3.6 Treat privately developed software documentation as SUbject to the same restric
tions as the machine readable code.

The SDRC treats commercial computer software and its documentation in a manner consistent
with industry practice by providing that both machine readable code and documentation will be

governed by the same set of restricted rights.

In contrast, documentation for other-than-commercial software is not subject to the same set of

~
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restricted rights as the machine readable code but is instead acquired by the government with
limited rights. This gives the government the right to use, disclose and duplicate the documen
tation throughout the government. Subjecting other than commercial documentation to the
broader limited rights policy not only causes confusion but deters many software firms from seil
ing rights in their most valuable technology to 000. (p. 26-27.)

2.3.3.7 Allow contractors to retain the privately developed status for software when only
minor modificalions are made to tailor it for government use.

Under the 000 policy, if a company has developed a piece of software wholly at private expense,
and then under a government procurement contract, makes some minor modifications to tailor it
for intended government use, the company would forfeit restricted rights status for the delivered
software if 000 funds subsidized the modification. This policy deviates from standard commer
cial practice, and is viewed by many software firms as inequitable.

Consideration should be given to adopting the proposed FAR's more flexible approach which
allows contractors to retain the privately developed status for their software when only minor
moditlcatlons are made for the government (see pp. 25·26).

2.3.3.8 Consideration should be given to restructuring the software procurement process
so as to allow the government the flexibility to take less than the current minimum
restricted rights in software and less than limited rights in documentation in certain
situations.

In some situations it may be in the government's best interests to have the flexibility to acquire
fewer rights in privately developed software than the current SDRC permits in exchange for cer
tain concessions from the contractor. This built-in flexibility could allow the 000 to satisfy a more
pressing need such as:

a) the need to get a warranty on the software which may not be possible unless the government
agrees to permit the developer to perform all the maintenance work (Chapter 11);

b) the need to create an escrow arrangement to obtain access to privately developed source
code that the software firm would otherwise not provide at reasonable cost to the government
(see pp. 52·53); and

c) the need to get access to software tools and/or CAD/CAM programs
(see pp. 50-51, Chapter 10).

2.3.3.9 Rename the proposed "license rights" provision of the proposed SORC, if a "fixed
expiration" option is to be preserved.

The "license rights" concept as originally conceived by the OSD Study Group was to enable the

government to require its contractors to license competitors to use their proprietary data in corn
petnive re-procurement (or maintenance) situations. However, the "license rights" option
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proposed by the 000 FAR Supplement appears to focus on obtaining expirations for restrictive

legends. "License rights' is a misnomer for this set of rights, particularly in view of the fact that
the SBIR provisions reflect a very different "license rights" policy. Give the new policy a better
name, perhaps "fixed expiration rights," so that people won't get confused. It is questionable
whether this new option will be acceptable to industry which can always elect limited or restricted
rights protection for its valuable technologies (see pp. 32-35).
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3. Conclusion
It is important to observe that the problems which 000 is experiencing with its software acquisi
tion policy are not unique to the government. The problems are being experienced industry-wide,
and are due in large part to the unique nature of software and to the lag between the ability to
conceptualize software as a product and the development of the end product. The 000, as the
major single consumer of software, is in a unique and enviable position to address the difficulties
being encountered within the software industry, and to place itself on the leading edge of the
effort to bring acquisition and licensing practices in line with the technical and economic realities
of software development. By taking this ieadership role, the 000 could do much to help maintain
the U.S. lead in software technology in the world.
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Preface

Problem
The Software Licensing Project (SLP) team of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) was
created to study legal issues related to the govemment's acquisition policy with respect to
software and data rights. In conducting its research, a primary focus of the SLP has been the
government's problems in structuring licensing arrangements for maintaining and enhancing
software, that is, in obtaining sufficient rights in and documentation about software to be able to
perform in-house maintenance and enhancement, or to achieve competition for maintenance con
tracts. To understand the context within which maintenance and enhancement problems have
arisen, the project undertook a broad investigation of the government's software acquisition
policy. In the course of this investigation, we were made aware of a wide range of software

,licensing problems being experienced by the government. This report reflects this broad inves
. tigation of the DoD's software acquisition policy.

Approach
To initiate our investigation a series of interviews were conducted with Department of Defense
(DoD) personnel and other persons recommended by them. The Software Licensing Project
investigators interviewed about 120 persons. About 75% of our interviews were with DoD per
sonnel from the Services. More of our interviews were with Air Force than Army or Navy person
nel, but we spoke with as many people from the other services as we could. We spoke to contract
officers, their supervisors, some contract policy makers, Automatic Data Processing personnel,
developers of advanced systems, maintainers of systems, and lawyers who have handled
software data rights disputes. More than twenty of our interviewees were from outside the
government (See Appendix C.) Some were consultants to the government, and some were
people from industry. All "outsiders" interviewed were persons recommended by DoD personnel.
The SEI researchers also reviewed prior DoD reports on software and technical data rights policy
as well as cases, statutes, treatises, and regulations pertinent to the issues.

Scope of Report
This report does not purport to be a complete account of all problems the Defense Department is
experiencing vis-a-vis software acquisitions and data rights. What the report does purport to be is
an organized catalog of software acquisition problems reported by those Defense Department
personnel whom we interviewed, along with some assessment of their seriousness. Virtually all
of the DoD people we interviewed believed the Department to have some software licensing
problems. The majority of those interviewed -- including a majority of the DoD people -- believed
the government to have many serious software acquisition problems, and strongly urged changes
in acquisition policy to remedy the problems.
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Executive Summary

Background
From a technological standpoint, software has been a tremendous boon to U.S. defense
capabilities. Although many technological possibilities have yet to be realized, it is not so much in
terms of its uses and capabilities that the Department of Defense currently finds software
troublesome, but rather with respect to more mundane issues such as how to acquire and main
tain software developed by private firms. The DoD seems not to have understood software as a
technology well enough yet to fashion a set of rules relating to its acquisition and maintenance
that makes sense in terms of the technology and the economics of the industry.

DoD sometimes finds, for example, that it is tempting to treat software like it treats hardware.
Software is, of course, often an integral part of an effective hardware system (e.g., the guidance
system for a missile.) It is, in fact, a substitute for hardware parts that could be built to lmplernent
the same system (because the system can be implemented In software, bulk is reduced and a
wider range of capabilities may be attained). Software and hardware are both, in some sense,

end products; this fact makes it seem as though they ought to be treated the same.

It may also be tempting to treat software as technical data (such as blueprints, written instructions
relating to manufacture and maintenance, and the like). Both are in essence recorded infor
mation. Whatever can be written on paper can be transcnbed into a machine-readable form.
These and other factors make the similarities between software and technical data seem strong
enough to suggest that a similar acquisition and maintenance policy should be employed with
both.

DoD first acquired software under its technical data policy. After a period of frustration, it became
apparent that it was inappropriate to acquire software as if it were technical data. (The cost of
acquiring government-wide rights - which is what the technical data rights policy provides - to
software that was needed at only one govemment installation was impeding the acquisition of
such software.) So software (at least in machine-readable form) eventually became differentiated
from technical data in the regulations, although software and technical data policy continue to be
somewhat intertwined. Thus while rights which attach to proprietary software are different from
those that attach to technical data, the same standard data rights clause is nonetheless used to
acquire rights in both.

The question is whether software has yet been adequately differentiated from technical data and
differentiated in the right ways. Has software as a technology been adequately understood by
DoD and have the legal rules and practices developed by DoD to acquire and maintain this
technology been molded to conform to an appropriate understanding of the technology? DoD's
rules and practices regarding software must make sense not only in terms of the technology but
also in terms of the govemment's needs to use the technology and in terms of the economics of

3



the software industry. The policy also needs to be clear and comprehensible to persons of
average intelligence. The current software acquisition practices of the DOD fall short of these
goals.

To be fair, it should be said that to develop the new conceptual apparatus that is necessary to
treat software appropriately is a difficuit task. The temptation is to use the nearest analogue as
long as one can, until the problems with reliance on the analogue become more pronounced than
the problems associated with developing a new concept. The time has come for the Department
of Defense to renounce the quasi-technical data orientation of its acquisition practices toward
software and to adopt a new policy that is clear and coherent, that is no more divergent from
commercial practices than is necessary for the achievement of the Defense Department's mis
sion, that is appropriate in terms of the Defense Department's need to use the technology, and
that is appropriate in terms of intellectual property rights associated with software.

Report Structure
This report reflects the concerns of DoD's own people. Perhaps the most valuable contribution
this report can make is in its structuring and giving expression to concerns of those in the
Defense Department who have to live with the software licensing problems described in this
report. With one or two exceptions, all of the problems discussed in this report are problems
identified by 000 personnel.

The general structure of this report reflects the principal investigator's judgment about the relative
importance of the various categories of software licensing problems discussed in the individual
chapters. Within each chapter the order of discussion of the problems, in general, is reflective of
their relative importance vis-a-vis each other. The less worrisome the problems, the later, in
general, they are discussed in the report. Below is a summary of the content of each chapter.

Chapter 1: DoD's Procurement Regulations
This chapter addresses a ratherwide variety of software licensing problems that DoD personnel
have raised about the existing procurement regulations goveming software acquisitions. It
focuses most particularly on the standard data rights clause.

1.1 Ambiguities Disadvantaging the Govemment

There are some ambiguities and inconsistencies in the 000 procurement regulations which seem
to work to the disadvantage of the govemment. Four examples are discussed in this chapter.

1.1.1 The Apparent Conflict between the Unlimited Rights Provision and the Retention of
Copyright Provision

The 000 standard data rights clause, in general, allows contractors to retain a copyright in

software developed at public expense. The clause seems to give the government ·unlimited
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rights" in the software in one provision and only "governmental purpose" rights in another provi
sion. This ambiguity has caused considerable confusion among 000 personnel. A clarification of
DoD's intent as to the scope of ~s rights when contractors retain copyrights is needed.

1.1.2 The Failure to Include a Right to Make Derivative Works Within the Definition of
Unlimited Rights

The current defin~ion of unlim~ed rights speaks only of rights to "use," "duplicate," and "disclose" .
software developed at public expense. Derivative works rights are particularly important because
maintenance, enhancement, reuse, translation, rehosting and retargeting of software are all de
pendent on having a derivative works right. Considering the importance of such a right to DoD, ~
would seem prudent to include such right explic~1y in the defin~ion of "unlimited rights."

1.1.3 What it Might and Might Not Mean to Have Unlimited Rights In Non-Deliverables

Under the 000 standard data rights clause, the govemment appears to claim unlim~ed rights in
items developed under a govemment contract but not required to be delivered to the government.
Numerous problems of this sort have arisen in software contracts. The 000 would be well
advised to revamp ~s acquisition regulations to eliminate such confusion, e~her by eliminating its
claim of unllrnited rights in non-deliverables or by making a deferred ordering clause standard.

1.1.4 The Apparent Conflict between the Special Works Clause and Section 105 of the
Copyright Law

000 policy calls for use of the "special works" clause when the government wants to own and
control software developed at public expense. The "special works" clause purports to give the
government a direct copyright interest in such software as if ~ was Ii. "work made for hire." Unfor
tunately, Section 105 of the copyright law prohibits direct acquis~ions of copyrights by the govem
ment. A copyright obtained in this manner might, therefore, be found invalid if challenged in a
court of law.

1.2 Ambiguities or Problems In the Regulations That May Harm
Industry's Interests

There are also some ambiguities and apparent inconsistencies in the 000 acqulsltlon regulations
which seem to work to the disadvantage of industry. Two examples are discussed.

1.2.1 Possible Unlimited Rights in Proprietary Software When Separate Licensing Agree
ments Are Not Made

The DoD acquisition regulations provide that when DoD acquires software developed wholly at
private expense one of two types of restricted rights will apply. One set is applicable to commer
cial software and one set to other than commercial software (and to commercial software whose
owner elects not to have it treated as commercial software.) As to the commercial software, there
is a standard set of terms and restrictions on the govemment's use. As to the other software, it is
contemplated that other terms and restrictions can be negotiated by the parties, subject only to

the requirement that the govemment must always have the four minimum rights set forth in the
clause. The language of this part of the clause also seems to contemplate that a license agree
ment containing other restrictions will be negotiated and made a part of the govemment contract.
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The question is what happens n the government acquires software which the contractor has
decided to have treated underthe regulations as other than commercial and a separate license
agreement has not been negotiated or made part of the contract? 000 personnel seem to have
differing opinions about this. Some believe that the failure to negotiate a separate agreement will
result in the government acquiring unlimited rights in the proprietary software, even though but for
the oversight, the government would settle for having restricted rights. Others feel that only the
four minimum rights would attach. This is a source of considerable concern to those in industry
who recognize the possibility thatthe government might claim broader rights.

1.2.2Unlimited Rights in Software Documentation as to Other Than Commercial Software.
The Do0 acquisition regulations seem also to permit the government to claim unlimited rights in
documentation for privately developed software insofar as it can be characterized as instructional
material necessary to maintenance of a system. While the restricted rights provision pertaining to
commercial software seems to shield commercial software documentation from the broad reach
of this provision, there is no comparable basis for claiming an exemption from unlimited rights
treatment for the documentation to software treated as other than commercial software. Many
industry people are quite nervous about delivering software documentation to the government for
fear theywill loseall proprietary rights in the documentation.

1.3 The Need for More Precise Definitions

During interviews with 000 personnel, we found confusion concerning certain definitions used in
the 000 acquisition regulations. Some of this contusion is the resun of ambiguity and imprecise
wording. In other instances, crucial concepts aresimply not defined. Some of the more signnicant
problems include:

1.The lack of an adequate definition for the term unlimited rights. There is eon
siderable uncertainty within the 000 as to whether unlimited rights is more akin to
an ownership interest or a license right. We conclude that unlimited rights gives the
government a kindof license right.

2. The lack of any definition for the term govem/TJental purpose. The 000 acquisition
regulations provide for, in certain instances,· a license for governmental purposes,
but fail to. provide guidance asto whatthe scope of such license might be.

3. The term privately developed software needs to be defined. The scope of this term .
is a highly controversial issUe, and input from industry on this matter would seem
advisable. To neglect to define the term, however, only ensures conflict between
industry andgovernment as to its meaning.

4. Theexistence of two typesof restricted rights in the acquisition regulatiOns doesnot
seemto serve anypurpose sufficient to justifythe confusion it creates.

1.4 Issues Not Addressed in the DoD Regulations

There areseveral issues relevant to the procurement of software whichare not addressed by the
existing 000 acquisition regUlations. Since DoD's personnel need guidance about how these
issues should be dean with, provision should be made for them in the regulations. Among the
mostcritical areasnot adequately dean withby the present 000 acquisition regulations are:

i

..J
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1) How to acquire rights in or access to CAD/CAM programs used in the development of
software for the 000; 2) Acquiring rights to local area network usage of software; 3) Acquiring
rights in semiconductor chip designs; 4) Acquiring trademark rights in software; and 5) The
effect of "shrink wrap" licenses accompanying software delivered with restrictive notices.

Chapter 1 also offers some suggestions on how 000 might revise its software acquisition regula
tions to avoid some of the pitfalls discussed in the chapter, and makes recommendations as to
how the data rights clause might be restructured so as to achieve greater simplicity and clarity.

Chapter 2: Software Maintenance and Enhancements
This chapter discusses a range of licensing problems that DoD personnel identified as software
maintenance and enhancement problems. One of the reasons why maintenance and enhance
ment problems may be so difficult to solve is that they are not one but many problems.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the set of problems that the RFP for the Software En
gineering Institute initially identified as difficulties DoD was having in getting sufficient rights in
and documentation about software to enable the software to be competitively maintained or en·
hanced, or sometimes to be maintained in-house.

The report concludes that obtaining rights in the govemmentto modify software is not a current
software licensing problem of the Defense Department. The 000 procurement regulations require
that in all software acquisition contracts for proprietary software the govemment must at minimum
get the right to modify the software. This regulatory authority is important since copyright law
might otherwise prohibit the modification of software without the permission of the copyright
owner to make a "derivative work." The DoD regulations appear to be sufficient to secure for the
000 the right to modify software it acquires.

Getting adequate software documentation seems to be the major software maintenance and en
hancement problem experienced by the Defense Department. The reasons for this problem in
clude: 1) lack of farsightedness in acquiring sufficient documentation, 2) lack of diligence in
supervising delivery of documentation, 3) lack of adequate inspection as to attachment of
restrictive notices, 4) poor quality of some documentation delivered, and 5) unwillingness of
some companies to provide certain documentation to the govemment.

Without adequate documentation, maintenance and enhancement of software will be at least
more difficult, and perhaps impossible.

Under the 000 procurement regulations, the govemment obtains the right to modify software, but

does not automatically acquire the right to sublicense its modification right to others. lf the
government has unlimited rights in software, obtaining competition in software maintenance and
enhancement contracts may not be difficult. If, however, the govemment has only restricted rights
as to software and limited rights as to documentation, it will probably have to do any maintenance
and enhancement work itself, or through the firm that originally developed the software. This firm
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may have incentives not to give up its "sole source" position as to maintenance and enhance
ments, unless provision has been made for this during the original competition for the develop,
ment contract. The chapter recommends a variety of mechanisms DoD might use to better plan
for competitive maintenance of software when this is desired. Escrowing of software documen
tation is discussed as a possible mechanism to ensure that DoD will have access to the
documentation under specified conditions, while at the same time ensuring that the proprletary
rights of the developer are respected.

In addition to acquiring written docu.mentation and rights to modny, adequate maintenance and
enhancement of software will often require access to the "tools" which were usedin the develop
ment of the software. Software tools and CAD/CAM programs are increasingly being used to
develop software. Because of the commercial value of such tools, contractors are reluctant to
license the government to acquire rights in software toolsor in some cases even access to them
because of objections to the government's standard data rights policies. If DoD wishes to obtain
rights in or access to the highest quality software tools and CAD/CAM programs that industry has
to offer, it may need to adjust its data rights policy. For example, it might make arrangements
whereby an intermediary firm could acquire the material on the government's behalf, subject to
more restrictions thanthe government's standard policypermits.

Other issues discussed in Chapter 2 that relate to software modifications include the effect of
modnication by the government on pre-existing restrictions, whether restrictions will attach to
rnodltied portions, the signnicance of the regulatory duty not to prepare similar software, the
rarnltlcatlons of reverse engineering of software, deciding about ownership rights in modifications,
and the effect on warranties when software is modnied.

Chapter 3: The Need for Better Training about SoftWare, Data Rights,
And Intellectual Property Law
This chapter examines the need for additional training of DoD contracting personnel with regard
to bothsoftware technology andthe government's data rights policy.

Mhough DoD is fortunate to have many dedicated, competent individuals among its procurement
personnel, these individuals reported that they feel inadequately trained for the role they have to
perform in complex software acquisition contracts. Much of the software that the contracting per
sonnel must acquire is "state of the art" technology. Communication between procurement per
sonnel and users seems to be infrequent, which makes maintenance and supportabnity planning
more difficult. Often procurement personnel have no training in software technology, software Ine
cycles, or software support systems. Further, the procurement regulatory structure within which
the negotiation process must proceed - especially as to data rights -- is quite complex. Finally,
the turnover rateamong procurement personnel is high, which onlyaggravates the situation.

Given the dnficult environment within which contracting personnel mustoperate, it is not surpris
ing that there have been problems related to the acquisition of software. Contracting personnel
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need greater training in the area of software procurement so as to achieve a better understanding
of the technology they are charged wtth acquiring. Personnel practices need to be improved to
retain those personnel who have acquired some training and experience. Improved communica
tion mechanisms between those acquiring a system and those who will use the system need to
be developed and implemented. Chapter 3 discusses ways in which such changes might be
accomplished.

Chapter 4: Reusability and Other Software Derivative Works
Problems
This chapter considers a host of problems that arise when "derivative works" are created from an
original piece of software, Particular attention is given to concems of 000 personnel about

software reusability.

The term software reuse has several meanings. A common factor to each of these meanings, be
it a project which reuses a particular module of code or one which reuses the logic, structure
and/or design of a program, is that tt may be an instance of the creation of a derivative work
which may involve the complex regulations of the copyright law.

The copyright law gives to the holder of a copyright certain exclusive rights in the subject matter
of the copyright. Included among these exclusive rights is the right to make derivative works

based on the original copyrighted ttem. For the govemment to make, or have made for tt,
software which is in some way derived from a program in which another party holds a copyright,

wtthout having first obtained the permission of the copyright holder, raises the possibility that the
government will be found to have infringed the copyright. As a result, the govemment may be
prohlbited from making use of the newly developed software.

The potential impact of the derivative works right for software is broader even than its effect on

software reuse projects. Virtually any effort which in some way alters software and causes it to
act in a way different from its original function may be found to be the creation of a derivative
work should the copyright holder challenge the govemment's actions 'in court. Thus, even basic
maintenance and enhancement efforts, as well as rehosting, and retargeting, to the extent that

the changes may be said to improve the software, might be found to be derivative works - the
creation of which infringes the rights of the copyright holder. Such projects also raise questions as
to ownership rights in the newly created product.

This chapter discusses these issues at some length, noting that the legal issues which arise in

the context of the derivative works right of the copyright law are as significant as the technologi
cal, sociological and cataloguing problems which must be confronted when dealing with software

reusablllty. These are issues which the 000 should consider in preparing to undertake such
projects.

9



Chapter 5: Government Ownership of Copyrights
DoD is running a risk when it employs its "special works" clause to attempt to take a direct
copyright interest in software. This chapter proposes adoption of a less risky strategy for obtain
ingownership rights in software.

When DoD wants to takea directownership interest in a workprepared for it by a private contrac
tor, the DoD FAR SUPP directs that the "special works" clause be used in the development
contract. The clause in effect claims a direct copyright for the government under the copyright
"work made for hire"doctrine. Weunderstand that this "special works" clause hasbeen usedin a
number of DoD software development contracts. Indeed. it appears that a deviation would be
required to atternpt take a copyright interest in anyothermanner.

The problem with use of the special works clause for this purpose is that the copyright law
specifically prohibits the government from taking direct ownership rights in copyrighted works.
The legislative history of this section reflects that Congress considered the issue of copyright
ownership of worksprepared for the government by contractors anddecided that while agencies
could decide that a contractor might be permitted to retain a copyright. the government could not
get direct copyright ownership in works prepared for it.

Copyright law permits the govemment to own copyrights only by assignment, bequest, and the
like. Taking a copyright as if the workwas "made for hire" is not the same as taking a copyright by
assignment or bequest. What the "special works" clause will be effective in doing is precluding
the contractor from claiming any ownership rights in the software. A copyright obtained directly in .~..J
the DoD pursuant to this clause mayverywell be found invalid if challenged in court.

If the Defense Department wishes to obtain a copyright interest in software. we recommend that
theyadopt an assignment approach similarto that adopted by NASA andthat proposed underthe
new FAR whereby the contractor takes the copyright and then assigns it to the government.
Mernatively, the government rnight consider working for a legislative change which wouldpermit
the government to directlyobtain a copyright in software developed for it undergovernment con
tract.

Chapter 6: Problems Arising from the Government's Trademark
Rights with Regard to Software
The Department of Defense is increasingly claiming trademark rights in software and related
technology. Acquiring and maintaining trademark rights is a specialized legal matter. There
seems to be little expertise within DoD as to the scope and proper use of the government's
trademark rights in words (such as "Ada") used in connection with software. DoD personnel
seemed to be unclear as to the type of mark "Ada" is (i.e., a certification markor a trade mark),
who owns the mark (i.e., the U.S. government, DoD or the Ada Joint Program Office). and even
as to what rights attach to a trade marl< or certification marl<.
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A mark cannot be both a trade mark and a certification mark; R must be one or the other. It is
important to know which type of mark you have since different rights attach depending on
whether R is a trade mark or certification mark. If one tries to enforce rights one does not in fact
have in the mark, or otherwise misuses one's rights in the mark, one runs the risk of losing that
mark.

A trademark can only be owned by persons who manufacture or distribute goods bearing that
particular mark. By contrast, the owner of a certification mark is prohibited from being eRher a
manufacturer or distributor of goods for which certification is sought. Unlike a trademark, a cer
tification mark does not signify the source of goods; Rsignifies only that certain goods have met a
certain standard. To obtain rights in a certification mark, one must register the mark with a federal
agency, and develop certain standards that others must meet to be certified to use the mark.

Since the DoD intends to use its rights in the word "Ada" to establish certain standards which
must be met before an item can be certified as an "Ada" compiler or whatever, R appears that
"Ada" is a certification mark rather than a trade mark;. If this assumption is correct, then R is
important that the govemment not take ownership in software using this mark. It must also police
use of the mark by non-certified parties. It must make sure that the mark is not used for other
than certification purposes. And Rmust not deny certification to qualified parties. Failure to follow
these guidelines could result in loss of a certification mark. It also must develop standards for
everything Rwishes to be able to certify (not just compliers).

Chapter 7: A Hypcthetlcal ltlustratlen of Software Licensing
Problems under the Existing RegUlations .
This chapter uses a hypothetical software environment system developed at DoD expense to
illustrate some of the problems discussed in previous chapters. It may be easier to comprehend
the seriousness of and interrelationship of these several problems by examining them through a
hypothetical example.

. For instance, this chapter points out serious problems that may arise due to the conflict between
the unlimRed rights provision and copyright retention clause of the DoD acquisRion regulations,
questions as to ownership rights in modified software which has been derived from software in
which a contractor holds a copyright, the need for an adequate definRion of the term
"governmental purpose," and issues related to government ownership of copyright, patents,
trademarks, warranties, and export controls. Although this chapter represents a hypothetical ex
ample, the problems Rillustrates are very real. Given the number of ambitious software engineer
ing projects which the DoD has been funding in recent years, R would be wise to solve the
problems this Chapter discusses before they erupt into IRigation.

11
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Chapter 8: Subcontractor Flowdown Problems
This chapter raises a set of concerns voiced by 000 personnel about the extent of the
government's rights when prime contractors fail to obtain from a subcontractor the full set of rights
that the government had bargained for from the prime. The chapter suggests that the government
may be able to enforce rights under mandatory clauses as against the subcontractors. but not
those deriving from discretionary or specially written clauses.

Certain clauses. such as the standard data rights clause. are required to be used in 000 software
acquisition contracts unless a deviation has been obtained from the DAR Council. If a prime
neglects to insert the standard data rights clause in a subcontract with a software developer or
negotiates with the subcontractor for less rights than the mandatory clause requires that the
government have. it would seem that the government could enforce the standard data rights
clause against the subcontractor. The clause is a government regulation and is required by
regulation to be inserted in all 000 software contracts unless a deviation has been obtained.
Subcontractors would likely be held to have constructive notice of this.

There are many clauses used in government contracts that are not mandatory. The ·special
works" clause is an example of a standard discretionary clause. Other clauses are specially
drafted for particular contracts (e.g.• clauses defining the scope of warranty rights in software). If
a prime contractor has promised the government to obtain certain rights under a discretionary
clause. and the prime either is unable or neglects to secure a commitment for such rights from a
subcontractor. it seems unlikely that the government could enforce against the subcontractor the
rights it had expected the prime to get for it.

Chapter 9: Limitations on Governmental Action
This chapter discusses the risk of injunctive relief being entered against the government in dis
putes over rights in software held as a trade secret by its owner. The chapter identifies a number
of situations in which the govemment might be able to successfully avoid injunctive remedies. but
notes that certain recent legal precedents have created a serious risk of injunctive relief in
software disputes, from which 000 may not be shielded by various statutes on which it has
customarily relied to avoid injunctions.

Most software intended for commercial distribution is held as a trade secret by the developer.
Although the government has statutory authority to infringe patents and copyrights, it does not
have similar authorization to appropriate trade secrets against the owner's wishes. Indeed. there
is a criminal statute that penalizes any federal employee who discloses confidential information
claimed as a company's trade secret without authorization. Some 000 lawyers expressed con
cern about an injunction issuing against governmental use of the software. This they felt -might
occur in the context of litigation between a software producer and the government over trade

secret software. This is a risk that the government has not previously had to confront as to its
equipment because hardware. nprotected by a form of intellectual property law. would generally
be protected only by patents. which the govemment could infringe. (Trade secrets generally
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cannot reside in hardware since reverse engineering of the hardware would readily reveal any
such "secrets.") Because software tends to be protected through both copyright andtrade secret
law, there is good reason to be concerned about the injunctive potential, although in some situa
tions the government might be ableto avoid the issuance of an injunction.

An additional basis for concern about injunctive relief has been expressed because of a series of
recent federal court decisions which have suggested that injunctive relief may be available to
prevent the government from releasing material in which it claims unlimited rights but which is
claimed as a trade secret by its producer. This danger was thought by several DoD lawyers to be
particularly acute in disputes with subcontractors because until recently there has been no formal
procedure under the Contracts Dispute Act for handling controversies about data rights as be
tween a subcontractor and the government. Some thought that the Contract Disputes Act should
be amended to eliminate this risk. One provision of the 1985DoDAuthorization Act maypartially
address this problem.

Chapter 10: CAD/CAM Programs
This chapter poses a series of questions that have been troubling DoD personnel about computer
aided design andcomputer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) programs.

CAD/CAM programs are being increasingly used in both the design and manufacture phase of
DoD funded projects. Because of the potential commercial value of CAD/CAM programs, andthe
widespread industry concern about the govemment's ability to safeguard valuable commercial
information, some contractors are reluctant to provide DoD the CAD/CAM programs used to
design and manufacture items developed under DoD projects. Without access to the tool used to
develop a preduct, the maintenance and enhancement of that item may be more difficult, and
perhaps impractical.

Onepotential solution to this dilemma is that DoD maybe ableto contract for obtaining access to
the CAD/CAM program (although perhaps not a copyof it) on an "as needed" basisfor necessary
maintenance and enhancements. This would provide the DoD with information needed for
modifications while at the same time protecting the contractor's interests in commercially exploit
ing its valuable program. For such an arrangement to be satisfactory, however, the government
would need to have assurances that it would have continual, irrevocable access to the original
program usedto develop and/or manufacture the itemacquired.

It may be beneficial to the government for the responsibility for maintaining the CAD/CAM
program to remain with the contractor. Although with an access arrangement the government
would lose an element of control by not having physical possession of the program, it might gain
in terms of easeof retrieval andnot having to trouble itselfwith configuration management for the
system.

A majorproblem with making arrangements for DoD to get access to CAD/CAM programs is that
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the 000 acquisition regulations do not provide any guidance about such issues. Access appears
to be less than the set of minimum restricted rights that the standard data rights policy con
templates as mandatory for software acquisitions. 000 needs to develop a better regulatory
policy to enable it to benefit fully from this relatively new and powerful technology.

Chapter 11: Software's Hybrid Nature
This chapter briefly explores how software differs from hardware and from technical data. One of
the many ramifications of the hybrid nature of software -- partly a "writing," partly a "machine part"
-- has to do with whether 000 may be able to claim warranties in software delivered to it under
contracts silent as to the issue of warranties.

Implied warranties -- as of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose -- do not attach to
services; they may attach to "goods." If more akin to hardware, software would appear to be
within the meaning of "goods." If characterized as being more like technical data, software would
appear to be more in the nature of a service. Thus, the characterization of software can have
significant implications with respect to the question of whether or not implied warranties will at
tach. We conclude that implied warranties may attach to software delivered to DoD, even though
government contracts, strictly speaking, are not governed by the Uniform Commercial Code from

whence such implied warranties as merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose originally
came.

Chapter 12: Semiconductor Chip Protection
This chapter describes the new form of intellectual property law that Congress created in 1984
which gives a set of exclusive rights to owners of chip circuitry designs. The new chip protection
law resembles patent and copyright law in some ways, but it is unique in some respects. It also
reports on how the new law may affect DoD's software acquisitions.

The 000 acquisition regulations make no reference to the new chip law. There is no existing
mechanism, for example, by which DoD can take rights in the chip designs developed for it. The
chip law, like the copyright law, contains a provision prohibiting the government from direqtly
obtaining protection under that law. Thus, to obtain protection in a chip developed by the govem
ment or by a contractor for the government, it appears that the DoD would have to employ an
assignment approach such as that discussed in Chapter 5 dealing with govemment ownership of
copyright.

An important way in which protection under the chip law differs from protection under the
copyright law is that section 1498 of title 28 U.S.C. shields the government from an injunction in
cases where the government is found to have infringed a copyright or a patent; no such protec
tion is available to the government for infringement of a chip mask. Thus, the holder of protection
under the chip law might be able to obtain an injunction against the govemment prohibiting further
use of an infringing chip, whereas such relief would not be available against the govemment as to
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works protected under the copyright or patent law. Since there are many government projects
which will likely make use of specially designed chips, it would seem advisable for the DoD to
consider adopting a policy that takes note of the chip law.

Chapter 13: Approach to Solving DoD's Software Licensing
Problems
This chapter offers some suggestions about an approach that DoD might consider undertaking to
resolve the soffware licensing problems raised in this report.

There is no easy way to solve all of DoD's soffware licensing problems. There are too many
different types of problems, stemming from too many different causes. There is also too much
money at stake for any "quick fix" solution to work. The situation is made more difficult by the
strained relationship which currently exists between industry and govemment with regard to
software/data rights issues.

That does not mean, however, that none of DoD's soffware licensing problems can be resolved
quickly or easily; nor does it mean that most of of its problems are unsolvable. Removing the
ambiguities and inconsistencies from the existing procurement regulations, for example, would
require some relatively minor alterations to those regulations. Although some of DoD's soffware
licensing problems may be more resistant to solution than others, there may well be ways of
approaching even the major problems that would be more constructive than other approaches
which might be taken. .

The crucial point is that not all of DoD's soffware licensing problems can, or should be treated in
the same way. There are certain problems which DoD has more control over than it does others.
In allocating resources, we suggest that DoD place a greater emphasis on those problems which
are more readily within its control, and, therefore, could be more easily resolved. There are also
some soffware licensing problems that are by their nature more amenable to change than others.
Again, in allocating the time and resources of DoD personnel to addressing soffware licensing
problems, we advise that DoD attempt to focus its limited resources on those problems which are
most likely to be impacted by such an effort.

The reality of today is that many firms on the "cutting edge" of soffware technology can survive
without doing' business with the government. The DoD needs the latest technology in order to
maintain a strong defense and military capability. Thus, it seems clear that in many cases, DoD
needs industry more than industry needs DoD. Given this situation,it seems incumbent upon
DoD to make some effort to improve the strained lines of communication between it and private
industry.

Our conclusion is that industry people is willing to meet with DoD in an effort to resolve dif
ferences which exist. It is clearly within the power and control of DoD to pursue such communica
tions, and would likely be one of the most beneficial steps DoD could take toward resolving many
of its soffware licensing problems.
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1. Problems Arising from the 000 Data Rights Regulations

There is considerable support wnhin DoD, especially among ns non-lawyers, lor a majoroverhaul
01 the regulations wnh respect to data rights affecting software procurements. Industry also
tended to lavor a majoroverhaul. Many 01 the 000 procurement people (and some 01 ns lawyers)
would like to see the regulations adopt a simpler, more reasonable approach to software licens
ing, one more !ike that used in private sectorsoftware transactions. Some 01 the 000 personnel
to whom we spoke regarded the basic approach 01 the 000 data rights regulations as sound,
although they also tended to thinkthat thereweresome problems with some details 01 the regula
tions as applied to software.

We believe that there are some serious problems with specific details 01 the present regulations
as they bear on software licensing, some 01 which have erupted in specific instances. The lirst
several sections 01 this chapter discuss specific aspects 01 the 000 procurement regulations as
they bear on soltware licensing problems raised by 000 personnel. At a minimum, some revi
sions in the regulations to avoid these problems would seem wise.

To us, the 000 software procurement regulations resemble one 01 those old 1950's model com
puters that tend to go "down" a lot because 01 burned out vacuum tubes and other equipment
lailures. II the question is can n be fixed up yet again, the answer is probably yes. II the question
is instead whethern is timeto get a newcomputer, the answer is probably also yes. The current
regulations are overlycomplicated, ambiguous and inconsistent in a number 01 ways, not only in
terms 01 commercial practices but also in terms 01 the precepts 01 intellectual property law.Revis
ing the format 01 the regulations could not only simplify, clarify andupdate procurement practices,
but also serve to improve relations with industry. The linalsubsection 01 this chapter discusses
the reasons we regard the proposed FAR data rights regulations as better serving the DoD's
interests than the current 000 FARSUPP and nsproposed revisions do.

Finally, n should be noted that while this chapter and several subsequent chapters place par
ticular emphasis on the copyright law as a means by which contractors can protect certain inter
ests in software they have developed, they do so because this reflects the approach used in the
000 procurement regulations. In industry, trade secret protection, not copyright, is often the
prelerred mode lor protecting one's intellectual property rights in software and technical
documentation. The 000 procurement regulations, however, do not recognize the existence 01
trade secret protection lor software or technical data ( (8) pp 430-31). The regulations instead
create a kind 01 contractual intellectual property right in them. The government contractually
recognizes certain proprietary rights in privately developed software. The 000 regulations do,
however, specifically incorporate copyright law in some respects, and also seem to contemplate
that copyright law maygovern as to some things.
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1.1 Ambiguities or Problems in the Data Rights Regulations That May Harm
the Government's Interests

There are several provisions in the current 000 FAR SUPP that are widely perceived to be
troublesome for the government in achieving some of the goals it mayhave for software systems.
Four instances of this are discussed in this section. (Selected portions of the 000 FAR SUPP
can be found in Appendix B.)

1.1.1 The Apparent Confli~t Between the Unlimited Rights Provision and the
Retention of Copyright Provision

It is standard government policy to obtain unlimited rights in any software developed at public
expense under a govemment contract or subcontract ( [61] sec. 27.404-1). "Unlimited rights" is
defined to mean "the right to use, duplicate, or disclose ... computer software in whole or in part,
in any manner and for any purpose whatsoever, and to have or permit others to do so" ( [61] sec.
27.401).

Another subsection of the standard policy regulation allows contractors to retain copyrights in all
software (or, for that matter, technical data) first developed or generated in performance of a
government contract even if funded by the government ([61] sec. 27.402(c)). The only exception
to this is when the govemment uses its "special works" clause, which purports to give copyright
ownership to the government. Where a contractor owns the copyright, the govemment is sup
posed to get a license back to copy and use the copyrighted material for govemmental purposes
([61] sec. 52.227-7013) for the implementing data rights clause; see also [8] (pp 487-488) for a
discussion of this ambiguity). This latter provision is not well understood by DoD's own procure
ment personnel.

It is possible to envision a scenario where the govemment might expect it would have unlimited
rights in software developed under a software development contract only to find that the contrac
tor delivered the software with a copyright notice on it, and that the government's rights would
have been cut back because of the contractor's invocation of the copyright protection. Chapter 7
gives a more extended hypothetical discussion of how this might conflict with the govemment's
sense of its interests.

In any litigation between the govemment and a contractor over the meaning of these two seem
ingly conflicting clauses, it seems likely that a court would construe the clauses so as to give
effect to the copyright limitation. The law generally construes any ambiguity in a contract against
the party -- here the govemment -- that has drafted it. What that means is that unlimited rights
doesn't always mean unlimited rights.

In fact, it may never mean unlimited rights. Virtually all of the technical data and software
delivered to the govemment is copyrightable subject matter. Unpublished copyrighted subject
matter needn't be designated with a copyright notice to be protected under that law. Because of
this, it may be that unlimited rights nlli! means anything but a license for govemmental pur.,.~
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poses (see section 1.3.1). 000 personnel need to understand the limitation the copyright reten
tion provision may impose on the government's rights.

The current regulations should be revised to clarify the government's intention as to the copyright
retention provision. Perhaps the govemment needs to give itself an unlimited license in
copyrighted material funded by it, or perhaps the unlimited rights policy should be modified to
make it clear the government will only claim rights for governmental purposes. The government
needs to make a choice, and then to clearly communicate the direction it has chosen.

1.1.2 The Failure to Include a Right to Make Derivative Works within the Definition
of Unlimited Rights

The current 000 FAR SUPP definition of unlimited rights, both in the policy and contract clause
provisions of the procurement regulations, neglects to make explicit whether the govemment will
have the right to prepare derivative works when it has unlimited rights in software ([61] sees.
27.401 and 52.227-7013(a». The current definition speaks only of rights to "use," "duplicate," and
"disclose" such software. Derivative works rights are particularly important as to software be
cause maintenance, enhancement, reuse, translation, rehosting, and retargeting are all depend
ent on having a derivative works right. (See also Chapter 4). It is, of course, possible that a court
might construe the existing clause to include a derivative works right notwithstanding the failure to
mention this important right in the definition, but it would seem prudent to make explicit the
government's claim as to derivatives if indeed this is as significant a need as some believe,
especially since it is so easy to do. That the proposed Federal Acquisition Regulations explicitly
define unlimited rights to include a derivative works right weakens DoD's argument of implicit
inclusion.

1.1.3 What It Might and Might Not Mean to Have Unlimited Rights In Non-
dellverables

The govemment claims unlimited rights In all technical data and software developed under a
govemment contract and at public expense ([61] sec. 52.227-7013(b)(1)). Often a government
contract will call for delivery of only certain specified items of technical data or software. Some
times the govemment may get wind of some valuable intellectual property developed under the
contract (and in which the government, therefore, claims unlimited rights) whose delivery has not
been required by the contract, but which the govemment would very much like to have. The
contractor may even offer to "selr this valuable thing to the government. Such an offer is likely to
be rebuffed by govemment lawyers who may insist that "it's already ours."

Atthough the regulations do seem to give the govemment unlimited rights in all data and software
generated under a govemmllnt contract, and Professor Nash in his book, Patents and Technical
Data ( [8]) speaks of the government having an "inchoate" right to such things (pp. 450-51) it is

difficult to know what it means to claim unlimited rights in something which you don't have and

which the person who has it is under no enforceable obligation to give to you.
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The issue could arise in a number of different contexts. For example, suppose a series of 000
contracts was awarded to a small business over a 'several year period for development of
software. Assume the contractor developed an excellent algorithm that was not a deliverable item
underthe contract, andoffered to sell tt to the govemment for anaddttional sum To furthercloud
the issue, suppose there hadbeena shorthiatus in govemment funding of the research, andthat
lt was during this hiatus that the algorithm was developed at the contractor's expense. The
government might very well insist that the contractor deliver the algortthm on the ground thattt
already belonged to the government. The contractor would likelydisagree, creating an impasse.
The end result would likelybe that the government would have to meet the contractor's price, or
gowithoutthe algortthm.

There would be some equltable pull to the government's argument that after giving this small
business funding, it is owed something of value in return. The contractor's position that the years
of government funding had not supported development of this product might appear dubious to
some, and thus couldweaken the contractor's equitable argurnent. Yet therewouldalso seem to
be some equity in the contractor's stance. He couldargue that he hadbeenwilling to deliverwhat
was deliverable under the contract, and tt wasn't his fault that the government hadn't called for
delivery of the algorithm and hadn't put in a deferred ordering clause as the current regulations
allow. Moreover, since the government would not have had a contractual basis for complaint
against the contractor had he not developed this valuable algorithm, tt rnight seem to some as
though the government was trying to get something for nothing.

Other interesting questions deriving fromthe problem of what tt means to have unlimtted rights in
non-deliverables include: whetherthe government has any rights if the contractor later sells the
valuable non-deliverable to someone else;'whether the government can rightfully claim unlimited
rights in a derivative work which incorporates the non-deliverable and which was (but for the
non-deliverable) clearly developed at private expense; and what if any obligation the contractor
has to inform the government of any other use of the non-deliverable. If a contractor has reason
to believe that the govemment would claim unlimtted. rights In a derivative of non-deliverable
software if that ttem is later delivered undera subsequent acquisition arrangement, the contractor
is not likelyto be willing to deliverit.

This problem seems to be an instance of confusion over the meaning of "unlimtted rights" vis-a
vis ownership (see Section 1.3) as well as another instance of the govemment's having higher
expectations about its rights than "unlimtted rights" seems ableto deliver.The advantage to 000
in leaving this ambigu tty in place is that tt maysometimes be helpful in negotiating with software
developers aboutnon-deliverable software or algorithms. The disadvantage to DoDin leaving this
ambigutty in place is that without an option or deferred ordering clause, it raises expectations that
the government may have no lawful right to have satisfied, and may create opportunities for
distrust and bitterness, which are in netther the govemment's nor industry'S long term best inter
est. So, it would be wise for the government to consider making the deferred ordering clause
standard, or drop its unlimited rights claims to non-deliverable software or data.
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1.1.4The Apparent Conflict between the Special Works Clause and Section 105of
the Copyright Law

The policy provisions of the DoD FAR SUPP advise procurement personnel to use the "special
works" clause ([61] sec. 52.227-7020) when the government wants to exercise ownership and
controlover software developed at publicexpense ( [61] sees. 27,402 and 27.405). Unfortunately,
Section 105 of the Copyright Act of 1976[59] (selected portions of the Copyright law can be
founded in Appendix A) expressly prohibits the federal government from owning copyrights
directly. It does, however, allow the government to take copyrights by assignment, bequest, and
the like. Trying to take the copyright in software as HIt is. a "work made for hire" (as the special
works clause purports to do) does not seem to be a taking by assignment or bequest. (See
Chapter 5.)

Section 105 of the copyright law may, therefore, have the effect of nuliHying the "special works"
clause ([61]sec. 27.405) and the implementing clause ([61] sec. 52.227-7020) insofar as they
purport to give the government a direct copyright interest in works prepared for It by private
contractors. DoDdoes not by regulation have the power to nUllify statutes, so Hthere's a conflict,
it is the DoD regulation that must yield. (We have been informed that the DoD's special works
clause has been used in many development contracts for software. This raises the specter that
any software in which the government claims direct copyright interest through the special works
clause will be held to be in the publicdomain).

If DoDwants to own copyrights in certain software, It maywant to consider ai;fopting an approach
similar to that which NASAor the newly proposed FAR regulations have taken, which allows the
government to require the contractor to obtain a copyright in the software developed at govern
mentexpense and assign it backto the govemment. (SeeChapter 5.)

1.2 Ambiguities or Problems In the Regulations That May Harm Industry'S
Interests

Just as there are several provisions of the current DoD regulations that seemto offer the govern
ment lesser rights than It might have expected It had, there are several provisions that suggest
that even when software and its associated documentation have been developed wholly at
private expense, unwary contractors may find the govemment claiming unlimited rights in these
materials rather than the more restrictive rights the contractor might have expected. Two in
stances of this type of problem arediscussed in this section.

1.2.1 Getting Unlimited Rights in Privately Developed Software Seemingly Subject
to Restricted Rights as to Which a Separate License Agreement Has Not
Been Incorporated Into the Contract

The DoD standard data rights clause ([61] sec. 52-227.7013(b)(3)) distinguishes between two
types of restricted rights, those applicable to commercial software and those applicable to other
software. As to the former, there is a standard set of restrictions on the government's use. As to ..
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the latter, it is clearly contemplated that other. restrictions can be negotiated by the parties, sub
ject only to the requirement that the govemment always has the four minimum rights set forth in
the clause. (A different restrictive legend is to be attached to the software depending on which
arrangement the contractor has elected to take.) The language of the standard clause con
templates that a separate license agreement containing other restrictions is to be negotiated and
made a partof the govemment contract.

The issue arises: what happens if a separate license agreement has not been negotiated, or if a
license agreement has been negotiated but not explicitly made part of the govemment contract?
Reportedly, many firms have provided their proprietary software to DoD, and have not negotiated
separate licensing agreements, let alone made such agreements part of the government con
tracts. These software firms apparently assume that the government will have no more than the
four minimum rights.

The govemment might make the argument that unless there is a separate agreement and it is
made a part of the government contract, the governmerit has unlimited rights in the software. The
following language of the clause could be used to support this interpretation: "Thecontractor may
not place any legend on computer software indicating restrictions on the Govemment's rights in
such software unless the restrictions are set forth in a license or agreement made a part of this
contract prior to the delivery date of the software." On the other hand, industry might argue that
the govemment should be held to the four minimum rights where no separate license was
negotiated or made part of the contract, so long as the software was developed Wholly at private
expense.

If the govemment did decide to litigate on a claim of unlimited rights in software where no
separate agreement was made part of the contract, we think it unlikely that a court would uphold
the government's interpretation of this clause. If a software firm provided the govemment with its
proprietary software on the understanding and in the expectation that no more than the four
minimum rights would have attached, it would seem likely that the court would protect the party's
reasonable expectations. Modem contract lawhas moved away fromhyper-technical approaches
to contract formation and tendsto enforce reasonable expectations of the parties. This is a case,
however, in which even if the government won, it could lose in the long run since the mere
pressing of the claimmight further impair already strained relations between industry andgovem
ment.

Some industry people who knew about this little "booby trap" in the regulations were nervous
about it, but thought that DoD's contracting personnel would be "reasonable" and not spring the
trap. Even where the likelihood of harm may be perceived to be slight, however, a software
contractor may be unwilling to take even the risk presented by the DoD procurement regulations
when the firm's mostvaluable technology would be at stake. Thisdisincentive to do business with
the DoD is even more pronounced where a small contractor is involved since the valuable tech
nology at issue is likely to be the very "lifeblood" of the company, that is, the competitive edge
which allows the company to survive in the marketplace. In suchcases, even a slight risk is likely
to dissuade such a company from doing business with the DoD, with the resuR that useful tech-
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nological innovations will be unavailable to 000. For this reason, it would be wise to revamp the
000 procurement regulations so as to avoidsuch "booby traps."

1.2.2 Getting Unlimited Rights in Software Documentation as to Other Than
Commercial Software

Software documentation is often included in manuals. It may also be characterized as instruc
tional material necessary to maintain a system. Manuals and instructional material necessary to
maintain a system, which are required to be delivered undera govemment contract, are materials
in which the government, through the standard data rights clause ( [61) sec.
52.227-7013(b)(1)(vii)) claims unlimned rights even if it has been developed at private expense.
Since virtually all software documentation maybe construed to be withinthe clause, potentially all
software documentation may be subject to unlimited rights claims. Since software documentation
tends to be particularly sensitive Commercial information, this creates a prospect for considerable
loss ff a company provides documentation to 000.

If the documentation pertains to commercial software, n might arguably be exempted from the
broad reach of the unlimited rights provision because the commercial software restricted rights
provision ([61) sec. 52.227-7013(b)(3)(ii)) indicates that not only the machine-readable code but
any related software documentation that has been developed at private expense and is not in the
publicdomain will be subjectto restricted rights. If the documentation pertains to non-commercial
software, there is no comparable basisfor claiming an exemption underthe other restricted rights
provision, ([61) sec. 52.227-7013(b)(3)(i)). Some DoD people think this means that the govem
ment will have unlimned rights to other than commercial software documentation, even though n
was developed at private expense and is not in the publicdomain.

Like the previously described example, this "boobytrap" requires a highly technical reading of a
very complicated and long (nine page) clause. Like the other example. the incongruny is not
obviously flagged so that a diligent industry person who read the clause would understand what
he or shewas giving up. Likethe other incongruity. n is mostlikelythe resultof imprecise drafting
ratherthan being an intentional statement of clearty articulated policy. It would make no sense to
interpret the clause as subjecting the machine-readable codeto the restricted rights provision and
yet to treat the documentation (which would likely contain all the most sensitive, commercially
valuable information) as ff the govemment had unlimned rights in it and could show it to
whomever n wished. Again, even ff the govemment chose to litigate the issue and won. it would
standto losecredibilny because of the perceived unfaimess of such a posnion.

It should also be noted that the 000 procurement regulations do not clearly distinguish commer
cial software from other than commercial software. According to the regulations. software is
commercial ff it is "used regularly for other than govemment purposes and is sold, licensed or
leased in signfficant quantities to the general publicat established market or catalog prices" ( [61)
sec. 27.401). It seemsthat as much as 55% non-govemment sales and use mightbe required in
order for software to quallty for treatment as commercial software ([8) pp 501). The precise
dividing line, however. is unclear. It should also be noted that software which is developed for the
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government with an intention that it also be sold in the commercial marketplace will not likely
qualify for treatment as commercial software since at the time of development there will be no
sales outside of the government. Our understanding is that because of the ambiguities of lan
guage in the regulations, most contractors do not exercise the option of having software treated
as commercial.

1.3 The Need for More Precise Definitions

1.3.1 What Unlimited Rights Means Vis-a-Vis Ownership

There does not seem to be a consensus among 000 personnel about what "unlimited rights"
means vis-a-vis ownership. We discovered at least four interpretations 000 personnel had as to
this issue.

(a) Some think ~ is the equivalent of ownership.

As one person has said, "if lt looks like a duck and quacks like a duck, It is a duck."

(b) Some think It means the government co-owns the subject matter, the government owning it
in the governmental sphere, the contractor owning ~ in the commercial sphere.

The recoupment provision was thought by some to support this interpretation.

(c) Some think It means the thing is ill the~ domain.

Certainly, with trade secret data, what the government seems to have is the capability to put the
thing in the public domain.

(d) Some think It means that the lb! contractor owns the thing and that the govemm!'nt has a
license back to use the thing for governmental purposes.

Section 1.1.1 suggests that this last interpretation may be the more appropriate one. Yet there is
a big difference between "unlimited rights" as defined by section 27.401 ('0 use, duplicate or
disclose n' in any manner and for any purpose whatsoever, and to ... permit others to do soi and
"license rights" as defined by that same section (which limits the right to use, duplicate or disclose
to "governmental purpeees"), so something different must have originally been meant by un
limited rights.

Why does it make a difference what it means? Because DoD people (and industry people as well)
sometimes think of "unlimited rights" as an ownership interest which means they may act on this
belief, which means they can get into trouble if it isn' true. For example, in negotiating a software
development contract as to which keeping control over derivative software may be important, the
government may use the standard data rights clause and expect to get unlimited rights. The
government might have thought it wouldn't need a copyright since it would have unlimited rights
or it might think unlimited rights was ownership. But if the contractor copyrights the software, the
government may not have unlimited rights; and even if it hasunlimited rights as to uncopyrighted
software, it isn' clear this includes rights to make derivative software. (See Chapter 7.) What
unlimited rights really means vis-a-vis ownership matters.
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The way intellectual property law tends to define"ownership" and "property rights" is not so much
in terms of what a particular person can do w~h a particular thing, but in termsof what right he or
she has to exclude other people from doing things w~h that property. (Patent law, for example,
gives the patentee the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the patented inven
tion for seventeen years ( [65], sec. 154).The government's "unlimited rights" definition seems to
go to what the government can do w~h software and ~s doannentationand what ~ can authorize
others to do, and does not grant any rights to the govemment to exclude others from ~. For this
reason, intellectual property law would likely treat "unlim~ed rights" as a broad license, not as an
ownership interest (e.g., Regents of the Univers~y of Colorado v. K.D.1. Precision Products, Inc.,
[43], discussing the difference between 'unlimited" and "exclusive" rights).

1.3.2 Governmental Purpose

If all "unlimited rights" truly means is a license to use "for governmental purposes," ~ is important
to understand what the latter term means. Unfortunately, the 000 FAR SUPP does not define
the term at all. Doesit mean:

a) for use by all federal governmental agencies, oronly byDoD, oronly bythe particular service
that obtained the rights? If the former, does that mean NASA can get ft for nothing just for the
asking?

b) for use bystate or local governments.n the 000 thinks ft a good idea toshare the software?

c) foruse byforeign governments towhom the U.S. government wants to give it?

d) for use in the defense communfty as a whole (including all private firms who contract with
000) if 000 thinks it Isa good idea toshare the thing?

e) for use by defense contractors in foreign countries to whom the government might want to
give the software?

f) foruse to enable the government toget something ata low cost orforfree? (See Chapter 7).

g) foruse incompetftive reprocurements ormaintenance contracts?

Because of Congress' recent intense concemaboutcompelttive reprocurements, the lastof these
questions may seem to be of the greatesttopical interest, but all of these questions are of con
siderable importance. Prior case law would seem to take a narrow view of the term's meaning
( [8] pp ~25-426).

1.3.3 Privately Developed Software

Because so much of DoD's policy on the allocation of rights tums on whether software was
developed at private or public expense, ~ would be highly desirable to define this term in the
regulations, and to make ~s defin~ion part of one of the ~tandard clauses required to be placed in
all development contracts. In this, we concur with the earlier conclusion of the eSD Technical
DataRights Study[11]. That Study's defin~ion ("developed w~hout directpaymentby the govem
ment which requires the performance of the developmental effort") is a step in the right direction,
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although it still does not address the critical issue of what it means for software or technical data
to be "developed" (i.e., what are the critical events, especially as to software - When the algo
rithm is developed? When the source code is written? When the code is first compiled? When it is
debugged? etc).

The proposed revisions to theDoD FAR SUPP data rights provisions issued in the late summer
of 1985 undertook to define "developed" and "developed at,private expense" more precisely.
Unfortunately, the definition proposed is so stringent that virtually no software would qualify as
privately developed software (because of the testing requirement andbecause of the requirement
that all development be completed before any govemment contract for the software is in
existence). The proposed definition (like another similar attempt a few years ago) has proved too
controversial to be adopted ( [8] pp 443-445). It doesseem time to try to develop a definition that
both industry andgovemment can livewith. Thetermis too important notto be defined.

1.3.4 Two Types of Restricted Rights

The policy provisions of the DoD FAR SUPP ([61] sec. 27.401) contain only one definition of
restricted rights applicable to software. The implementing data rights. clause found at ( [61] sec.
52.227-7013) sets forth, in subsections (b)(3)(i) and (ii), two different setsof restricted rights, one
applicable to commercial software (at the vendor's election) andoneapplicable to othersoftware.

Oneof the problems with this approach is thatwhile the two setsof rights resemble each other in
some respects, they are not the same, andto the extent they aredifferent, it is not apparent what
principled basis exists for the differentiation. (One, for example, focuses on the computer for
which software was acquired, whereas the other focuses on the facilny. Also, the two sets of
rights do not seemto treat modifications the same.) It appears that the differences may be the
result of imprecise drafting. If these differences are intentional, thentheyshould be explained.

Another problem is that there isn't an easy way to refer to the two kinds of restricted rights. That
is, it would, at a minimum, be helpful to be able to referto "commercial software restricted rights"
and "trade secret software restricted rights." It is also hard to comprehend why documentation
conceming commercial software should be allowed to get restricted rights treatment, but not
documentation for other software. Subjecting otherthan commercial software documentation to
the broader "limited rights" policy (giving the govemment the right to use, disclose and duplicate
the documentation throughout the govemment) hasan added disadvantage for the government in
that it deters many software firms from doing business with DoD or from selling rights to their
mostvaluable technologies. Moreover, none of the contract officers to whom we spoke could tell
us the difference between these two sets of restricted rights or could tell us how to apply them.
Industry people alsoseemed somewhat confused by these two sets of rights. This creates need
lessconfusion.

What seems to be the general intent of this se~ment of the regulations is to set a "floor" of
minimum rights which the government must always have (aswell as setting a standard "ceiling"
of unlimited rights when government funding has been used) and then to indicate that inter-

"
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mediate arrangements between the "floor" and "ceiling" may be appropriate, depending on
govemmental needs. If that is the intent, there aresimplerwaysto say this than the current DoD
regulations do.

1.3.5 Distinguishing Types of Documentation

The definitions to the procurement regulations do not differentiate at all among the various types
of software documentation. Some documentation contains sensitive information, and hence, is
jealously guarded by the developer. For example, documentation which reveals internal design
information, algorithms, and proprietary information of a program may need to be distinguished
from training and user manuals. Industry may be willing to accept a broaderrights package as to
the latter types of documentation. However, unless a more restrictive rights package is available
as to the former, the company may choose not to do business with DoD, or may sell only "old"
technology to DoD. DoD's policy should reflect these concems by distinguishing forms of
documentation in such a waythat diperential rights treatment can be effected.

1.4 Issues Not Addressed in the DoD Regulations

1.4.1 CAD/CAM Programs

An issue frequently raised by DoD procurement personnel in our interviews was how to fit
computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) programs into the regulatory
structure for DoD procurements. A separate chapter (Chapter 10) discusses the CAD/CAM
issues at greater length. The primary reason CAD/CAM programs seemdifficultto fit into the DoD
FAR SUPPstructure is that the structure assumes that the govemment will obtain a physical copy
of any proprietary software which it chooses to acquire. If the government gets a physical copy, it
will get at leastthe four minimum rights in the software that are set forth in the regulations.

.Purveyors of CAD/CAM programs havesometimes beenwilling only to license certain access to
their CAD/CAM programs, and not to allowthe government to get a copy of the program itselfand
not to get the standard set of minimum rights to the software. A second important facet of the
CAD/CAM dilemma is that manufacturers of major systems for the govemment who use
CAD/CAM programs may be much less willing to deliver large volumes of technical data about
the system, arguing instead that the government's needs can be met by controlled access to the
manufacturer's CAD/CAM program. This may make the government more dependent on firms
using CAD/CAM programs when seeking competitive reprocurements. The present regulations
do not provide guidance abouthowto dealwith this situation.

1.4.2 Local Area Networks

It is becoming more common for units within the Defense Department to establish local area
networks which sharesoftware. The DoDprocurement regulations do not provide guidance about
making acquisitions of software intended for use in network environments. NASA regulations do
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make provisions to accommodate this technological development ([641, sec. 18-27.473-2(e)).
The DoD should think about doing so as well.

1.4.3 "Time Bombs," "Worms," and "Triggers"

Some software being sold commercially contains "time bombs," software devices that at a
prescribed time either stop the software from working or stop it from working accurately. Other
software contains "worms." software devices that, upon a certain condition being met, cause
destruction to that software, other software, or stored data. Still other software contains "triggers,"
software devices which prevent software from running on any but a specifically identified C.P.U.
Because of the possibility that a software firm might install "time bombs" or "worms" or "triggers"
in software acquired by the government. perhaps the regulations ought at least to require notice
to the government if software is to be delivered with "time bombs" or other such devices.

1.4.4 The New Chip Law

The only forms of intellectual property law to which the DoD FAR SUPP makes reference are
patent and copyright law. In fall of 1984, Congress created a new form of intellectual property law
to protect designs of semiconductor chips. Because much of the software that DoD buys is
delivered on chips, the new chip law seems at least somewhat related to DoD's software licens
ing practices, and hence within the broad scope of this report. Chapter 12 discusses the features
of the chip law as they may affect the Defense Department.

1.4.5 Trademarks

Another form of intellectual property law to which the DoD FAR SUPP makes no reference is
trademark law. Because it is becoming more common for the government to take trademark
rights as to software under development (especially in connection with the govemment's promo
tion of Ada as a standard language for military applications), some standard clauses for obtaining
trademark rights in software products produced for the govemment by private firms should be
available. Because of some nonobvious wrinkles in the trademark law which could trip up the
government's efforts to maintain trademark rights. explained at some length in Chapter 6, it is
important to have a policy which will get it right the first time.

1.4.6 Government Rights in Derivative Works

As Chapter 4 explains at greater length, there are a number of "derivative works" issues not
currently addressed by the current regulations which are of some considerable importance in
software acquisitions. Two of the issues are: (a) what if any rights the government has in
contractor-prepared derivative works of software in which the government claims unlimited rights
(see also Chapter 7) and, (b) what if any rights the government has in modifications it makes to
restricted rights software prepared either by it, or for it by private firms.

.J
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1.4.7 Software Warranties

A number of people raised the issue of what if anywarranties the govemment can or should get
in software. Those persons pointed out that there are provisions in the DoD FAR SUPP ([61]
specifically sections 27.410-5 and52.246-7001) regarding warranties for technical data. Because
software is a developing art, it may be difficult to obtain warranties for it, but numerous people
have indicated a desire for a policy about software warranties. Whether, in the absence of any
contractual provision concerning warranties, the government may claim implied warranties (e.g.,
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose) have attached to delivered software is ad
dressed in Chapter 11). If getting more explicit standard warranties for software is desired, some
regulatory guidance mightbe helpful to procurement personnel.

1.4.8 "Shrink Wrap" Ucenses

Much of the commercial software presently available in the market comes with what purports to
be a "licensing agreement" either inside the box or just under the plastic wrapping (commonly
known as "shrinkwrap" licenses). Typically these forms provide that by opening the box or the
plastic wrapping, one will be presumed (by the software vendor, if not by the law) to have con
sented to a series of restrictions on use of the software, as well as to have accepted that one is
not really the owner of a copy of the software, but only a licensee of the manufacturer, and to
have agreed to respect the manufacturer's trade secrets and other proprietary rights in the
software, and to haveconsented to a variety of other matters (e.g., what state law will apply in a
dispute). When the government buys this kind of software, the question is whetherthese licenses
bind the government. Thisquestion was raised time and again in our interviews with DoDperson
nel.

One view within DoD is that the procurement regulations (and in particular the standard data
rights clause) would be given legal effect, even if not explicitly incorporated into the contract.
Others thought that perhaps the shrink wrap licenses might be viewed as modifying (and
controlling) the standard clause, or that the absence of the basic data rights clause in the pur
chase arrangement might mean It would not govern. Because a raft of questions about shrink
wrapsoftencomeup, it is worthgoing intothem in somewhat moredetan, as the nextsubsection
does.

1.5 Shrink Wrap and Other Standard Licenses

The first three subsections dealwith a set of questions whichwereposedto us aboutshrinkwrap
licenses. The lastseveral subsections dealwith questions whichDoDmightwant to ask.

1.5.1 Authority to Elind

By far the mostcommonly askedquestion about these licenses was who was supposed to open
the package to validate them (or who is to sign in the case of other standard licensing
arrangements). It was widely thought that unless the contract officer broke open the package or
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signed the agreement, the government could not be bound by the terms of the license because
only the contract officer hasthe power to bindthe government. Yet companies widelyinsisted on
getting the actual usereitherto signor to break openthe package. Those who believed that such
acts by users would not bind the government also believed that if users opened the package or
signed, they would expose themselves to personal liability and potentially to injunctive relief (even
if acting in a governmental capacity), which was thought to be undesirable and perhaps incon
sistent with the regulatory mandate. It would be very helpful to the people who have to usethese
regulations for procuring software to be able to getclearguidance fromthe regulations about this
troublesome issue.

1.5.2 What Effect on Governrnent's Rights

What effect the failure of the contract officer to open the package or sign the agreement would
have on the extent of the government's rights thereafter was also a subject of some debate.
Would it be unlimited rights because of the failure to follow proper procedures and to make the
restrictions a partof the government contract? Or restricted rights normally applicable tocomrner
cial software? Since these licenses typically restrict the govemment's ability to modify the
software, they contain less than the four minimum rights the procurement regUlations say the
government must have. How that affects the government's rights also mystified some, although
others pointed out that ([61], sec.27.404-1 (c)) states that orals a minimum, however, the Govern
ment shall have the rights provided in the definition of restricted rights in Section 27.401," and
that the Christian Associates case [29] suggests that clauses that are mandatory in government
contracts will be read into a contract even if not found there. (That case involved a contract silent
on a clause, not one contradicting the clause.) (See Chapter 8 for more discussion of this
problem.)

1.5.3 Other Terrns in Violation of Federal Procurernent Regulations

Many of the otherstandard termsof these licenses are in conflict with federal procurement law.
For example, they typically set forth such things as what state law will govern disputes, and
where lawsuits are to be brought, as well as proViding for instant termination of the license in the
event of any violation of the termsof the license, and a return of the software to the vendor. The
government could be expected to argue that none of these would bindthe government even if the
contract officer broke open the package or signed the license agreement. Since the contract
officer is not authorized to agree to things which are in violation of the procurement regulations,
the argument would conclude that the government would not be bound by these conditions. That
may well be so, but what would be helpful to the people in the field is to have a regulation that
explicitly addresses thisproblem.
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1.5.4 Are These "Licenses" Enforceable?

A question which should be asked is whether these shrink wrap licenses have any legal effect
whatever. Atthough the States of Louisiana and Illinois have passed laws recognizing their
validity, there are manywho regard these "shrink wrap" licenses as unenforceable as a matterof
contract law, imposing, as they attempt to do, restrictions on the purchasers rights after the
contract has been made, and relying, as they do, on opening a package or box as indicative of
consent when ~ mayeasily be indicative of disregard.

Others question the legal~y of certain provisions of shrink wrap licenses underthe copyright law
because the licenses purport to control uses that can be made of the software. Copyright law
does not give copyright owners any rights to control use.These "licenses" alsopurport to deprive
purchasers of rights they would be entltled to as "owners" of a copy of software, suchas the right
to resell the copyandthe rightto make a "backup" copy.

1.5.5 NASA's Special Data Rights Clause

To give clear guidance to NASA personnel who are responsible for procuring commercial
software, NASA has adopted a regulation to clarily that the government's data rights under the
original sales contract will not be superceded by delivery documents containing inconsistent data
rights provisions ([64] sec. 1827.473-4{b){2) and 1852.227-79). In essence, what that clause
says is "notwithstanding anything that might be construed to the contrary, the govemment always
gets the following minimum rights and govemment procurement regulations govern i1there are
any otherseemingly inconsistent terms." In effect, this clears up all the problems described in the
first three subsections above.

1.5.6 "Published" Commercial Software

One other part of the same NASAregulation which 000 mightwant to consider adopting is that
which "lifts" the restriction on the government's right to disclose copyrighted software that has
been "published" (widely distributed w~h a copyright notice) w~hin the meaning of the copyright
law. II copyrighted material has been "published," the ideas and information ~ contains are con
sidered to be in the public domain, which should mean that restrictions on disclosure should
cease. Whether the govemment can simply disregard such a restriction, or whether the data
rights clause contractuallybinds the govemment to respect the Iim~ations that others in the world
are free to ignore is a closequestion (see Aronson v, Quick Point Pencil Co. [20] suggesting that
the government wouldbe bound.)

Because copyright lawdoesnot give the copyright ownerany rights to control "uses" of his or her
work (except publicperformances and displays), lt may be that both DoDand NASA could adopt
a regulation for "published" software which would lilt restrictions as to what computers or lacil~ies

could usethe software.
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1.6 Issues Arising from the oso Technical Data Righ\s Study

1.6.1 Fixed Expirations for Restrictions

In September 1983, the Secretary of the Air Force, Vernon Orr, issued a directive [55) (since
modified) requiring that a clause be inserted in all future Air Force development contracts to
provide that all restrictions on technical data and software delivered to the government under
contract wouldexpireno laterthan five yearsafterdelivery (referred to below as"the Orr clause").
NASA had been using a similar clause for some years. This idea interested one of the corn
mittees of the House of Representatives which asked OSDto studythe idea.The OSDTechnical
Data Rights Studywas organized. Its report, issued in June of 1984(11), rejected the Orr clause
approach, at least as to technical data. The 1985 DoD Authorization Act gave the Secretary of

~ Defense authority to issue regulations permitting fixed expiration periods of up to seven years.
(See [52] sec. 2320(c).) The DARCouncil studied the OSDStudy Proposal andthe Authorization
Act and issued proposed changes to the DoD FAR SUPPfor public comment. Those proposed
regulations would havepermitted but not mandated fixedexpiration periods.

From the standpoint of traditional intellectual property theory, fixed expirations for restrictive
legends make sense, If the technical data or software being delivered is not inventive enough to
be patented, why should the government create what is in essence perpetual protection for the
thing when if it was patented, it would be in the public domain after 17 years? If copyright law
would not protect the information, ideas, processes, procedures, and other valuable things con
tained in technical data, drawings and software, why should the government's data rights policy
treat them as protectable property? Intellectual property law does not accept the idea that infor
mationand ideasare capable of being "owned" by anyone. Eventraditional trade secret law does
not protect any "property" right in the valuable secret per se, but only protects the confidential
relationship that may have been formed when one person disclosed something valuable in con
fidence to another, or protects against industrial espionage or other tortious conduct by one who
wants to obtain the secret(14). Trade secret law als.o recognizes that over time old technology
may become less valuable, or valueless, which makes fixed expirations seem reasonable. It is
also in keeping with the rnodern lawof tradesecrets to grant injunctive reUef only for the periodof
time it would take to discoverthe secretoneself (and if that time is past; no injunction may issue)
andto grant rnonetary relief for a similarly limited period.

From the standpoint of how industry regards its secrets, the fixed expiration approach poses
some difficulties. Fixed expiration periods are sometimes used by industry, but generally in the
context of negotiations focused on a particular item of software to be acquired. The inflexible
approach of the original Orr directive has nOw been rethought and DoD seemsto have kept the
option but allowed greater flexibility about it in the acquisition process. It may be possible to
provide for a specification during the planning stage or system acquisition as to whether an
expiration periodwould be desirable, and if. so, how longthe period shouldbe.
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1.6.2 "License Rights"

Apart from the repudiation of the fixed expirations, the other major recommendation of the OSD
Technical Data Rights Study was to add a third option to the arsenal of potential ways to get
rights to technical data. Although the OSDstudy[11] did not address software issues, in speak
ing with members of the Study Group, it was clearthat they intended the "license rights" option to
be applicable to software as well. The proposed 000 data rights regulations issued in the late
summer of 1985would create a new "license rights" option, although the intent of this provision
seems to be somewhat different than what hadbeen intended by the OSDStudy Group, which in
turn was dnferent fromwhat industry had in mind when it began promoting the idea of "licensing".
it may be helpful to layout what we have been ableto discern as to the thrust of the OSDstudy
proposal, of the industry proposal, and of the proposed regulations, and to comment on each in
turn.

What we take to be the aim of the OSD study recommendation is to enable the government to
impose a requirement upon its contractors that they license competitors to make use of
proprietary data in competnive reprocurement (or in the case of software,
maintenance/enhancement) situations. Because industry strongly objects to the govemment
simply handing proprietary data and software over to any low bidder that comes along, and has
been arguing forcefully for a "licensing" approach alternative, adoption of a proposal of this sort
may be an important step in improvement in relations with industry. Implemented in an optimal
way, the OSD Study Proposal might even save 000 a lot of money. It is worth noting, however,
that industry'S intent in promoting the licensing concept seems to be twofold: first, to maximize
the amount of control a contractor may have over the competitor or potential competitor as to its
use of the proprietary software (industry wants a direct relationship, not just granting powerto the
government to sublicense whomever it pleases) and second, to begin to move the government
closer to the standards that prevail in the commercial arena (See e.g., [12]). By contrast, the
intentof the recently proposed 000 regulation for "license rights" seems to be to give the govern
ment the option to negotiate expirations for restrictions on software or technical data. The regula
tion proposal thus would shift substantially the thrust of the "license rights" proposal as originally
conceived by the OSD StudyGroup.

The major reservation we have about the OSD Study Proposal and the proposed regulation is
that the "license rights" option may not be explained well enough for contract officers and other
people who will lookto the regulations for guidance to understand the intentand implement it as it
was intended to be implemented.

To be morespecific, one of the problems with both the OSD proposal and the proposed regula
tion is in the name it gives the option. The OSD Study, for example, states: "Current policy
provides oniy two recognized ways to acquire technical data rights: Limited and unlimited. The
policy should be expanded to include licensing" ([11] at 20). The ordinary person reading this
would tend to think that "licensing" mustbe something different from "limited" or "unlimited" rights,
when in fact, both limited and unlimited rights seem to be particular types of licensing arrange
ments. (If you own something, you own something. If you let someone else use that thing, you
license its use, regardless of whether you givethe person a broad or a narrow license.)
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Here is a second problem with the proposal. The ordinary person might tend to wonder whether
"license rights" were more or less than other things. The ordinary person would say, "Well,
'license rights' surely has to be less than unlimited rights, but is it more or less than limited (or in
the case of software, restricted) rights?" Now on the one hand, it would seem that if the govern
ment, in getting "license rights," was getting the right to show the valuable data or software of one
company to another company for reprocurement purposes, it would seem like the government
was getting m than limited or restricted rights because limited and restricted rights allow only
use and disclosure within the government (except in emergencies).

an the other hand, from talking with the aSD study's members and from reviewing the aSD
Study's discusSion of "direct licensing," the ordinary person might well think that this proposal was
intended to enable the govemment to get the benefit of data or software which it might not
possess, but which a third party might have gained licensed access to. In other words, this might
be a way for the government to get the benefit of certain data or software without getting any
rights or less than minimum rights to them. So this would tend to make someone think it was less
than limited or restricted rights. If this was intended, then the regulations would have to make this
very clear.

Furthermore, if all one wanted was a middle ground between "unlimited" and "limited" rights, it
isn't clear that a special "license rights" provision is necessary. The present "limited rights" and
"restricted rights" provisions already allow for a middle ground. With the original contractor's writ
ten permission, it has always been possible to give out to another contractor limited rights tech-
nical data or restricted rights software. There is no prohibition against getting that written permis- j

sion in the original contract. .~j

What DoD seems really to need is not a middle ground, but a contractual commitment from the
original contractor to agree to one of three things: (1) to license the govemment to sublicense a
second firm for reprocurement or maintenance purposes, (2) to enter into a license agreement
with a second firm to allow it to use the data or software for reprocurement or maintenance
purposes, or (3) to allow restrictions on the govemment's use and disclosure to expire after a
period of time so that competitive maintenance or reprocurement can occur. If the commitment to
allow third party access for maintenance or reprocurements is what is truly needed, any such
regulation should say so very clearly. Neither the aSD Study Proposal nor the recently issued
proposed DoD regulation on license rights provides this clear guidance.

Yet another problem with both the aSD Study Proposal and the proposed DoD regulations con
cerning "license rights" is that there Is already one set of "license rights" in the DoD FAR SUPP
( [61) sec. 52.227-7025). It is downright confusing to have two entirely different "license rights"
clauses in the same set of regulations (one applicable to SBIR and one applicable to
reprocurements). The aSD Study would not have revised the existing definition·of "license right"
(allhough the current definition only gives the govemment the right to sublicense "for govemmen
tal purposes." This, unfortunately, begs the question whether competitive reprocurements are
within the meaning of that phrase). The proposed DoD regulations give license rights two different
meanings which only exacerbates the problem. If the narrow interpretation of "unlimited rights" is
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accurate (discussed in Section 1.3.1). andthat term means only a license to use for govemmen
tal purposes and to sublicense for the same, then there would be nodifference between the OSD
Study "license rights" optionand"unlimited rights."

Furthermore. the OSD Study draft reprocurement license clause was long, complex, and unclear.
(For instance. it often referred to "direct license rights" which it did not define. Is this a direct
license between the contractor andthe govemment, or a license between two contractors?) The
OSD draft license rights clause also seems to be written as though it is unrelated to the standard
data rights clause although in fact it would modffy it. The aim of the draftclause seems to be only
to address the spare partsreprocurement issue, although the need for licenses to get competition
may be broader than that (e.g., software maintenance). Software is not mentioned at all, and the
draft license rights clause would notbe readily adaptable to software.

Industry would seem to have a decided preference that ff another firm has to be licensed to use
the first firm's trade secrets, the two firms make arrangements directly so that in the event of an
abuse, the first firm can proceed directly against the second firm rather than have to try to push
the government to do something. Industry also doesn't likethe government to dictate or supervise
terms of licenses. The OSD draft clause accepts the industry preference for contractor-to
contractor licenses. It is worth noting (as unfortunately the OSD study does not) that there are
serious dangers of overreaching (exclusionary conduct in antitrust parlance) by the original con
tractor in any arrangement which would involve licensing of competitors as to valuable tech
nologies. If the government does not want to end up paying through licensing essentially the
same amount as if there had been a sole source, some government supervision of the terms and
conditions of the license wouldseem to be necessary in directcompetitor situations.

The license rights option, as reflected in the proposed 000 regulations, is a far cry from the
license rights proposal that industry has been promoting. It is far from clear that the new 000
option will be acceptable to industry which can always opt to stick with limited or restricted rights
for valuable technologies.

1.6.3 Predetermination (to be Renamed as Prenotification) of Rights

The OSD StUdy favored use of a predetermination of rights clause in all development contracts
although the Study thought it should be called a "prenotification" clause instead of a predeter
mination clause. The clause, in essence, requires the parties to identify all software andtechnical
datathat will be delivered underthe contract with restrictions on the government's use of it. Many
of the 000 personnel to whom we spoke supported use of this clause. Some regarded it as
essential. While the aim of the clause - to clarify data rights as much as possible at the outset .
is laudable. many people in the field regard the clause as unrealistic and unworkable, especially
as to software. How can one say what rights the government will get in software from third tier
subcontractors when the software may not yet exist. or if it does, the prime may not yet have
identified who will deliver it, let alone with what rights? One person likened the predetermination
process to asking Lewis and Clarkto prepare a set of 'riptiks" for their exploration of the Oregon
Territory before they'd set out on their journey.
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1.7 Rethinking and Simplifying DoD's Data Rights

As DoD well knows, industry people have a lot of complaints about the DoDprocurement regula
tions, especially as they affect software data rights. "Revise Part 27.4 of the DoD FAR SUPP,"
they are wont to say. Just how,they do notusually say, or if they do, they tend to pull out a huge
laundry list of grouses and do not differentiate among themat all.

We take as "givens" muchof what industry doesn'tlike aboutgovernment procurement practices
(e.g., the aud~ing of the books, the Iim~s on proflts, the record keeping requirements) and much
of what the government has insisted ~ needs (more rights than industry commonly gives to its
commercial customers, especially as to reprocurements and maintenance.)

On the other hand, perhaps a revision of the procurement regulations asto data rights wouldbe a
good idea. A lot of DoDpeople, particularly thosewho are actually doing procurements, favor the
idea.

Doing so might be a step toward improvement of relations w~h industry. And if the government
can clarify what ~s prlornles are in the data rights area, perhaps ~ can strike a balance w~h

industry to get a mtle more of what ~ truly needs to achieve competnion in reprocurements,
maintenance, and enhancements, by giving up a little of what ~ already has, but does not truly
need, perhaps trimming back somewhat on its unlimited rights policy. At the same time perhaps
the government can simplify the regulations and make them more comprehensible which would
be a beneftt both to the govemment and industry.

1.7.1 Comprehensibility as a Goal of the Regulations

One of the priorltles DoD should have for ~s data rights regulations is having regulations which
are as simple, straightforward and clear as possible. The current DoDdata rights regulations fall
shortof this goal.

Procurement regulations - especially as to datarights - needto be readily understood and applied
by people of ordinary intelligence who aren't lawyers andwho often have to work under extreme
pressure and have many things to worry about besides data rights. Given this, one can perhaps
see the valueof at least attempting a more simple, straightforward approach. When a contracting
officer is beingrushed to field a system. andwhenMure promotions will ride on howquickly he is
able to field that system, he is likely to avoid becoming enmeshed in complicated data rights
issues which he will likely not understand all that well to beginw~h andwhich, if he pursues their
depths. will surely slow the procurement process down. If the system is fielded with inadequate
data rights for, say, organic maintenance/enhancement purposes, well, that will be someone
else's problem anyway. A more streamlined, understandable regulatory structure might help the
contracting officers to overcome their reluctance to address datarights issues.

One good example of how the regulations unnecessarily complicate data rights matters is the
provisions for two kindsof restricted rights for software andyet another set of restrictions ("Iim~ed

rights") for technical data (See section 1.3.4). It is difficuR to understand why there are two kinds
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of restricted rights for software and yet another set of restrictions ("limited rightsi for technical
data. It is alsodifficultto comprehend why the regulations subject software documentation (which
is classlfled as "technical data") to different restrictions than machine-readable code (i.e.,
"software"). This doesrrt seem to make sense given that in the commercial market these things
are treated as subject to the same restrictions. Why one would treat documentation for commer
cial software differently than other software documentation is alsomysterious.

Even nthere is good justnication for treating technical data other than software documentation
differently than software, it doesn'tmake sense tohave two so similarandyet not identical setsof
restricted rights for software. What DoD seemsto need to do is set a "floor" of minimum rights it
must always get in software (perhaps to be named "minimum rights") and then let the parties
negotiate other rights and restrictions (perhaps to be stamped "negotiated rights - see Contract
No.__") as they see fit. The proposal found at the end of this section attempts to develop a
set of minimum rights for software and technical data (lumped together under the definition of
intellectual property). Simplifyjng these provisions would also eliminate the "booby traps" that the
current regulations set for the unwary business. as well as eliminating the "booby traps" that
mightclose on the govemment.

1.7.2 Not Getting as Many Rights as DoD Needs

It is understandable that in reaction to the spare parts competition problems which were due in
part to the govemment having gotten inadequate rights to certain technical data and which have
come under intense Congressional scrutiny. DoD would make efforts to adopt policies aimed at
assuring that such problems would not occur in the future. The seemingly obvious ways to ac
complish this are either: (a) to acquire unlimited rights in all technical data and software (either
initially or through fixed expirations on restrictions) or (b) to get the optionto allowthe govemment
to acquire at a latertime unlimited rights to technical data or software for a pricenegotiated at the
time the contract was made. Both would seem to achieve the objective sought (being free of
restrictions on use and disclosure). but at a very highcost. Industry has been outraged by efforts
of these sorts and has apparently expressed their outrage by pricing their technology at stratos
pheric levels. Perhaps such approaches were overreactions to the problem. Not having asked for
enough for awhile, now perhaps the govemment was asking for more than it needed, and the
problem deepened ratherthan being resolved.

What was true when the procurement scandals "broke" - and what probably remains true today
- is that there are instances in which the govemment is not getting as much data rights as it
needs. The two areas as to which we have reason to think present data rights policies may be
insufficient pertain to use and disclosure of technical data to third parties for spare parts
reprocurement purposes, and use and disclosure of software and documentation to third parties
for maintenance or enhancement purposes. Perhaps specific provisions could be written to ac
complish theseobjectives. As the discussion of "license rights" above indicates, some efforts are
in the process of being made to do this, at least as to technical data. A more limited reaction is
one which industry maybewilling to try to livewith.
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1.7.3 Getting More Rights Than DoD Needs

Govemment procurement people frequently say (and there is even a 000 regulation to back it .
up) that it is the policy of the Defense Department to acquire only so much rights as the govern
ment needs ([61) sec. 27.403-2(a)). The truth is that 000 routinely acquires more rights than it
needs. Itspractice reveals that its priorities often lie elsewhere.

Perhaps the clearest illustration of overacquisition of rights is the govemment's standard policyof
acquiring unlimited rights in software and dataproduced at government expense, evenas to what
is non-deliverable under the government contract. The government doesn't always need to have
unlimited rights in these items although perhaps sometimes it does. Another illustration is its
insistence on treating many things clearly not in the public domain and not developed at public
expense (such as manuals) as subject to unlimited rights. Still another illustration is its policy of
treating something as having been developed at government expense if so much as $1 (or for
that matter, a dime) of government money has been spent in its development, which of course
will mean that the government will get unlimitFd rights in it. Again, it isn't the case that the govern
ment always needs all those additional rights, especially since if that $1 of government money
had not been spent on "fine-tuning" the product, the government would have contented itselfwith
restricted rights to the proprietary software. The vigilant search by government lawyers for some
technical defect in compliance with the 000 FAR SUPP to enable the government to get un
limited rights in something which both parties reasonably expected to be subject to restrictions
(the price itself also reflecting the expectation of restrictions) would be viewed by industry as yet
another instance of the government searching for more rights than perhaps it truly needs (and
haspaidfor).

From our interviews with DoD personnel, it appears that getting unlimited rights in publicly funded
software andtechnical data is, for manypeople, a fixed star in the firmament of the DoDprocure
ment universe. Industry seems to have adjusted to it, although this is one of its least favorite
government policies.

There is a certain elemental appeal to the policy. People generally tend to think that if they pay
money to have something made for them, they "own" it and should be able to do with It as they
please. Government people frequently express this kind of sentiment toward the spending of
government money, andseemnot to understand Why private firms mightobject to the policy. The
private firms, of course, tend to thinkthat the govemment is tryingto getsomething for nothing.

The truth is that private firms understand this principle of getting all the rights and benefits when
one pays for something very well when it comes ·to their rights as against those of their
employees. Within a firm, ownership of intellectual property andprofits resulting fromthe value of
the intellectual property do not go to the creative employee, but to the shareholders of the firm.
(But then, that is the essence of the free enterprise system which the Department was created to
defend.)

Yet government people.do understand -- even if they don't much like it - that private firms seem
to lack incentives to develop and deliver their best. products to the government when the firms
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have no reasonable expectation of receiving a continuing stream of income fromthe product, and
that, as a result, the govemment isn't getting the best technology. Some govemment people.
might think, "a private firm has incentive to deliver the bestsoftware to us (even though we have
unlimited rights) because it's OKwith us Htheytakethe thing to the commercial market."

There are a couple of problems with this theory. One is that since the govemment claims an
unlimited right to disclose the software developed at public expense to any one for anypurpose,
the government always has the powerto pUll the rugout from underthe commercial market (for in
today's market. it is the valuable secrets embodied in the software that seem to determine its
commercial value). This means the firm can never be sure there will be a commercial market
there to tap. Secondly. the govemment sometimes wants to "give away" valuable software in
which it has unlimited rights to otherprivate defense firms to enable thosefirms to perform better
work on govemment projects. The problem is that the software's developer may see these other
defense firms as its primary commercial market. This too can undermine the potential incentives
that government people tend to thinkthe private firm has retained.

It is worthpointing out that Congress hasenacted a lawto encourage small firms to develop and
deliver to the government the highest quality, most innovative products. namely the Small Busi
ness Innovation Development Act [68) which gives participating small firms the right to retain
ownership rights in patents developed at public expense, witha license back to the government
to usethe patent for governmental purposes. Previously the government could have takenowner
ship of patents developed at publicexpense. It is not surprising that software firms hail the SBIDA
as the "enlightened" and "modern" policythat the government should follow asto software.

As far as we are concerned, the government is welcome to retain its broad unlimited rights policy.
It just shouldn't be surprised if this policy results in its getting lesshighqualityproducts. Whether
it should retain this policy or narrow it to a governmental purpose policy depends on what its
goals are. If the primary goal is to get the best available technology and improve incentives. it
should adopt the SBIDA approach. If its primary goal is to get as muchdata rights as it possibly
can in hopes thatwill savemoney down the line. it should stickwith unlimited rights.

It might be wise for the govemment to consider voluntarily giving up its broad unlimited rights
policy for software and explicitly adopting ~ policy more in linewith the SBIRpolicy as to patents,
or adopting a policy under which the government would .take jsss than unlimited rights when
mixed funding was used for software development. This might be a step toward improving rela
tions with industry without giving up what the government truly needs. The government may still
wish to retain the power to obtain ownership rights in intellectual property when achievement of
certain well defined goalswould seem to require broader control than simply a license to use for
governmental purposes. But it might be easier for industry to accept the govemment's need to
sublicense for reprocurement and maintenance purposes Hthe government was willing to trim
backsomewhat its unlimited rights policy.
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1.7.4 Proposed Alternative Data Rights Clauses .J
There are many ways a standard data rights clause for DoD might be structured and written;
Among the problems w~h the existing standard data rights clause is ~s great length (nine pages)
and lts turgid~y. It is a clause whichhas been much amended, as first this shuanon, then that, is
taken into account. The amendments have, unfortunately, not always been simple, straightfor-
ward, unambiguous and comprehensible. Perhaps ~ is time for a fresh start. Over time a new
clause mayalsobecome encrusted, but at least for a while, ~ may be an improvement.

Even without anering the substance of the data rights clause, DoD might be able to get some
"mileage" from a revision of the standard data rights clause that would make the clause more
readable and less ambiguous. One of industry'S standard complaints about the clause is its
jesuitical complexity, a complaint which could be eliminated by such a revision.

The draft altsrnatlve data rights clause found below does not retain all of the substantive provi
sions of the existing data rights clause. It drops, for example, the claim to unlim~ed rights in
non-deliverables produced at government expense on the ground that this provision serves only
to frustrate the government when ~ believes ~ has rights ~ cannot enforce. On the otherhand, ~

gives the government back ~s unlimited rights in copyrighted material produced at government
expense. And ~ defines unlim~ed rights in a broader manner so as to allowcreation of derivative
works. among otherthings. Thisdraft is offered simply as an ~em for consideration, as something
to think about iI DoD decides that a revision of the standard datarights clause might be desirable.

Following the draftclause is a shortdiscussion of two otherpossible anernative draftclauses, one
of which industry people might greet as reflecting a more "enlightened" policy, and one of which
we suggest might be a workable compromise of the government's andof industry'S concerns.

1.7.5 An Alternative Standard Data Rights Clause

Rights of the Government

(1) Unlim~ed Rights Licenses: The govemment shallhave unlimited rights in:
(i) all intellectual property to be delivered under this contract which was developed at public

expense;

(ii) all intellectual property to be delivered under this contract which is in the public domain or
otherwise distributed whhout restriction;

(iii) all intellectual property to be delivered under. this contract which incorporates intellectual
property in which the government already has unlimhed rights; and

(iv) all intellectual property delivered under this contract which is not properly marked.as to the
restrictions pertaining to h.

(2) Minimum Rights Licenses: The govemment shall have a minimum rights license in all intel
lectual property delivered underthis contract which hasbeen developed at private expense. Writ
ten permission of the ownerof such intellectual property will be required before the government
may make otherusesor disclosures of this intellectual property.
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(3) Other Licenses Possible: When the government needs to have more than minimum rights in--. .
certain intellectual property, the government and contractor can enter into other licensing ar-
rangements, but in no event can the government enter into a licensing agreement for intellectual
property which gives the government less than minimum rights.

Rights of the Contractor

(1) Ownership: The contractor shall be considered the owner of all intellectual property
developed at public expense under this contract, except as to contracts in which the special
works clause is used, subject only to granting the government an unlimited rights license to the
intellectual property.

(2) Copyright: The contractor may obtain and retain a copyright on all intellectual property
delivered to the government under this contract except when the special works clause is used.
The contractor's obtaining of a copyright shall not limit the government's rights under its unlimited
rights, minimum rights, or any other license.

(3) Restrictive Markings: The contractor may attach appropriate restrictive legends to its intel
lectual property, as set forth below in section (d).

Rights of SUbcontractors

(1) Getting Same Data Rights From Subcontractor: Whenever intellectual property is to be ob

tained from a subcontractor under this contract, the parties shall use this same clause in the.
subcontract, without alteration. No other clause shall be used to diminish or enlarge the
government's or contractor's rights in the subcontractor's intellectual property required for the
government.

(2) Direct Delivery to the Government: Subcontractors under this contract may deliver technical
data in which the government will have less than unlimited rights directly to the government rather
than through the prime contractor.

(3) No Leverage: The contractor and higher-tier subcontractors shall not use their power to
award subcontracts as economic leverage to acquire rights in intellectual property from their
subcontractors for themselves.

(4) Right to Attach Restrictive Markings: Subcontractors under this contract shall have the same
rights to attach restrictive markings to their intellectual property as the contractor does to intel
lectual property.

Restrictive Legends

(1) No Marking !! Unlimited Rights: Intellectual property in which the government has unlimited
rights shall be delivered with no restrictive markings. Unmarked items delivered under this con
tract will be presumed to be items in which the government has unlimited rights.
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(2) Minimum Rights Legend: Intellectual property in which the government has only minimum
rights mustbe delivered with a restrictive marking of the following type:

Minimum Rights

Property of: (contractor or subcontractor's name)

(3) Restrictive Legend for Other Licenses: Intellectual property delivered to the govemment un
der otherkindsof licensing arrangements mustbe delivered with the following restrictive marking:

Negotiated Rights

Property of: (contractor or subcontractor)
Contract No: ,.-

(4) Substantiating Restrictive Legends: The government may challenge restrictive legends at
tached to intellectual property delivered or intended to be delivered under this contract on the
ground that public funds were used to develop the intellectual property. Within 60 days after a
written request for substantiation of a restrictive legend, the contractor or subcontractor shall
provide clear and convincing evidence that the intellectual property was developed wholly at
private expense. If the contract officer finds that the intellectual property was not developed
whollyat private expense, the government may ignore or cancel the restrictive legends.

(5) Right to Appeal Cancellations of Restrictive Legends: If the contract officer finds that intel
lectuai property delivered underthis contract with restrictive rights has not been developed wholly
at private expense, the contractor or subcontractor shall have the right to appeal any decision of
the government to cancel or ignore the restrictive marking in accordance with the provisions of
the Contracts Dispute Act.

(6) Contractor Challenges to Subcontractor Restrictive Legends: When a subcontractor delivers
to the contractor any intellectual property for eventual delivery to the government under this con
tract, and the intellectual property is marked with a restrictive legend which the contractor
believes to be inappropriate, the contractor shall notffy the contract officer of the inappropriate
legendso that the contract officermaychallenge it.

Definitions

[NOTE: Only the definitions to be changed are mentioned here. Additional definitions of such
terms as "developed at publicexpense" and "government purpose" are not offeredhere,although
they too shouldbe added.]

The following termsused in this clause havethe following meanings:

(1) Unlimited Rights: "Unlimited rights" means the right to use, copy, disclose, distribute, per
form, display, and prepare derivative works of intellectual property, in whole or in part, in any
mannerand for any purpose whatsoever, andto haveand permit othersto do so.

(2) Intellectual Property: "Intellectual property" refers to technical data and computer software.
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(3) Computer Software: "Computer software" means all firmware, software, data bases, and
documentation for the same.

(4) Technical Data: "Technical data" means [same as the current definition but excluding com
putersoftware documentation).

(5) Minimum Rights: "Minimum rights" means:

(a) as to technical data, the right to use, copy, and disclose the material within the government;
and

(b) as to computer software, the rightto
(i) use ~ at the facility for which ~ was acquired or to which ~ is transferred;

(ii) the right to use lt w~h a back-up computer if the computer for which ~ was ·acquired
becomes inoperative;

(iii) make back-up copies for safekeeping, and for modnicationpurposes;

(iv) rnodlly lt, or combine ~ with other software (modnication will not altar restrictions on the
software).

[end of clause]

Additionally, 000 might want to develop standard licensing clauses giving the government the
right to sublicense use of proprietary intellectual property for competitive reprocurement or. com
petitive software maintenance purposes, subject to appropriate restrictions on any third party use
of this property. In Chapter 2 we offer some suggestions about how the potential for competition
in software maintenance situations could be maximized.

Another thing that might be desirable to consider is the development of one standard data rights
clause for all intellectual property, including patents and chips, whichwould define.the minimum
rights in each respective type of subject matter in the definition of "minimum rights." It does not
seem desirable to have a wholly different policy (and structure for that policy) for patents and. for

.other types of intellectual property. Integration at least ought to be considered, and hopefully
attempted.

If the alternative draft clause set forth above was adopted by 000, it would remove some of
industry's complaints about it, but that might only serve to sharpen the areas of disagreement.
Industry would like for 000 to give up claiming "unlimited rights" in software and technical data
developed at publicexpense, and to adopt a policyof only takingwhat the current regulations call
"license rights" in these things, that is, a license to use intellectual property for governmental
purposes and to sublicense for the same purposes. Industry regards this SBIR-type approach as
the "modem" and "enlightened" solution to data rights acquisitions. Only modest changes to the
draft clause above would be necessary to incorporate this industry preference in the standard
data rights clause. An intermediate position would be to have the government take unlimited
rights in things completely funded. by the government. and only a governmental purpose license
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in things funded only in part with government money. The 1985 DoD Authorization Act (creating
10 U.S.C., sec. 2320(a) [52)) suggests this may be compatible with Congressional thinking.

A second variation on the draft standard data rights clause above, which we would have DoD
consider would be one that would have the government bend to industry'S demands for getting
only a governmental purpose license as to intellectual property developed at public expense
instead of "unlimited rights" and would require industry to bend by giving DoD the right to sub
license for competitive reprocurement or maintenance purposes (subject to appropriate restric
tions on the third party) as part of its "minimum rights." Again, only modest changes in the draft
above would seem to be required to accomplish this. If getting competition for reprocurement and
maintenance purposes is a high priority of DoD, it may be worthwhile to consider whether the
government can live with being able to use and sublicense use of intellectual property for
governmental purposes. If it can, maybe thiswouldn't be a baddealto make.

1.8 Recently Proposed Revisions to the DoD Procurement Regulations

Until recently, there has been no substantive "data rights" policy under the FAR. Because DoD
has long needed to have a standard policy for acquiring rights in software and technical data,
DoD developed its own elaborate policy, which is currently embodied in the DoD FAR SUPP
( [61], Subpart 27.4).

The Competition in Contracting Act (CICA) [57], passed last year, required development of a
substantive data rights policy for all federal agency acquisitions. Both CICA and the 1985 DoD
Authorization Act reflect Congress' intent that there be. a uniform data rights policyfor all federal
agencies. The newly proposed Subpart 27.4of the FAR is the substantive data rightS policythat
was developed to respond to this Congressional mandate.

Shortly after issuance of the newly proposed FAR data rights provisions, DoD issued a set of
proposed revisions to the DoD FAR SUPP. Although saidto "supplement" the FAR, the proposed
DoD regulations, if adopted, wnl entirely supplant the FAR.

Supplantation of the FAR is inconsistent with the Congressional mandate for a uniform policyfor
federal acquisitions. Because of this and because the proposed FAR contains a superior data
rights policy, one which is more straightforward and concise, more consistent with commercial
practice, and more compatible with otherCongressional directives in the CICAandthe 1985DoD
Authorization Act, DoD should give serious consideration to adopting the FAR proposal rather
than the DoD FAR SUPP proposal. If a few additional provisions are necessary to enable the
Defense Department to carry out its special mission, DoD should, of course, be able to supple
ment the FAR to accomplish these objectives. Complete supplantation of the FAR is, however,
neither necessary nordesirable.

,.-J
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1.8.1 The Proposed 000 FAR SUPP May Be Inconsistent with the Proposed FAR

The proposed 000 FAR SUPP doesn't even define terms the same as the proposed FAR. For
example, the FAR definition of "unlimited rights" is more precise and comprehensive than that
found in the proposed 000 FAR SUPP. Other terms common to both are defined somewhat
differently for no apparent reason. Such inconsistencies are likely to result in confusion and
misinterpretation.

In substance, the 000 FAR SUPP provisions are quite different from the FAR provisions. In
particular, the 000 FAR SUPP fails to claim the full set of minimum rights the FAR proposal says
that government is supposed to acquire in restricted rights software. The failure of the 000 FAR
SUPP to claim the tnth minimum right that the FAR would allow, namely the right to sublicense
support contractors, may seriously impede the ability of 000 to obtain competition for main
tenance and enhancement of its software.

1.8.2 The Proposed FAR Policy is Preferable to the 000 Policy

The proposed FAR policy is more comprehensible than the 000 Policy.
It is:

o more concise
o more straightforward

o more consistent with commercial practice

o more consistent with intellectual property law

The proposed FAR policy avoids the anomolies and inconsistencies inherent in 000 Policy. For
example:

o The FAR avoids the conflict between the 000 FAR SUPP "special works" clause and
Section 105 of the Copyright Act.

o The FAR, in contrast to the DoD FAR SUPP, avoids the conflict between the un
limited rights clause and the retention of copyright clause.

o The FAR avoids the confusion caused by the two sets of restricted rights found in the
000 FAR SUPP.

o The FAR avoids the problems caused under the DoD FAR SUPP by treating
software and documentation differently.

o The FAR avoids the problems caused by the 000 FAR SUPP practice attaching two
different meanings to the term "license rights."

o The FAR avoids the potentially harsh result Which could occur from failure to
negotiate a separate licensing agreement as to restricted rights software under the
000 FAR SUPP.

The proposed FAR provides a more precise definition of "unlimited rights," including within this
definition the right to make derivative works. This right is important if 000 is to be able to main
tain, enhance and reuse software. The more limited definition of the 000 FAR SUPP, in contrast

to the FAR, may be seen as a rejection of this right by the 000. This could have extremely
serious repercussions for 000.
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1.8:3 The Proposed FAR Policy is More Compatible with CICA and the 1985 DoD
Authorization Act Than Is the DoD Policy

The CICA and the DoD Authorization Act indicate that Congress intended there to be a uniform
system of federal procurement policy. The proposed DoD FAR SUPP runs counter, in many
instances, to the policy which other federal agencies will follow under the FAR.

Congress intended that federal procurement regulations achieve a balance as to the interests of
contractors and the government. The proposed FAR more reasonably balances the interests of
the parties involved than does the DoD FAR SUPP, It, for example, creates the potential for the
government to take less than unlimned rights when both pUblic and private funds are used to
develop software. The proposed DoD FAR SUPP would not permit this. In fact, the proposed
DoD policy, while in most respects the same as the existing policy, would shift substantially the
ri~hts balance in favor of the government because the definnion of "developed at private
expense" would make n nearly impossible for any software to qualffy. This would significantly
reduce incentives to do business with the govemment.

1.9 Conclusion

An even better solution to DoD's software data rights problems than revising the standard datil
rights clauses as suggested in Section 1.7 would be for DoD to adopt the same basic "data
rights" policy as soon will govern all other federal agency acqulsltlons. More specifically. DoD
should adopt the proposed Subpart 27.4 of the Federal Acquisnion Regulations (FAR) rather than
the proposed Subpart 27.4 of the DoD FAR Supplement (DoD FAR SUPP).

Even if DoD chooses not to adopt the FAR data rights provisions. n should recognize that the
current software acquisition policy is seriously flawed in a number of respects. It is highly am
biguous about certain rights provisions concerning matters which need to be clear. It conflicts wnh
intellectual property law in some instances. It creates needless disincentives to do business wnh
DoD in the software acqulshlon area. It is not tailored to take into account the kind of technology
software is. The present policy is too closely tied to the technical data rights policy and fails to

recognize that the economics of software development are significantly different from the
economics of technical data. If DoD wishes to acquire rights in the best software technology, n
must adopt a software data rights policy that is no more divergent from standard commercial
practices than is essential to fulfill ns mission.
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2. Problems Arising from the Need to Maintain and Enhance Software

Apart from the set of software acqulsltlon problems arising from the DoD procurement regulations
discussed in Chapter 1, the next most complex and difficult set of software acqulslton problems
that were identified by DoD personnel in the course of our investigation related to the main
tenance and enhancement of software. Software often requires some modification to correct
"bugs" or other deficiencies which may not be discovered until after the software has been ac
quired. and perhaps even after n has been embedded in a larger system. In addition, the user
may want to have software modified so as to add some new capabilny or function beyond that
which the product was originally intended to perform, or to upgrade the software when new tech
nological developments are achieved. (Problems relating to these sorts of modifications will
hereinafter be referred to as "maintenance/enhancement" problems.)

The adaptability of software over time is one of the great advantages of software as compared
with hardware. but adaptlibilny is not an unmixed blessing. Along wnh adaptabilny comes a
complex set of licensing problems that have frustrated DoD personnel as they have sought to
acquire excellent adaptable software at the lowest cost. One set of these problems arises from
the debate wnhin DoD over whether n is wise or cost-effective to compete the maintenance or
enhancement of software to third party contractors. or even to do maintenance/enhancement
work in-house.

The first four sections of this chapter discuss the licensing aspects of this controversy and recom
mend some strategies for how DoD might compete sQftware maintenance if it chooses to do so.
The chapter also discusses some of the disadvantages of competing software maintenance. The
remaining two sections of the chapter discuss a variety of other problems identified by DoD
personnel as software maintenance/enhancement problems. One of the reasons software
maintenance/enhancement problems may seem intractable is that they are not one but many
problems. There is no quick fix that will solve all of them at once.

2.1 Getting Sufficient Rights In or Documentation about Software to Enable
DoD to Do "Organic" or Competitive Maintenance or Enhancement for
Software

The innial statement of work for the Software Licensing Project (as reflected in the SEI RFP)
indicated that DoD had been having trouble acquiring sufficient rights in software and software
documentation to enable n. to maintain or enhance software, enher in-house (commonly referred
to as "organic maintenancej or by private firms through compemive bidding. DoD sought assis
lance in solution of these problems.
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2.1.1 Getting Rights to Modify

Obtaining rights for the government to modify software is not a current software licensing problem
of the Defense Department. While many other buyers or licensees of software are experiencing
difficulty in negotiating with software firms about whether or not they can modify software, this
does not seem to be DoD's. problem. The DoD procurement regulations require that in all
software acquisition contracts the government must get the right to modify the software ( [61] sec.
52.227-7013(b)(3)). Government lawyers, on the whole, tend to think that this means that even
when a contract between the government and a software contractor is silent about modification
rights, the standard data rights clause wUl be construed by a court to be incorporated into the
contract under the Christian doctrine. (See [29]) in which the court read a "termination for the
convenience of the government" clause into a military housing contract.) On the other hand,
some DoD contract officers seemed to believe that if prime contractors had negotiated away the
government's right to modify software in dealing with a subcontractor, the government would be
bound by the prime's action. This may not in fact be so for reasons discussed, at Chapter 8.

If, instead of relying on the DoD standard data rights clause, the government was relying on the
copyright law as a basis for obtaining rights to modify software, the government's rights would be
on more shaky grounds. Copyright law regards any modification of copyrighted software as the
creation of a "derivative work" which one needs permission of the copyright owner to do ([59]
sec. 106(2)). Mhough owners of copies of software have a limited right to modify software under
Section 117 of the copyright law, the right is so limited as to be virtually nonexistent (1) because
only "owners" of copies (and seemingly not licensees) have such rights, and (2) because
modifications are only permitted to the extent they are created as an "~S$ential step in the utiliza
tion of a computer program in conjunction with a machine." One court has interpreted this to
mean that modifications are only permitted if the program won't execute as is (Midway Mfg. Co. v.
Strohon [38]). Because copyright law currently offers such limited rights to modify software, It is a
good thing for DoD that It has mademodification rights part of the package of minimum rights that
It always gets in software.

2.1.2 Getting Adequate Documentation to Make Modifications

Getting adequate software documentation seems to be the major software
maintenance/enhancement problem experienced by the Defense Department. Many of the
"horror stories" we heard were instances of one of the following sorts:

(a) not being farsighted enough to ask for delivery 01 all the documentation needed to en-
hance or maintain a system (bytar the most common and most significant problem);

(b) not being sufficiently diligent in supervising the delivery of documentation to insure that
everything that should have been delivered was, in fact, delivered;

(c) not supervising the allachment of restrictive notices to software to ensure they were only
allached to software wholiy developed at private expense;

(d) not being abie to comprehend the documentation delivered because of its complexity or
turgidity; or

-j
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(e) companies being unwilling to give their source code to the government at any price or
under any conditions.

There was general agreement among 000 persons to whom we spoke that steps needed to be
taken to remedy this situation. Some were hopeful that solutions could be devised that would
creategreater incentives for industry to voluntarily cooperate with DoD in its efforts to get better
documentation for maintenance purposes. Some worry that punitive approaches would enhance
already strongdisincentives to cooperate with the government in this respect.

2.1.3 Getting Sufficient Rights in Software and Documentation to Get Competition
as to Software Maintenanceand Enhancements

Whether the govemment can get competition in software maintenance and enhancement con
tracts seems largely to tum on whether the govemment has ownership of or unlimited rights in
software and its associated documentation, or whether the government has only restricted rights
as to the software and limited rights as to the documentation. If the government hasownership or
unlimited rights, getting competition in software maintenance/enhancement contracts is said to be
easy. If instead the government has only restricted and limited rights, it seems that getting
competition is very difficult. Defense Department personnel generally report little success in
gelling "proprietary" software competitively maintained.

As the 000 regulations are presently written, while 000 virtually always has rights to modify the
software, the regulations do notprovide DoDwith the rights necessary to sublicense the modifica
tion right to others. Such a riglit must be specifically negotiated. That means that getting com
petition as to maintenance and enhancement of restricted rights software will only be feasible if
the software's ownerwill agree, which he need not. If he will not agree, 000 will either have to
do the modifications itself or hire the original firm to do the maintenance on a sole source basis.
Because many software companies may wish to have sole source maintenance contracts with
DoD, their incentives to agree to competitive maintenance are minimal. The critical point is that
the only time there may be any opportunity to get such agreements to allow competitive main
tenance is duringthe original competition whenthe development contract is let.

2.2 Maintenance Needs for Things Used In Performance of Government
Contracts: Software Tools and CAD/CAM Programs

Documentation may not be the only thing which may be needed in order to maintain or enhance
software and the systems of which they may be a part. Access to software tools or CAD/CAM
programs which a firm may have employed in developing the system may also be needed. ln
dustry is likely to be even moresensitive when the government expresses its interest in obtaining
such tools or CAD/CAM systems for maintenance and enhancement purposes than it would be
about the government obtaining software documentation, especially if the government seeks to
obtain such thingsfor competitive maintenance purposes.
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2.2.1 Software Tools

Software tools are a set of programs that may be used to produce other programs. Software
tools commonly include editors, compilers, and debuggers, among other things. The application
software produced by the tools could be anything from the guidance system of a missile to an
inventory control program. Much of the expensive software the govemment buys is software
which is expected to be modified over time. For example, satellite monitoring systems must be
revised whenever a new satellite is launched. In order to modify application software in an
optimal way -and in some cases, in order to modify it at all .. it may be desirableor necessary to
have access to the tools that were used to create the program in the first place. Even if the
government's contract officers have the foresight to try to bargain to obtain rights in software
tools, the company may be extremely reluctant to grant anyone -- let alone the govemment
(which is widely perceived by industry to be unable to protect commercial secrets) -- to have a
copy of the software tools, or even to have access to the tools. A software producer's tools may
be perceived to be the major factor in the company's competitive edge in the industry. Parting
with them may be a highly charged subject. Indeed, for the govemment to be able to make any
deal to get proprietary software tools is thought a remarkable event.

One potential approach to solving this problem might be for non-govemmental third parties to
enter into licensing arrangements with the software tool producer (assuming that the company
would license anyone) on more restrictive terms than govemment procurement practices would
allow. The govemment could then allow this third party licensee to do the
maintenance/enhancement work. This may not be a solution in all instances, however.

There seems to be a strong preference, if not a clear policy, for 000 to do ·organic·
maintenance/enhancement work for all weapons system software and weapon related software.
We were also frequently told that manycompanies would not licenseproprietary software tools to
anyone.

Those software tools which companies are likely to be willing to make available to the govem
ment with unlimited rights are the older, less valuable technologies. If DoD's priority is to get the
best technology, using old tools doesn't seem to be desirable. If DoD's priority is to be able to do
all maintenance and enhancement organically or competitively, then having rights to old tools is
better than havingrights in none.

2.2.2 CAD/CAM Programs

Increasingly, industries are using computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) programs to design and manufacture systems. Most of the examples we heard
concerning systems designed for the govemment with CAD/CAM programs were from the
aerospace industry. Because aircraft tend to be rather expensive systems and systems which
require more than a modest amount of maintenance and enhancement, both as to software and
hardware components, there is growing concern within the Defense Department about getting
access to and rights in the CAD/CAM programs used to design the systems in the first place.
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These programs may be essential to do maintenance and enhancement work for the system.
Chapter 10 discusses the CAD/CAM problem at somewhat greater length, but because the
government's need for CAD/CAM programs largely centers on maintenance needs, it seemed
necessary to flag the issue in the maintenance section as well.

As with the software tool problem, the CAD/CAM problem is one about which the industry is
extremely sensitive, and one for which, as a consequence, it may be difficult to find a compromise
solution that will be acceptable to both the govemment and industry.

2.3 Structural Problems with Getting Delivery of Adequately Supportable
Systems

2.3.1 Different Interests of Buyers and Maintainers within the Government

There appear to be some structural problems intemalto the Defense Department that may make
adequate planning for software maintenance and enhancement difficult to achieve. Major
weapons or communication systems acquired by 000 may include complex software com
ponents. These systems may also require significant and complex software systems to support
the major systems. If the command which purchases the system is not the command which will
use, maintain, or enhance the system, it may not be aware of the extent of software documen
tation that will be needed to use, enhance, or maintain the software, and it may not be as sen
sitive to the need for supportability software as the using or maintaining command might need it
to be. Although there are some structural mechanisms within 000 that are intended to provide
opportunities for communications about such matters, they do not seem to be working as suc
cessfully as 000 may wish. This is seen by many to be a contributing cause toward the software
maintenance and enhancement problems 000 has encountered down the line.

2.3.2 Sole Source Maintenance as a Habit

From procurement personnel's point of view, if a company has built a complex piece of software
for DoD, and it's a good piece of software, that company will know that software better and will be
able to malntaln it better than any other company, even if the other company gets the source
code. That software engineering is still in fairly primitive stages as an engineering discipline
makes reliance on the original developer to do maintenance work seem the most expedient route
to take. The developing company will have a better idea of how to avoid the problems that
enhancing software so often creates for another part of code. Theoretically, the developing firm
will be able to do the job faster, more reliably, and more cheaply than a competitor. And if it's a
good piece of code, then the developing company may be thought to deserve to reap some more
rewards for it. Besides, procurement personnel may be wont to think, we already know these
guys and they do a good job for us. Quality and quickness count for something; money isn't
everything. So why not deal with that company instead of haVing to go through a long drawn out
competition process?
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Over time, the original developer may become more and more confident of its position as the sole
source for maintenance of software, and may increase the price for its services accordingly. It
may be dnficuit for the government to break away from sole source maintenances no matter what
the cost. It should be noted that commercial buyers tend to have similar difficuities in this
respect.

2.3.3 Lack of Experience and Training as Contributors to the Problems

If one adds to this set of already described structural disincentives to adequate planning for
software maintenance and supportability, the fact that procurement personnel are often not well
trained about software, system Inecycles, or data rights, one can see that the structural problems
internal to the Defense Department may be signnicant contributors to software maintenance
problems. It takes considerable sophistication and experience with major systems and what it
takes to support them to plan ahead for system supportability. Adequate planning may be made
additionally difficuit because at the time a development contract may be let, the software for the
system may not yet be in existence, but only in the preliminary planning stages, and supportability
of the software system may not be easily plannable until after the system is more fully developed.

2.3.4 How Internal Structural Problems Work to the Advantage of Industry

It is perhaps an obvious point that the structural problems internal to the Defense Department
create opportunities in software maintenance and supportability contexts for industry tp charge
very large sums of money for work or rights that could have been purchased more cheaply had
they been bargained for at the early phases of the contractual arrangement. it is often in the
industry's interest to take advantage of these opportunities when toey arise.

2.4 Recommendations about How to Plan Better for Maintenance and
Enhancement of Software

Atthough further work could surely be done about the govemment's software maintenance licens
ing problems discussed thus far, it is possible to identny some ways in which 000 might improve
its approach to solving this class ofmaintenance/enhancement problems. New regulations won1
help much, The best solution to this class of problems is improved planning for maintenance and
enhancement of software at the time the contract is made.

2.4.1 Getting Adequate Documentation to Enable Maintenance or Enhancements

(a) 000 would do well to develop a better, more standardized set of specnications about what
software documentation must be delivered to 000 and with what rights.

(b) DoD should decide upfront what arrangements the govemment wants or needs to make
about who should do the maintenance or enhancement work. For reasons other than merely
cost, the govemment may need to do the maintenance in-house. How much rights and how

much data the govemment needs from a contractor will in large measure depend on this decision.
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(c) DoD should assess the relative costs of acquiring different levels of rights and of sole
source, internal, or competitive maintenance over time so that cost-effective choices can be made
upfront. DoD should recognize that sometimes sole source maintenance will be cheaper than
acquiring all the rights and data needed to do the maintenance in-house.

(d) DoD should insist that its procurement personnel involve both the using command and the
maintaining command in the supportability planning, perhaps even getting engineers from these
tatter commands to sign off on the system.

(e) DoD should train contracting personnel about software life cycle needs, about data rights,
and about software documentation as regards supportability needs. (See Chapter 3.)

(f) DoD should consider entering into escrow arrangements whereby documentation may be
placed in the hands of a third party, such that upon the happening of certain contingencies, the
documentation will be released to the govemment for maintenance purposes. This would assure
that until the happening of this contingency, the industry's valuable software documentation will
be protected from disclosure, while at the same time assuring that the govemment can get ac
cess to it under specified conditions.

2.4.2 Getting Sufficient Rights to Enable Competition for Maintenance

(a) DoD should recognize that it may be difficu~ or impossible to compete maintenance and
enhancement of software held as a trade secret by its owner. DoD needs to assess, to the extent
it can, what the long term maintenance needs and costs are likely to be, taking into account what
cost savings may be achievable by competition. lt may not be worthwhile to buy rights to com
pete maintenance.

(b) DoD's best chance to get competition as to software maintenance will be when it is initially
negotiating the system's development contract.

(c) If DoD decides to try to compete the maintenance, it must recognize that it will need to get
upfront:

(i) the ability to sublicense itasoftware modification right or a commitment by the contractor to
license another company to modify the software;

(ii) the ability to sublicense the documentation about the software, or a commitment by the
contractor to license the other company to have access to the documentation;

(iii) very detailed documentation; and possibly

(iv) rights in the software tools, or a commitment from the developing firm to license a
ccrnpetltor's access to the tools.

(d) It may be desirable for DoD to develop a standard competitive reprocurement or main
tenance license provision and clause for the DoD FAR SUPP in order to alert contract officers to
the need for and the appropriate manner of obtaining rights for these purposes.
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(e) Tobe ableto maximize the possibility of gaining agreement for competitive maintenance of
proprietary software, 000 shouldbe prepared to makearrangements:

(i) either to name who will be the third party maintainer or define what process will be used to
qualify a potential third party maintainer; and

(Ii) to promise the developer of the software to put the competitive maintainer under a specRic
set of restrictions (such as those under which the government operates as to that software).

The government might also want to consider naming the original software developer as a third
party beneficiary of the agreement between the government and the third party maintainer as to
restrictions on rights so that Kthere is abuse, the developer Clan sue the maintainer directly.

2.5 Other Legal Issues Relating to Modifications

Although the govemment clearlyhas the rightto modKy software developed at private expense, a
number of legal questions have been raised about modKications, some of which derive from the
DoD regulations andsomefrom copyright law.

2.5.1 Questions under the 000 FAR SUPP

Unlimited Rights and Derivative Wor1cs Rights

An important question that affects its rights to modKy and enhance software developed at public
expense •• a question to which the 000 regulations give no answer •• is whether the Defense
Department has the right to prepare derivative software. The definition of unlimited rights makes
no mention of a derivative worksright. It should KDoDwantsto be sure it hasone.

Effect of Modification on Pre-existing Restrictions

If DoD rnodfles proprietary software in which it has only relltricted rights, how does the modKica·
tion affect the restrictions? The standard data rights clause ( [61] sec. 52.227-7013) seems to
answer the question somewhat differently, depending on what kind of restricted rights software
one is talking about. It provides as to commercial software (or ratherto software that a firm has
elected to havetreated as commercial software) that "unmodKied portions [of the restricted rights

. commercial software] shall remain subject to these restrictions." (See subsection (b)(3)(ii).) Other
than commercial software is governed by subsection (b)(3)(i) which refers the readerback to the
definition of restricted rights in subsection (a), which in its subsection (4) provides that "those
portions of the derivative software incorporating restricted rights software are subjectto the same
restricted rights."

It may be that the intent of the drafters of this clause was for these two provisions to mean the
same thing. If that is so, it is a shame that precisely the same wording wasn't used in both
places, for that would remove the potential for ambiguity. If they were intended to mean different
things, it is not clearwhy this would be so. Several lawyers to whomwe spoke thought that these
provisions were not substantively the sameand believed the commercial software provision to be

,
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less generous to industry than the other provision. Others were utterly baffled by this inconsis

tency.

Restrictions Attaching to Modified Portions

Several lawyers - some from government, some from industry •• raised the question of how 000
would treat those portions of the software that were modified. Who would "own" the rights in
them? What, if any, restrictions might they be subject to? The 000 regulations are not clear
about this (except perhaps as to modifications of unlim~ed rights software, for which 000 FAR
SUPP sec. 27.404-1(a)(4) says the government will have unlim~ed rights to changes in things in
which they already have unlimlted rights.) In the absence of clear guidance from the regulations,
most of those who have thought about the question have assumed that the govemment would
have unllrnlted rights in all modifications, whether done by the government or a private firm.
Because of the problems arising from the copyright retention provisions of the 000 FAR SUPP
and because of certain provisions 01 the copyright law, which may have a bearing on rights in
these circumstances, ~ is not clear that this assumption is entirely correct (see subsection 2.1.2
and Chapter 4).

Duty Not to Prepare Similar Software

The 000 regulations provide that when software has been delivered at private expense and
acquired by the govemment w~h restricted rights, the associated documentation will not be used
to prepare similar software ([61] sec. 27.404-1 (e)). Some have thought this may have some
Iim~ing effect on the government's rights to modify software..

Reverse Engineering

If the government has not obtained sufficient dOCumentation in sottwara to enable ~ to modify the
software easily and if e~her there is not time to get the original contractor to modify ~, or the
contractor wants an unreasonable sum for the modification, govemment personnel mey try to
reverse engineer the software to figure out what needs to be fixed.

Reverse engineering will very likely involve making a copy of the program for reverse engineering
purposes. An interesting question is whether the making of such a copy is authorized under the
restricted rights provisions of the standard data rights clause. Those provisions seem to lim~ the
right to copy software to archival or back up purposes ([61], sec. 52.227-7013(a) and (b)(3)). Of
course, the govemment might argue that since ~ is often necessary to make a copy of the
software in order to be able to figure out how to modify ~, it is impliedly w~hin ~s modification
rights. Software firms, of course, might read the provision more I~erally, and argue that modifying
the code is all the government has bought rights to under the data rights clause.
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2.5.2 Questions Under Copyright Law

Reverse Engineering

Apart from the 000 regulations, might DoD be.able to rely on the copyright law to obtain rights to
reverse engineer software? The answer, at least currently, would seem to be it doesn't look so
good. A recent software copyright infringement case held. that making a copy (including making a
core dump of the code into printed I's and O's of a program for reverse engineering purposes)
was an infringement of the copyright, notwithstanding that the parties charged with infringement
had lawfully obtained a copy of the software (Hubco Data Products Corp. v. Management Assis
tance, Inc. [31]). While there are some copyright scholars who would argue that reverse en
gineering ought to be permissible in software cases as a matter of copyright law, this precedent
stands for the contrary proposition. Any prudent user of software ought to be aware of the legal
risks he or she IS taking nany copy of the software is made in the process of reverse engineering
the software.

Ownership Rights In Modifications

The unclarity of the 000 regulations about ownership rights and restrictions as to software
modifications may mean that if the original software is claimed to be protected under copyright
law (even as an unpublished work), it is copyright law that will fill in the gaps. The general
principle of copyright law is to assign ownership rights to whoever is the "author" of an "original
work." Creation of a derivative work may involve original authorship. (Even an edited work will
involve the editor's judgment about what to include and what to leave out. Even the translation of
a book from one language to another involves selecting this adjective instead of its synonym for
incorporation into the translation.) Modnications of software are derivative works that may qualify
for some copyright protection.

However, unless one has the permission of a copyright owner from whose work one's own work
derives to make such a derivative work, one infringes the copyright. If the original author has
given a second author only limited permission to make the derivative work (e.g., only for a par
ticular purpose) the latter's ownership rights may be curtailed to that extent. As Chapter 4 ex
plains, copyright protection will not be afforded to any unauthorized derivative work to the extent it
incorporates the original work's expression. It will also not be given to a derivative work au
thorized for a limited purpose and then used beyond the original purpose ([59) sec. 103(a)).
(See also Chapter 7 for an elaboration on this point.)

It is probably also worth mentioning that the government would not likely be free from obligations

to the owner of proprietary software simply because at some point the government's enhance
ments would be substantial enough to make the proprietary software unrecognizable.

To the extent that the government has a firm other than the copyright owner do maintenance or
enhancement work for it, the government ought to recognize that the maintenance/enhancement
firm may claim rights to the enhancements (It may even deliver the enhanced version with its
copyright notice) but the viability of these rights claims would be limited by the scope of authoriza
tion 000 has from the original contractor.
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2.6 Other Software Maintenance/Enhancement Licensing Problems

2.6.1 Effect on Warranties When Software Is Modified

Much of the software available commercially, and much of the software developed for DoD, is
unwarranted software, that is, software delivered under contracts which disclaim liability for
defects. One 000 lawyer complained to us that often the nearest thing to a warranty the govern

ment can negotiate for as to software is a promise from the contractor to take a look at the
software and try to fix n if problems later arise. Increasingly, however, the govemment has been
able to negotiate warranties for software systems, and perceives nseil to need warranties. As
reluctant as firms may be to warrant software, their willingness to negotiate warranties may
depend on whether they will get the contract to do all the maintenance/enhancement work or
whether the government plans to do the maintenance nseil or compete the maintenance. Be
cause enhancements to software will sometimes adversely affect the functioning of the un
modified portions of the code, software producers have legnimate concerns about what might be
done to any software they have warranted, but which they are precluded from maintaining. In

making licensing arrangements, the govemment may have to trade getting a warranty in software
for getting maintenance competnion. Indeed, a contractor will generally include a clause provid
ing that modifications to the software will void the warranty.

2.6.2 Configuration Management

The Air Force, in particular, reports having some difficulty in managing the large volume of infor
mation about software and all ns many versions that may be necessary to have in order to do
maintenance/enhancement work organically or to contract out for such services. This' seems to
be due, in part, to resource constraints (personnel, expertise, and equipment) and in part, to
having "old" information. Delays caused by bureaucratic procedures that must be followed to
accomplish a change in the configuration are reportedly also a serious problem. Sometimes, Air

Force personnel said, the Air Force takes delivery of software documentation at an early stage,
following which some substantial modifications of the software are be made by the developer,
about which the government may not have or get full documentation.. In some cases, we were
told, this was a problem of not having arranged for delivery of later developed material, and in

some cases, of not following up on getting delivery of the needed material. Several of the Air
Force people wnh whom we spoke about this matter favored the idea of having the developer do
configuration management for Air Force software on the theory that n would be done better by

industry than by the govemment.

2.6.3 Insertion of Proprietary Modules Into Unlimited Rights Software

We were told that firms that do software enhancement work on software in which DoD has un
limned rights have on occasion delivered back to the government software into which the com

panies have inserted proprietary modules.
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2.6.4 Use of Unusual Computer Languages or Equipment to Get into Sole Source
Maintenance Arrangements

We heard of several examples of contractors using nonstandard programming languages and
equipment to prepare software for delivery to the govemment. DoD personnel to whom we spoke
seemed to believe that a primary motivation for this was in order to facilitate being ina sole
source maintenance position.

2.6.5 Indemnification if Third Party Software Maintainer Abuses Rights

Many government lawyers were very concemed about whether the government would be liable if
a firm to whom the govemment provided proprietary software and its associated documentation
for the limited purpose of doing maintenance or enhancement work abused the right to have this
material, for example, using it to prepare a competitive product. Some persons in the Defense
Department believed it appropriate for the govemment to assume responsibility for this. Others
were adamant that the government should not be liable.
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3. The Need for Better Training about Software, Data Rights, and
Intellectual Property Law

Chapter 1 has elucidated the many complexities that the Defense Department's standard data
rights policyentails, as well as the necessary and complex interaction of intellectual property law
and the data rights regulations. Chapter 2 has observed that software development contracts
involve acquiring not only rights in software, but acquiring a substantial volume of documentation
that may be needed to maintain or enhance the software. To do this job well, DoD's procurement
personnel need to have considerable expertise about software as a technology, about software
life cycles, aboutthe supportability needs of software systems, and about the complex data rights
provisions. Although our investigation taught us that 000 has many dedicated and intelligent
procurement officers, it also taught us that, by and large, DoD's procurement personnel feit that
they would greatly benefit by more training about software and about data rights. Many 000
lawyers who have been working in the patent and technical data rights areas could also benefit
from broadening their intellectual property expertise to include copyright, trade secret, and chip
protection.

3.1 Procurement Personnel Need Training

SLP investigators interviewed many individuals whose job included acquiring software for the
government. Those with whom we spoke typically exhibited a dedication and loyaity" to their
position; they seemed to sincerely want to do a good job. Our conclusion is that DoD already
possesses the most important resource needed for a goodprocurement process -- goodpeople.
The 000 could, however, benefit from betterdevelopment of that resource.

3.1.1 Acquiring Software, Technical Documentation and Data Rights Is a
Complicated Process

The process of procuring a system is extremely complex and, at times, confusing. The contract·
ing people must have a grasp of and be able to deal effectively with both complicated procure-

- ment regulations and sophisticated technology. The procurement personnel mustconcemthem
selves not only with the actual physical procurement of items such as software, but also must
obtain sufficient technical data as well as rights in the data and the software in order to allow
maintenance and enhancement of the system, and of the software on which the system is likely
to be dependent. Adequate assessment of one's needs with regard to documentation and data
rights requires at least a basic understanding of the technology to be acquired, including some
knowledge of software me cycles.

To further complicate matters, the negotiations regarding the software, technical data and rights
thereto will oftenoccurprior to or simultaneously with the actual development of the software, and
the data which explains the software. A particular piece of software will often be a small, but vital
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component to be embedded within a sophisticated system. In procuring the larger, morecomplex
system, the procurement personnel must deal with many smaller components, anyone of which,
while it may seem but a minorelement in the overall picture, may effectively cripplethe system if
the technical data and rights that havebeen acquired prove to be insufficient to implement, main
tain and/orenhance the component or product.

Moreover, this procurement process often takes place in the context of strong pressure on con
tracting personnel to "field" the system as fast as possible, and within tight budget constraints.
The procurement person knows that his or her performance will be judged on the basis of how
quickly, and often how cheaply, the system goes from inception to fielding, not on how well the
system is supported by needed documentation and data rights. As one contracting individual
informed us, "If there's a delay in the fielding of a system I am responsible for procuring and I say
it's because I'm negotiating over data rights or technical documentation whichwill be needed for
maintenance and enhancement, I'm goingto be gone in a hurry."

3.1.2 Procurement Personnel Do Not Generally Understand Software As a
Technology or Data Rights

Procurement personnel with whom we spoke often indicated to us that they felt that their under
standing of software as a technology was insufficient to allow them to make procurements in an
optimal way. Moreover, manyof these individuals informed us that their lack of understanding of
the technology that they must acquire inhibits their ability to apply the software/data rights
procurement regulations. In talking with these individuals, we noted that they sometimes had
difficultyresponding to questions which required some understanding of software technology.

Further, virtually all of the contracting people we talked with informed us that they do not have
sufficient knowledge of software and data rights to enable themto valueone package of rights as
opposed to another. That is, procurement personnel seem not to understand how the range of
potential limitations on software or data rights may affect the valueof the productbeing acquired.
A lack of valuation ability may place the government at a disadvantage in any negotiation involv
ing limited or restricted rights packages. It is difficult to effectively negotiate a price for a par
ticular package of rights if one cannotgaugethe valueof that packageas opposed to another. It
seems like trying to buy a plane when one does not know what a plane actually does. Without
such knowledge, it is impossible to determine the value of the product.

Similarly, because the procurement people seem not to fully understand the technology which
they are purchasing, they may not fully understand the application of the procurement regulations
regarding software and data rights to the acquisition of that technology. They also may not
realize the extend of discretion afforded them underthose regulations. They may not realize that
the regUlations allow them to structure licensing agreements which could, in effect, serve as
middle ground alternatives to the traditional extreme categories of unlimited and limited or
restricted rights. Again, it is difficult to negotiate effectively when one does not understand the
range of freedomone is permitted to exercise in those negotiations.
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If contracting personnel lack an understanding about the technology they are purchasing, they
may ask for much more in the way of technical documentation, data rights and software tools
than is actually needed to maintain and/or enhance the system. The same is true if they do not
understand the lffe cycle of the software they are acquiring, or what information, rights, andtools
will be needed in orderto maintain andenhance the system properly throughout its Iffe cycle. As
a result, RFPs are said to be vaguely worded about maintenance, and contracting people may
ask for more than wouldbe necessary to support the system.

Industry people with whomwe have spoken have indicated to us that ff 000 contracting person
nel were better able to articulate why they need certain documentation, rights or tools in order to
support a system, they (industry) would be more willing to provide thatwhich hasbeen requested.
As stated in the "Report of the Rights in Data Technical Working Group (RTDWG) Volume II:
Supporting Data [13] (a report prepared under the auspices of the Institute for Defense Analysis
for the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, and released
January 23, 1984), the government needs to

... identify what this equipment is going to do, what the system is going to be, and what its Iile
cycle is going to be and that will give the contractor a warmer feeling that the Government has
realiy done its homework instead of just going out on a fishing trip for all of the data rights,
because they really don't know what they want. Report at 211-21 2.

As longas 000 contracting personnel areunable to specffy their needs as to technical documen
tation, data rights andsoftware tools, it seems likely that industry people will regard DoD's expan
sive but vague claims of need as an indication that the government has simply not done its
"homework" anddoesnot really knowwhat it wants, andwill regard suchclaims withsuspicion.

A report prepared by the OSD Technical Data Rights Study Group [11] released June 22, 1984,
specffically noted the need for additional training of 000 procurement personnel in the area of
technical data rights. This report, prepared by a study group panel which included represen
tatives of the Air Force, Army and Navy, noted that "[c]urrently, training is minimal andthere is no
requirement to attend mandatory training in the data rights area. Consequently, personnel are
not generally conversant with policies, procedures and clauses regarding application of rights in
technical data." See "Who Should Own Data Rights: Govemment or Industry? Seeking a
Balance" at 42. The OSD Study Group went on to recommend that OSD "coordinate the
development of a comprehensive training program in the area of technical data rights" for 000
contracting personnel. Another OSD report, entitled "DoD Acquisition lmprovernent - The Chal
lenges Ahead: Perspectives of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Logistics"
(WadeReport, released November 5,1985) noted this same concern and suggested even more
far-reaching changes with respect to the 000 acquisition and logistics workforce ( [4] at 6-16).
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3.1.3 Need for a Feedback Mechanism

Upon the fielding of a system, responsibility for that system passes from one command to
another. As a result, the people who must deal with maintenance and enhancement problems
which arise due to inadequate acquisition of documentation and/or data rights are different than

. the people who originally procured the system and supporting material. In other words, the
people who failed to get adequate documentation and rights do not have to deal with the sub
sequent problems which their lack of foresight have occasioned. Moreover, it appears that no
mechanism exists whereby the procurement personnel are made aware of the problems oc
casioned by their failure to acquire certain documentation and/or rights. Without such feedback, it
seems unlikely that the procurement people will have the incentive, or for that matter the
knowledge, necessary to cause them to confront this problem.

3.1.4 Industry Can Be Expected to Exploit 000 Weaknesses

It can also be expected that industry will exploit the weaknesses in 000 procurement practices. If
000 contracting personnel do not understand the product they are purchasing, and make broad
vague requests for rights and documentation in RFP's, then it seems likely that industry will sell
the government those rights and that documentation which industry is willing to part with, whether
the govemment really needs it or not. In a sense, that is simply good business. If the govern
ment tells you it wants to buy your product and is willing to meet your price, why not sell it to
them. If the government later finds it really didn't need the product, or that it was not as valuable
to the government as it originally thought, it is really the government's own fault for not having
done its "homework."

3.2 Preparation of Procurement Personnel for Their Role in System
Acquisition

3.2.1 Background from Which Procurement Personnel Come to the Job

Our research indicates that procurement personnel come from a variety of academic and profes·
sional backgrounds, often unrelated to the type of work they will be doing as a contracting repre
sentative for the government. Very few have any background in technically oriented fields, such
as engineering, which would aid them in understanding the technology involved in the systems
they are charged with acquiring. An almost universal response of those with whom we spoke, a
group which included procurement personnel, engineers, and attorneys, was that some under
standing of the technology involved in the system -- especially with regard to software, technical
documentation, life cycle concems, and data rights -- would be very helpful to the procurement
personnel in the performance of their mission. It was as widely acknowledged that such
knowledge is, at this time, lacking.
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3.2.2 Initial Training Received by Procurement Personnel Does Not Prepare Them
to Deal with Software/Data Rights Acquisitions

Currently, ~ appears that procurement personnel receive no initial training as to the technology
involved in software, technical documentation, and data rights which they are charged with ac
quiring; nor do they receive any training which would enable them to understand life cycle con
cerns which are so important in this area. Consequently, the software/data rights area is an area
of weakness w~h regard to 000 procurement practices.

The contracting personnel with whom we have spoken identified this deficiency as a major flaw in
their preparation for the role in which they function. Indeed, the people we spoke w~h indicated
that, with the exception of a few initial courses covering areas such as basic contract law and
procurement management, almost all of the preparation they have received for the work they do
has been in the form of on the job training.

3.2.3 Supervision and on the Job Training of Contracting'Personnel Has Been
Weak in Recent Years Due to a Shortage of Experienced Personnel in This
Area

Procurement personnel normally work their way up through the ranks. (Division Chiefs were at
one time Contract Officers, Contract Officers began as. Contract Negotiators, and so on.) Super
visory personnel thus understand the job of those they supervise, and have the knowledge
necessary to assist them. Thus, on the job training plays an important role in the development of
the procurement officer's skills. There has, however, reportedly been a deCline in the number of
experienced procurement personnel on the job for the 000. In one command, we were told,
fifty-five per cent of the procurement people were inexperienced. The more inexperienced the
staff, the less efficient will be the on-the-job training.

3.3 Ongoing Training of Procurement Personnel

3.3.1 Current Status of Ongoing Training

Our research found that procurement personnel typically do receive some form of ongoing train
ing, a kind of continuing education or in-service training. This ongoing training, generally
provided on a monthly basis, has, however, tended to focus on what one contracting person
referred to as current "hot issues." For example, the emphasis of sessions during our interview
period had been on the Competition in Contracting Act, particularly what ~ means to procurement
personnel. Software and data rights issues, we were told, have tended to be overlooked in such
training.
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3.3.2 Thoughts of Procurement Pe.rsonnel Regarding Ongoing Training Needs

Procurement personnel wnhwhom we spoke generally felt that some form of training in the areas
of software and data rights would be very useful for them, Most expressed the view that some
background in these areas would give them a greater feeling.of confidence in their abilny to
effectively negotiate for and purchase such products: Further. the people wnh whom we have
spoken have often expressed the view that such training should.include some coverage of the
regulations (FAR and 000 FAR SUPP) which cover software and data rights procurement issues.
Many of the individuals who must work wnh and wnhin these regulations find them to be confus
ing, and therefore feel that some explanation of their function and purposewould be helpful.

While those we have spoken wnh have expressed differing view~ on the structure a course on
software and data rights issues should take, most have felt that a two dayseminar format would
be most appropriate. A common complaint about training attempts in other areas was that too
often there has been too much material crammed into a few short hours of time. wnh the result
that the participants took little useful information away from the course. Many felt a two or three
day format was the optimal blend ••• allowing enough time for- some in depth' coverage of a
SUbject. but not so long that people lost interest. Most of the people wnh whom we spoke were
concerned that if an effort was undertaken to provide training as to software and data rights, the
course should be relatively substantive in nature, not, as one contracting person we spoke wlth
put it. "a summary of the fact that we haveproblems:

Other suggestions included that the course be developed and implemented by an outside con
sultant so as to provide a more objective view of some of the controversial. issues which arise
when discussing software and data rights issues. It was also suggested that such a coursecould
then be presentedat variousbases.

3.4 The Need for More Specialization and Broader Expertise by DoD
Lawyers

000 has some very fine and experienced patent and technical data rights lawyers. These are the
people who tend to advise DoD about software intellectual property matters. Unfortunately,
sometimes these lawyers do not have as much expertise in the areas of copyright, trade secret.
trademark, and chip protection laws. all of which are now necessary to provide comprehensive
legal guidance in software acquisition matters. Copyright law differs from patent law in a number
of important respects. (The government. for example, can own patents but not copyrights
directly.) 000 should encourage more specialization on software intellectual property matters as
well as a broadened approachto understanding software legalprotection by its lawyers.

3.5 Recommendations

1. Develop and implement a training program regarding software and data rights acquisnion for
procurement personnel, as previously recommended by the OSD Study Group. Such training
might be done in a two to three day seminar format which could be presented periodically at
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